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CURSILLO IN SOCIAL MOVEMENT LITERATURE 

Ralph G O'Sullivan, Bradley University 

ABSTRACT 

Cursillo has its origins in Spain in the late 1940s.lnitially a Roman Catholic venture, it now occurs in several 
Christian denominations, retalningthetaskofpromoti"Q religious renewalorrevltalizatlonforits members. Since 
there are nopubllcationawhlchapproprlately placecurslllo in social movementllleraturethis article accomplishes 
the task using social strain, re&OUiatmobiliZStion, and expectancy-value theories. 

INTRODUCTION 
There are few singular analyses of 

cursillo in the sociology of religion and these 
are by Dragostin (1970), Marcoux (1982), and 
O'Sullivan (1988, 1989). The tiUes for two of 
these works, "The Cursillo as a Social Move
menr (Dragostin 1970) and Cursil/o: Anatomy 
of a Social Movement (Marcoux 1982), sug
gest that the reader is Included in conversa
tions about curslllo as a unique social move
ment. Because these publications never truly 
satisfy the expectation, this study of cursillo 
does that which has been left undone by 
providing a selective triptych of theoretical 
scenes to desaibe and explain cursillo as a 
redemptive religious movement. 

Several tasks must be accomplished to 
make this undertaking successful. First, basic 
dimensions of social movements are review
ed to classify cursillo as a social movement. 
Second, threetheoriesareoffenKiatthemacro
level of analysis, the middle-range level of 
analysis, and the micro-level of analysis to 
explain how cursillo is constructed and di
rected toward the religious re-creation of the 
self. Third, the redemptive appeal of cursillo is 
reviewed to delineate this movement from 
other, secular self-help or self-improvement 
programs. 

When the responsibilities of this article 
are completed there will be an addition to the 
body of knowledge about the movement which 
has received scant sociological attention. These 
analyses begin with summaries of information 
about social movements. 

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 
There are many definitions for social 

movements so a recent interpretation is used: 

A movement is constituted by human beings 
engaged indiscou,... and practices designed 
to challenge and change society as they define 
it. (Gamer1996) 

While it is tempting to identify all 

varieties of social movements it must be re
membered that there Is often interaction be
tween them which hinders the ability to sepa
rate their limits, goals, and memberships 
(Aber1e 1966; Gamer 1996; Heber1e 1968; 
Roberts, Kloss 1979). When more ideas of 
Aber1e (1966) are used cursillo is labeled as a 
redemptive movement since it is oriented to
ward the complete reawakening of the self. 
This classification is extended to designate 
cursillo as a redemptive religious movement 
since it occurs in sacramental Christian denom
inations which have defined religious histo
ries, theologies, and promises of salvation. 
Cursillo, then, is composed of members who 
have gone through similar transformations, 
who are sympathetic to Its purposes, and who 
bring others into this •psychological crowd· 
(Park, Burgess 1924) in a collective process. 

With a preamble to the study of cursillo 
as a redemptive religious movement com
pleted, there is need to tum to the combined 
works of several social scientists to Identify 
some of the general traits of social movements 
which are used In this study. Because social 
movements revolve around complex moral 
issues, the expression "moral intuition• (Jas
per 1991) refers to a people's visions of that 
which Is morally •righr and that which is 
morally -wrong: A •moral shock• (Jasper 
1991) happens when those visions are threat
ened. Social or religious mores defining •righr 
from -wrong• become indistinct and produce 
anomie(Durkhelm 1951)whenaoceptedvolces 
of authority, knowledge, tradition, and social 
order are questioned, attacked, and riven by 
the disciples of competing beliefs. People who 
experience such anomalies may undergo 
•paradigm shifts• (Heirich 1977) or •epipha
nies" (Denzin 1989) to re-create noble con
stancy in their lives. Realigned religious iden
tities (Fowler 1981; O'Sullivan 1995) can be 
brought about by forming social movements to 
promote alternate principles, or by joining 
social movements whose views fit emergent 
ideals. 
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Many sacred and secular redemptive 
movements h~ve charismatic leaders of origin 
(Aberle 1966), but each is dependent upon a 
"moral community of believers" (Jasper 1991) 
whose members have a "common paradigm 
of experience" (Gusfield 1968) to "spread the 
word" evoking radical or subtle reforms In a 
region. Because social movements vary by 
parentage, leadership, conviction, intent, dis
course, practice, and history, three sociologi
cal theories are used to portray the diversity of 
cursillo as a redemptive religious movement. 

SOCIAL MOVEMENT THEORY APPUED 
TOCURSILLO 

Social movement studies have been 
dominated by social strain and resource mo
bilization theories. These two approaches are 
used in conjunction with expectancy-value 
theory (Kiandermans 1984) to describe and 
explain cursillo. 

Social Strain Theory 
The tenet of this theory is that social 

movements have natural histories derived from 
objective and subjective interpretations of so
cial strain and anomie (Gamer 1996; Smelser 
1963). The premise is joined with contribu
tions from Jasper (1991) to promote the con
cluaion that social movements are centered 
around efforts to invalidate the sources and 
teachings of those beliefs which create norma
tive disarray in order to re-form intellectual, 
social, moral, and ideological normalcy in a 
population. Such writers as Bord and Faulkner 
(1983), Mauss (1975), Smelser(1963), as well 
as Cleary (1985) and Pena (1995), would 
endorse this scenario when it is applied to the 
beginnings of cursillo in Spain following- the 
civil and second world wars. 

Spain was then rife with local codes Hke 
republicanism, anarchy, fascism, nationalism, 
communism, and splintering within Roman 
Catholicism which weakened it and the parent 
theology (Gamer 1996; Marcoux 1982; Mfche. 
ner 1968; Pena 1995). The profane beliefs and 
advocates were reasoned enough to cuny 
favor with many Roman Catholics, goading 
them to disavow religion, to reject ndlglon's 
"flattened" teachings (Fowler 1987), to sample 
replacement lessons (Gamer 1996), and to 
migrate with patterns of belief-exit and belief. 
entry religious innovation (O'Sullivan 1995). 

Spain's balkanization and the people's 
disenchantment with the ecclesla aroused a 
layman, Eduardo Bonnin, and a cleric, Bishop 
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Juan Hervas, to explore new or alternative 
methods to present personalized images of 
religion to apostates and to those who were 
being courted from it (Bord, Faulkner 1983; 
Marcoux 1982). The manifest intentions of 
Bonnin and Hervas Jed to cursillo's first retreat 
in Mallorca during January 1949, and it has 
since been diffused to other locales such as 
South America and the U.S. where it serves 
similar purposes. 

From the perspectives of colonial and 
evangelical history South America has been 
almost as ecclesiastic as Spain. However, re
cent events in the region have shown that there 
is much dissent converging on such issues as 
international capitalism, allegations of politi
cal corruption, charges of abuses of power in 
the Roman Catholic Church, Protestant mis
sionaries, Marxism, and liberation theology. 
This climate In areas of South America is 
almost identical to that of Spain when curslllo 
was begun. Consequently, cursillo was Intro
duced into the region as one theology of 
reconciliation to defuse the tide of disenchant
ment with the church and defection from it 
(Cleary 1985; Pena 1995). 

Whether or not cursillo is an effective 
tool against liberation theology is a matter of 
conjecture. Uberation theology is directed to
ward the vulnerable masses in the area who 
represent a political-economic minority and 
who are racked from maltreatment, conuption, 
and exploitation at the hands of those .who 
represent a political and economic majority. 
Curslllo~ on the other hand, is directed toward 
the categories and social classes of people 
whoaremoreprivileged(Cieary1985;Marcoux 
1982), who support the church, and who use 
such influence or power they have to promote 
Roman Catholicism against the populist be
liefs of liberation theology. The conflict there 
has yet to be settled. 

The diffusion of cursillo into the U.S. 
shows that it has been adopted in many dio
ceses and synods of the Episcopal, Lutheran, 
and United Methodist churches as an element 
of Instructional technology for several plau
aible reasons. First, because these reiJgious 
ohapters are also sacramental the compoai
tion and contents of the original cursillo are 
easily tranllated into the liturgies, rubrics, and 
ritel of the borrowers. Second, the popularity 
of curlillo in the Roman Catholic community 
may have prompted leaders in the other 
denominations to join the bandwagon and vie 
for their fair market shares of new members in 
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>etitive environment (Iannaccone, 01-
ark 1995). 
:ertainly the social climate of Spain in 
11940s is not present in the U.S. today, 
the era should not be considered as a 
stimulus for the growth of cursillo out
oman Catholicism. Yet, because as
threats to Christianity still exist there is 
1al need to retain standardized and 
al curricula of religious education, to 
t and preserve the promises of deliver
, actively reconstitute membership rolls, 
erve the religion, and to reintroduce 
1rs to the religion and to the churches 
'lich they had strayed. 
he means by which the goals are par
et are built into the configuration of a 
weekend retreat. As the retreat pro

s the novices or candidates are offered 
1 of fifteen ro/los or religious talks which 
en by members of the laity and the 
Nho direct the weekend. Each rolla is 
i and sequentially presented to facili
, candidates' epiphanies or paradigm 
)'Sullivan 1989). Thefirstro/lo, entitled 
asks all players to reflect upon the 

1s they have led and upon the various 
"ologies, ·and work/academic endeav
hich they have given allegiance or have 
tdicated. An intimated message or call 
alk is to create cognitive dissonance 
~er 1957) in the minds of the candi
'ithout attacking any particular lifestyle 
f system. The candidate is allowed to 
truct a personal doctrine or way of life. 
1e seeds for dissonance have been 
1e remaining rol/os, group discussions, 
rship services allow the candidate to 
tr cognitive consonance (Festinger 
rith a religious theme by way of recon-
with God and with the person's de

lional affiliation. 
owever, a change in religious feelings 
)art of an individual does not create a 
novement. The application of social 
aeory to cursillo has tandem attributes. 
1tss or members of the cursillo commu
ve to recruit new members through 
rious social contacts, thereby increas
iOnal expertise about the movement in 
petal direction. Then, once the recruits 
, cursilllstas they, too, are encouraged 
neevangelistsorproselytesforcursillo, 
ing public awareness about the move
a centrifugal direction. 
onflicts of belief are rarely won, but 
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they can change course by redefining moral 
debates. Cursillo was born in a time of social 
disruption in Spain and the movement has 
similar purpose in regions of South America, 
just as it exists in the U.S. to neutralize contem
porary vulgar, populist, or secular attacks to 
the religion and its participati~g churches. This 
modem religious movement now deserves 
further investigation with another sociological 
device. 

Resource Mobilization Theory 
The second approach which defines 

these analyses is resource mobilization theory 
that has been created and refined by such 
authors as Iannaccone et al (1995), Gusfield 
(1968), Lawson (1991), McCarthy and Zald 
(1977), and Tilly (1978). It is an organization 
approach which specifies that holdings of 
human skills, various fonns of capital, and 
material culture are invested to yield high pro
fits in the fonns of goal attainment and mem
bership recruitment (Gamer 1996; Iannaccone 
et al 1995). An aspect of this theory is that 
social movements and their regional cells/ 
pockets of activity need managerial guidance. 
The superintendence is provided by a "di
rected" segment consisting of 

organized and structured groups with specific 
programs [of study for rafonn), a fonnallead
ership [core), definitive Ideology, and stated 
objectives. Its followers are members of an 
organization as well as partisans to a belief. 
(Gusfleld 1968) 

The directed segment of a movement 
has the obligations of dispensing the move
ment's cultural package to attract religious 
seekers(lannacconeetal1995; Lofland 1966). 
A cursillo center's boards of management are 
the steering committee, the servant commit
tee, and the secretariat. They are all com
posed of members'frpmthe laity and the clergy 
who have ascended the status hierarchy of a 
center by teaming how to "talk the talk" and 
"walk the walk" of cursillo and by way of 
volunteerism for the movement (O'Sullivan 
1988, 1989). 

Resource mobilization can be called the 
resolve side of strain for a cursillo center. 
Since the weekends vary by religious chapter 
the ro/los are apt to modified to fit the charac
teristics of the host denomination, and daily 
details of a weekend need to be adjusted for 
large or small numbers of participants. The 
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weekend retreats usually begin on Thursday 
night and end on Sunday, but in others there 
are time abbreviations. In some cases a cursillo 
center receives candidates almost monthly, 
yet in some locales a cursillo weekend occurs 
just once a year. After the governing boards of 
a cursillo center receive ideas, advice, and 
suggestions from their respective national of
fices, the panelists make purposive decisions 
to cover wide varieties of exigencies relative to 
local population venues. 

Another comparison is now possible 
between this application of theory at the civic 
level with events in Latin Arnerica~Remember, 
cursillo was introduced into that region as a 
theology of reconciliation or redemption in an 
effort to conquer the attractions of liberation 
theology for those who felt dissonance be
tween themselves and government, the econ
omy, the church, and the mavens of theoreti
cal theology. Many liberationists believe that 
the church itself can be freed by returning it to 
the people or by having the people take back 
that which has been taken from them. The 
people must involve themselves collectively, 
effectively, and passionately. 

Comunidades eclesia/es de bases, or 
base Christian communities, (Cleary 1985; 
Pena 1995) are similar to cursillo centers in 
that they are comprised of local partisanl who 
have been recruited; who have a feeling of 
sisterhood or brotherhood with their fellows; 
who gather for worship, community action, 
and study; who define the church In personal
ized terms; and who feel that they have found 
a spiritual hang-out for themselves. Cursillo 
c:entens and base communities are also h• 
vans of respite, renewal, and encouragement 
in the face of competition. 

Theprinclpledlfrerences between anillo 
centers and the CESs are their degrees of 
bureauaatic composition. The base commu
nities are laity-rooted and decentralized units, 
being the manifestation of praxis betwaentt .elr 
members and clergy in the church's theocracy 
who have contaminated theological tradition 
by •selling our to sirens of economic and 
political power. Cursillo centers, though, exist 
with the approval of their churches; have des
ignated spiritual directors who are members of 
the clergy; and whose roles and events are 
overseen by members of the churches' hierar
chies. They are units to be administered by 
having their assets laid out to provide maxi
mum economic returns on investments. 

There is another theory which 
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completes the triple casing of sociological 
pictures about cursillo as a redemptive relig
ious movement. That image addresses the 
social psychology concerns of membership 
and identity. 

Expectancy-Value Theory 
Resource mobilization theory has been 

charged with over-emphasizing the orga~ 
tional and instrumental elements of a social 
movement while downplaying the individual 
member (Klandermans 1984). Nevertheless, 
the conlributions which the theory, and social 
strain theory, have made to the study of social 
movements helped support the formulation of 
expectancy-value theory. The two approaches 
allow logical shifts of emphasis from macro
level concerns to middle-range level interests 
to micro-level issues which have dual attri
butes affecting social movements' life courses. 

First, consensus mobilization identifies 
articulated public relations campaigns which 
broadcast communal and non-specific evi
dence about a movement to a community 
(Klandermans 1984) as the efferent drive fora 
movement. This action is conferred with the 
mass media public relations blitz enacted by 
the •DiVine Precepts• church (Lofland 1986). 
Second, action mobilization refers to specific 
support of a social movement by enlisting new 
members (Klandermans 1984) as the afferent 
energy within a movement. 

, The righteous claims or emotional ap
peals In both motivational actions will contain 
debatable truths. Even though the •righr
"wrontf dichotomies are open to interpretation 
theyhaveecononicmeritwhen religious seek
ers or pte-converts define their enlistments as 
being profitable; when delinquent members 
define •re-ups• or re-enlistments as being 
beneficial; and when current members define 
continued presence as being valuable. 

\Nhlle expectancy-value theory's em
phasis Ia on the individual and cost-benefit 
analysis, the utility of the approach to the study 
of redemptive religious movements, like 
cureillo, needs clarity. Precise explanation 
continues with departure from Its principles 
and anival in the realm of adaptation. The 
gain-loss and exit-entry dimensions of the 
theory revolve around the answers to comple
mentary questions: •Redemption from what? 
and •Redemption to what?" 

REDEMPTIVE SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 
An earlier section of this article 
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presented an amended perspective of a re
demptive social movement to desaibe cursillo 
as a redemptive m/igiousrnovement.ln light of 
the fad that this schedule is related to self-help 
or self-improvement groups (Turner, Killian 
1987),acleardemarcationbetweentheiragen
das must be made. 

The analogous events are dependent 
upon a person's paradigm shift or epiphany of 
altered •moral nets• (Davis, Stasz 1990). The 
adjustment prompts the formation of new 
lifestyles and the creation of new networks of 
friends who have had similar psychological 
moments. Re-formed ways of living are found 
in secular humanism and secularized religion, 
or in many twelve-step recovery programs 
which rely on generous invocations of God's 
assistance. VVhen the latter path Is taken then 
the program should not be labeled as a re
demptive religious movement. An organized 
theology, a defined religious history, and ex
plicit sets of premises, promises, and salvific 
appeals are not the cornerstones for member
ship and participation. 

The redemptive wortd view of cursillo is 
distind becau&e It contains clear outlines of 
holiness and faith In the covenant of deli
verance. Cursillo's regenerative invitations are 
built Into Christianity's several prominent creeds 
and in additional bodies of Internal literature. 
Fidelity to the belief is offered through (re-)pro
clamation, (re-)aflirmation, renunciation, and 
sacramental inclusion. 

It is In this context that Hoffer's (1951) 
ideas are used to state that leading a secular 
or an autonomous life is vile, barren, and sin
ful, which is insinuated in the •Ideal• rollo. This 
contention lends some credence to a modified 
adage or parable: If an individual Is so com
pletely full of the self then there is no room for 
spirituality. Atoaement is possible when the 
person-as-sinner becomes enlightened about 
amorality or immorality, how they are mani
fested, and how denunciations of personal 
demons and their nefarious deeds are pos
sible. 

Redemptive religious movements are 
composed of spiritually-motivated members 
who are penitent for their wicked ways, and 
who have put themselves into positions of 
piety with a divinity. The apostles amass their 
skills and supplies to help religious seekers 
who are entangled in dilemmas of faith, who 
are pursuing solutions for their quandaries of 
virtue, and who seek the company of empa
thetic others in a spiritual community. 
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Hoffer also states the co-processes of 
atonement, entry into a state of piety with a 
godhead, and joining a religious community, 
such as cursillo, are relatively simple. 

[T]o confeaa [sins] and repent is to slough of 
one's individual dlstinctlveneu and separate
ness, and salvation is found by losing oneself in 
theholyoneMS~ofthecongragatlon[ofbeliev
ers and the attendant creeds]. (1951) 

Friends, family members, and work as
sociates are the points of contad between a 
seeker and cursillo. The proselytes inspire the 
pre-converts to attend selective events prior to 
the retreat in order to taste some of its offerings 
andtomeetits"feelowshipofbelievers•(Heberte 
1968). Members of the community greet the 
guests with a combination of general and 
specific compensators (Stark, Bainbridge 
1987). ·[c]ome join us ... because we are the 
means of obtaining the right relationship with 
God• (lawson 1991), and 'We have found it, 
and we will help you find It, too• represent 
teasers often proclaimed by members to the 
visitors. Advocates assert the opinions that 
profits earned from membership are unlimited 
and that similar returns are available to all 
people of faith. The wholesale subjugation of 
the self to a group and its beliefs, however, has 
been the concern of social commentators. 

As Christianity, its denominations, and 
their subcultures like cursillo have emerged, 
all begatcontroversy. Dragostin (1970) makes 
this point salient by excoriating cursillo with 
the claim that members are trapped in a 
closed, ethnocentric, self-serving, and vindic
tive club. Wayward citizens who belittle, ne
gled, or rejed the cortgleg8tion find that they 
are discredit~. alighted, and ostracized by its 
members. His warning has literary allusion in 
Skinner's(1948)tropeaboutwaldenll'ssheep 
which are kept in a symbolic pen and are over
seen by a watchful dog lest they transgress. 

A religious seeker's decision to~ and 
maintain a career in cursillo is partially depen
dent on available opportunities (O'Sullivan 
1988). The options are also functions of per
ceived gains« anticipated losses according 
to expedaney-value theory, whereby seekers 
join the movement to form religious bonds 
when had not existed or to re-new religious ties 
which had waned. 
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CONCLUSION: REVIEW AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Cursillo is a redemptive religious move
ment directed toward the spiritual revitalization 
of its members. Entry into the curslllo commu
nity takes place during a retreat which occurs 
over an extended weekend. Curslllo's candi
dates or seekers are presented with a series of 
talks by members of the clergy and the laity 
who serve as the candidates' guides. Until 
now, though, there have been no sociological 
observations to Identify the qualities of curslllo 
as a social movement. 

This article partially fills that void using 
social strain theory, resource moblll%8tlon 
theory, and expectancy-value theory, but the 
task is still incomplete. All efforts to desaibe 
cursillo, to explain it, and to lnterpnlt it are 
limited In scope by the general absence· of 
sociologists who study it. Even so, It Is not 
likely that there can ever be a completed 
picture of the movement. Events seen, de
scribed, and explained should be filtered 
through diverse interpretive lenses such· as 
those which have been used here. 
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WOMEN IN CHURCH LEADERSHIP: AN ANALYSIS OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS 

Thomas Hoffman, St. Mary's University of San Antonio 

ABSTRACT 

ThisstudyanalyzesatllludesofclergyandthelaityfromelghtChristlandenomlnations. Control variables 
include demographic Variables, religious denomination, clerical status, selec:t8cl nllliglolls beliefs, and attitudes 
towards Mary, the mother of Jesus. The principle question and dependent variable Ia this: "Women should be 
considered equal to men In all areas of church leadership.· 

INTRODUCTION 
VVhat Is the role of women In church 

leadership? VVhat should that role be? These 
are questions which religious communities 
debate. Yinger (1970) wrote that 

The concept of role Ia one of the key meeting 
places of personality theory and sociocultural 
theory, for it represents an Internalized style of 
life for the individual and at the same time a 
cultural blueprint of approved behavlorforcer
tain designated members of a society. 

Weber (1958) noted the Important influence of 
religion on daily life: 

The magical and religious forces, and the ethi
calldeasofdutybased upon them, have in the 
past always been among the most important 
formative Influences on conduct. 

He said (1958) that the 'callings' we follow are 
very important for our concept of self: 

... Reformation meant nottheelmlnation of the 
Church's control over everyday life, but rather 
the substitution of a new form of control for the 
previous one. 

Thus, the question of the role of women in 
chuteh leadership may be a very Important 
one to address. 

There are contradictory interpretations 
of the history of the role of women In church 
leadership. Pope John Paul II (19948) de
clared 

Priestly ordination, which hands on the otftce 
entrustedbyChrlattohlaApoatlesofteachlng, 
sanctl(ylng, and governing the fallhful, hasln 
theCathollcChurchfromthebeginning always 
been reserved to men alone. 

In contrast, Toljesen (1993) reports that 

GiorgioOtranto, an Hallan professor of church 

history, has shown through papal letters and 
Inscriptions that women particlpaled In the 
cathollcprlesthoodfortheflrstthousandyears 
of the church's history. 

She further points out that the 

last thirty years of American scholarship have 
produced an amazing range of evidence for 
women's rolesasdeaco(w, priests, presbytln, 
and even bishops In the Christian churches 
from the first through the thirteenth century. 

Priestesses were the norm in some non
Christian societies. Goodrich (1990) writes: 

Prlestesaesthrlved in ancient societies in which 
religion, art, and sclenQe went not as yet dis
joined. Therfleelypracllclld priestaaftintarr1'1e 
communities supporting as many as islx thou
sand priesteslel atone lite. Such alllmple, at 
Ephesus has recently been excavated and ex
haustively studied by archeOiogtsta. In an
cient Asia Minor, Graece, Africa and Europe 
prlestesteswareveneralad, u priests sill are 
today. Women as well as men went then holy 
persons and leaders in theiriOCietles. 

Indeed, • ... priestesses still officiated In Brit
ain, Gaul, and Scandinavia around 500 A.D." 
(Goodrich 1990). However, she also indicates 
that some of these prtestesaes were non
Christian while others were Christian: 

Thehlatciricai'Veleda,'lkea'Gertrude,'wasa 
Druid prlesteuwhoderellded Gaul. Isolde was 
a noble Irish prlesteuntned in medicine at the 
time Saint Brlgld became the first Bishop of 
Kildare. (1990) 

Within the Catholic Church, Ferrara 
(1994) in commenting on some of the theo
logical and historical problema with the papal 
pronouncement of John Paul II cited eartler, 
points out that discussion of the Issue of 
females in the priesthood Is not as yet a closed 
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Table I: Charac:terlsticl of Relponclents, l".uy In the Christian Churches Today Survey 
Gender Race 

Male 64% Anglo 88% 
Female 32% Black 2% 
(N=3&4) Hispanic 7% 

Asian 1% 
Indian 1% 
Other 1% 
(N=394) 

Educatl.m Income 
8th or less 1% Under$10K 7% 
Some High School 1% IOk to 19,999 10% 
High School 7% 20k to 29,999 U% 
SomeCollep "" 30k to 39,999 24% 
Bachelors 18% 40k to 49,999 IS% 
Masters 4S% 50k to 59,999 10% 
Doctorate IS% 60k to 69,999 S% 
Beyond Ph.D. 4% 70k to 79,999 3% 
(N=393) 80k plus S% 

~N=388! 

issue. However, Pope John Paul II (19948, 
1994b, 1995), hoping to dose the Issue, has 
issued at least three recent statements on 
women, declaring them to be equal to men, yet 
having different roles than men In the church. 
Torjesen (1993) suggests that 

Christian churches need to retum to their own 
authentic heritage, reject the patriarchal~ 
of the Greco-Roman gender ayatem, 8lld,. 
store women to equal partnership In leeclershlp 
ofthe church and participation In Christian life. 

There are numerous ordained women In 
the United States today. Ward (1991) reports 
that 

Theflrstwomanordalnedwltht'lefuDauthorlty 
and bleulng ofherdenomlnationwas Olympia 
Brown, a Unlversallstwhowas ordained by the 
St. Lawrence Association of Universalists In 
1863. 

He further (1991) Indicates that in 1986 
there were almost 21 ,000 ordained female 
dergy, representing about 7.9 percent of the 
ordained dergy in the United States. In his 
summary of a 1986 survey of denominations 
he GonCiuded that of 221 religious groups 
surveyed in the United States 84 ordained 
women, 82 did not, 49 were unclear and 6 had 
no clergy. That is to say, more than one out of 

Marital Status Age 
Single 15% 19 or under 2% 
Celibate/Single 7% 20-29 5% 
Married 71% 30-39 "" 5eparated/DIYoc 7% 40-49 21% 
(N=393) 50-59 26% 

60-69 18% 
70 or over "' (N=396) 

ReiJalon Church Position 
Orthodox 4% Pastor """ Lucheran 23% Assistant Oerv 7% 
Mechodlst 14% Deacon-Elder 3% 
Episcopal 15% Recional- 1% 
Catholic 17% National Oerv 
Presbyterian 19% Seminarian 1% 
Southern Baptist 6% Layperson 42% 
Assembll• cf God 2% (N=393) 
(N=396) 

three of the religious groups in the United 
States ordain women. RecenUy, females have 
been elevated to the bishop's chair. Torjesen 
(1993) reports that the first female Episcopal 
bishop Jn the U.S. was ordained in 1989. 

The purpose of this study Is to examine 
what contributes to support or opposition to
wards the &Uitude that women should be con
sidered equal to men in church leadership. In 
1990 a survey of lay and derical members of 
eight Christian denominations was conducted . 
(Boc:c:atdi1990). Aa Greeley (1972) has Indi
cated • •.. denominationalism is a central char
acteristic of American religion." Among the 
questions asked was one·conceming support 
for equality among the sexes In church leader
ship. Thla study examines those fadors which 
influence support for egalitarianism in church 
leadership. 

DATA COLLECTION 
The questionnaire addresses contem

porary Christian concams. This purposive 
sample (N-399) consists of dergy and laity of 
various Christian traditions in the United States, 
representingelghttradltlons:GreekandCoptlc 
Orthodox, the Evangelical Lutheran Church in 
America, Roman Catholic, Episcopalian, Unit
ed Methodist, Presbyterian, Southern Baptist 
and Aasernblles of God (Pentecostal). Re
spondents were surveyed in Boston, Dallas, 
Houston, Manhattan, Minneapolis, Richmond, 
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San Antonio, and San Francisco. A full de
scription of the sampling procedures are re
ported in Boccardi (1995). 

The scope of the questions covered at
titudes towards Scripture, liturgy, patristics, 
Christology, ecclesiology, Mary, ministry, de
votion and ecumenism. The answers to the 
questions were coded in this way: 4) agree 
strongly, 3) agree slightly, 2) can't decide/don't 
know, 1) disagree slightly, 0) disagree strongly. 
Background questions included information 
on: religious tradition, racial background, gen
der, educational background, age, position, 
marital status, annual income, church activi
ties and church attendance. 

Characteristics of Respondents 
This data set provides a sample with 

sufficient diversity to make comparisons be
tweengroups(seeTable1). Therearetwiceas 
many males as females, almost 9 of 10 are 
Anglo, 7 of 10 are married. The median age is 
in the low 50s. This is a very educated group: 
the median level of education is at the masters 
level. The sample is not particularly affluent
median income is in the mid $30,0008. 

The sample includes respondents from 
eight Christian denominations. The sample 
design provided that more than half of the 
respondents would hold some derical role in 
their church (which perhaps helps explain the 
high education and less than outstanding in
comes). 

The lay people in the sample are active 
in their churches. Ninety-four percent are mem
bers of one church group or more. They are 
also frequent attenders at church services. 
Ninety-seven percent of the lay respondents 
attend church two to three times a month or 
more. These are not people only nominally 
affiliated with their particular denomination. 

SUPPORT FOR EQUAUTY IN CHURCH 
LEADERSHIP AND RECENT 
DENOMINATIONAL EXPERIENCE 

The survey included only one item which 
taps the concern of this research: "Women 
should be considered equal to men in a// areas 
of church leadership." Respondents were asked 
to rate their level of agreement with this state
ment on a five point Ukerl-type scale ranging 
from strongly disagree to strongly agree. This 
single item indicator, because of its clear 
wording, could be said to have face validity 
regarding the concept of support for equality in 
church leadership. It should be noted that this 
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item emphasizes "all" areas of church leader
ship, and thus is broader than asking whether 
or not ordination should be open to women. 

The eight denominations in this study 
have different experiences with the ordination 
of females in the twentieth century. In 1914, 
the Assemblies of God became the first of 
these eight denominations to ordain women. 
The United Methodists and Presbyterians be
gan ordaining women in 1956, followed by the 
Southern Baptists in 1964. 

Recently, Southern Baptists renewed 
conflict on this issue. According to Ward (1991) 
"In 1984, the Southern Baptist Convention 
adopted a resolution opposing women's ordi
nation." The resolution read, in part, that the 
Southern Baptist Convention 

... encouragetheeervlceofwameninalaspects 
of church life and work other than pastoral 
functions and leadership rolesentaiDng ordina
tion. (Melton 1991) 

However, Melton (1991) pointed out: 

Because of the very loose authority the Con
vention wields over Individual congregations, 
this resolution cannot force congregations to 
expel women pastors already in place, nor can 
itpreventcongregatloqsfromordalnfngolhers. 

Although approval of female ordination 
was far from unanimous among American 
Lutherans and Episcopalians, the Americatt 
Lutheran Church began ordaining women in 
1970, followed by the Episcopal Church in 
1976. Roman catholics and Orthodox have 
not ordained women in this century. 

BACKGROUND VARIABLES AND 
SUPPORT FOR EQUAUTY IN CHURCH 
LEADERSHIP 

Background variables need to be tested 
to see If they have an influence on support for 
equality in church leadership. Gender, race, 
marital status, age, education, income, de
nominational affiliation, and clerical status 
may all have independent influences on atti
tudes towards women's role in church leader
ship.Forexample,inotherstudles,genderhas 
been seen to play a role with regard to support 
for female ordination. Jelen (1989) in a study 
among Roman Catholics found that • ... men 
are more supportive of female ordination than 
are women." He has also speculated the catho
lic males who do oppose ordination base their 
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Table 2: Support for Equality (Percent StronJiy AFee) In Church Leadership by Bacqrouncl 
Characterlltlcl 

Ethnlclty Education Clerical Status ReiiJion 
Hispanic -48% M.A. or above 74% Lay 63% Assemblies of God 22% 
Non-Hispanic 68% Some Collece to B.A. 57% Oergy 69% Catholic 46% 

High School or less 35% 

*All tables Pearson chi-squared p<.OS 

opposition on the notion of a specialized role 
for females. He postulates (1989) that for 
Catholics who oppose ordination • ... Mary may 
provide Catholics with a model of an Impor
tant, but separate, female role In Church af
fairs." 

All of the background variables in Table 
1 were tested to see if they were associated 
with support for equality in church leaderlhlp. 
~veral of them do have an Influence In the bi
variate case: ethnlcity (race dichotomized Into 
Hispanic and NonHiapanlc), education (re
coded into thr8e categories), clerical status 
(clergy vs. lay), and religious aftillatlon (see 
Table 2). Income and marital atatua do not 
have statistically significant relationships with 
support for equality In church leadership. In 
addition, gender, although studies of catho
lics alone have shown It to have an Influence 
on approval of female ordination, does not 
have an influence on support for equality ·1n 
church leadership among these ntapOndents 
from eight Christian denominations. 

In the bivariate case, Hispanics are less 
likely than NonHispanics to support gender 
equality in church leadership. Clergy are more 
likely than lay to support such an approach. 
The more highly educated the respondent 
waa, the more likely she/he supported a policy 
of equality for women in church leadership 
(gamma = .37; p ::s; .05). 

More than three-fourths of the Luther
ans, Methodists, Episcopalians, and Presby
terians surveyed support equality In c:htRh 
leadershlp.AimosthalfoftheCatholicsstrongly 
support It Less than one of four members In 
the Assemblies of God, Southern Baptist. and 
the Orthodox churches surveyed agree with 
this position. 

Episcopalian 80% 
Lutheran 81% 
Methodist 79% 
Orthodox 13% 

Presbyterian 81% 
Southern Baptist 12% 

REUGIOUS AmTUDES AND SUPPORT 
FOR EQUAUTY IN CHURCH 
LEADERSHIP 

The data set contains a number of items 
with regard to religious beliefs and the reli
gious Imagination On particular the stories 
about Mary with which the respondents may 
agrM or may disagree). A reasonable hypoth
esis would be that those images of Mary which 
are more egalitarian In content, such as Mary 
as model, elder sister in the faith, partner in 
prayer, contribute to support for equality of 
women in church leadership. A second hy
potheeis seemed plausible: agreement with 
this statement: "Attention to Mary's role In the 
Christian community can be a positive factor 
for the feminist movemenr would show posi
tive association with support for the statement 
that "Women should be considered equal to 
men In an areas of church leadership." Neither 
of these hypotheses hold up to empirical test
ing. None of the egalitarian or warm, nurturing 
images of Mary (such as "Mary as my spiritual 
mother") available In the data, nor the question 
about Mary and feminism are aSIOCiated with 
the attitude regarding women and church lead
ership (p > .10). 

Three religious attitudes are aSIOCiated 
with support for equality in church leadership 
in the bivariate case. The rne&SUI'88 did all 
concern Mary, the mother of Jesus. Two dealt 
with beliefs: "Mary is the Mother of God• 
(gM'11T18 = -.17, p < .05), and "I believe In the 
virginal conception of Jesus within Mary's 
womb• (gamma = -.65, p < .05). These both 
tap that model of Mary as Virgin and Mother. 
The third referred to one's relationship with 
Mary: "Mary plays a significant role in my life• 
(gamma = -.23, p < .05). 

Support for equality within the church Is 
influenced by all three of these religious 
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Table 3: ftesreaion Equations of Influences on Support for Equality In Church Leadenhlp 
Model A ModeiB Modele Final Model 

Backcround + Backcround + Model 8 + Rellpx!A Attitudes Attitudes (trimmed) 
Clerical Status -.23 (-.08) 

Ethnicity -.71 (-.13)* -.76 (-.14) .. -.32 (-.06) 

Education .20 (.18) .. . 17 (.IS) .. .19 (.17)- .19 (.17)-

Mary Significant -.05 (-.OS) 

Mary, Mother of God -.04 (-.06) 

Virginal Conception -.26 (-.22)- -.29 (-.24)- -.13 (-.II)* -.14 (-.12)-

Orthodox -.79 (-.10) 

Lutheran 1.33 ( .-40) .. 1.26 (.38)-

Methodist 1.28 (.31) .. 1.21 ( .29)-

Episcopal 1.13 ( .30) .. 1.08 (.28)-

Catholic .35 ( .09) 

Presbyterian 1.11 (.31) .. I. OS (.29)-

Southern Baptist -.98 (-.18)* -1.05 (-.19)-

Contant 3.25- 3.2o- 1.n- 1.83-

R Squared .13 .12 .35 .33 

Adjusted R Squared .12 .12 .34 .32 

*p<.OS; **p<.OI; ***p<.OOOI 

AReligions are compared by dummy variable analysis with Assemblies of God as ~e baseline. 

Cell entries are unstandardized recresslon coeffidents and, In parentheses, standardized recresslon coeffidents. 

attitudes (chi-squares significant at< .05). Re
sultsshowthat68percentofthosewhostrongly 
disagree with the notion that Mary is the 
Mother of God, 96 percent of those who dis
agree with belief in the virginal conception of 
Jesus, and 70 percent of those who are clear 
that Mary does not play a significant role in 
their personal life strongly agree that women 
should be considered equal to men in all areas 
of church leadership. The less likely one is to: 
see Mary as the Mother of God, believe in the 
virginal conception of Jesus, or see Mary as 
playing an important role in his/her life, the 
more likelythat person is to support equality for 
women in church leadership. 

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF 
INFLUENCES ON·SUPPORT FOR 
EQUAUTY IN CHURCH LEADERSHIP 

Tests of background variables and re
ligious attitudes indicate that a number of vari
ables potentially Influence support for equality 
in church leadership. Multiple regression analy
sis allows control of each variable's influence 
on this dependent variable (see Table 3). 

The direct influence of the background 

and attitudinal variables are tested (Table 3, 
Model A). Results indicate that the apparent 
influence of clerical status, the stance that 
Mary plays a significant role In one's personal 
life, and the belief that MillY Is the Mother of 
God, does not hold up In a multivariate analy
sis. Ethnlcity, education, and beliefs regarding 
virginal conception do llgnificantly Influence 
the response variable In the same direction as 
in the bivariate results. The regression equa
tion is re-estimated, deleting the non-signifi
cant variables (see Table 3, Model B). 

Regressionanalyslswasthenconducted 
to bring in the potential influence of religious 
denomination {see Table 3, Model C). Dummy 
variable analysis allows the Inclusion of nomi
nal level variables, such as religion, In regres
sion analyses {Lewis-Beck 1980). The results 
show that religious affiliation Is an Important 
characteristic to examine {the amount of vari
ance explained increases from 12 percent for 
Model B to 34 percent for Model C). The ap
parent influence of ethnlcity disappears when 
religious denomination is brought into the 
analysis. However, the effects of education 
and belief concerning virginal conception still 
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hold. 
In dummy variable analysis, one of the 

categories has to be chosen as a baseline. 
Since the Assemblies of God is the denomi
nation in this study with the longest modem 
practice of female ordination, membership in 
that denomination was chosen as the baseline. 
Regression analysis indicates that Lutherans, 
Methodists, Episcopalians, and Presbyterians 
are all significantly more likely to support gen
der equality in church leadership than mem
bers of the Assembly of God. Catholics and 
Orthodox do not differ from members of As
semblies of God, while Southern Baptists are 
signifiCantly less likely than all the other de
nominations to support equality in church 
leadership. 

Trimming all non-significant variables 
from the equation (see Table 3, Final Model), 
results show that religious denomination, be
lief about the virgin birth, and education all 
influence the attitude that women should be 
equal to men in all areas of church leadership. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The researcher found that education, 

belief in the virginal conception of Jesus, and 
religious affiliation all have independent Influ
ences on support for the equality of women In 
church leadership. The more highly educated 
a person Is, regardless of beliefs and religious 
affiliation, the more likely that person will 
acquire egalitarian attitudes with regard to the 
roles of males and females In the churoh. 

One might expect that those denomi
natlonawith the longest recent experience with 
the ordination of women to be those which 
would support equality for women in church 
leadership at all levels. This does not neces
sarily follow. Assemblies of God, the denomi
nation with the longest modem experience of 
female orc:llnands, does not differ significantly 
from the two denominations who do not ordain 
women (Catholics and Orthodox). Further, 
members of a denomination that does have 
ordained women, the Southern Baptists, sup
port equality for women In the church at signifi
cantly lower levels than members of both the 
denominations who have noaJrrentlyordainad 
women (the Catholics and Orthodox). HcJw.; 
ever, members of the other Christian de
nominations that do ordain women (Episcopa
lians, Lutherans, Methodists, and Pl"88byterr
ana) are significantly more likely than ~ 
licaandOrthodoxtosupportequalityforwomen 
in all forms of church leadership. 
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Results have shown that respondents 
who believe in Mary as virgin-mother are less 
likely to support equality of women in church 
leadership; that egalitarian images of Mary 
neither enhance nor diminish support for wo
men's equality; and that the strength of one's 
relationship with Mary does not influence atti
tudes regarding church leaderShip. Contem
porary feminists have a variety of perspectives 
regarding the role of Mary in the Church. 
Stances range from Mary as an Impossible 
Ideal used to keep women in line to Mary as a 
symbol of liberation and female independence. 

Those who see the Marian ideal as a 
means to control women cite the history of 
Marian devotion. Carr (1990) states that 

Feminist scholars have shown that the tradition 
ofMarlologywas begun lnthefourthcentury by 
church fathers who extolled Mary as the sinless 
virgin - and - mother, the epitome of spiritual 
motherhood, In contrastto Eve as the symbol of 
sin, the flesh, and matter. 

She goes further, and writes (1990): 

For Mary has been the subject of an idealizing 
tbriology that sought to venerate her at the 
expense of real women and that projected onto 
herthepaulvevlrtues of submission, humility, 
and docility that women In a misogynist and 
.,..rc:hal Christian culture, were expected to 
lmlblte. 

Other .f8rnlnists have alternative approaches. 
Callahan (1993) writes that 

Mary's virginity and virgin birth can be lnter
pNIIed as aymbola ofherautonomy, algnaUng 
her dlrac:t 181811onahlp to God, unmedlated 
throUgh any hierarchically placed male, spouse 
or no. 

Respondents in this study apparently are more 
likely to link their Image of Mary as a virgln
motherwith the role of women being a support
Ive one In the pew, rather than the role of 
starw,tlng up front In the pulpit. 

Finally, with regard to the primary ques
tion of this study, "VVIhat contributes to support 
oroppolition towards the attitude that women 
should be considered equal to men in church 
leaderlhlp?" the answer Is: religious denoml
nallon. educational level, and belief in the 
virginal conception of Jesus. 
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AIDS ACTIVISM, COMMUNITIES AND DISAGREEMENTS 

Gilbert Elbaz, Sarah Lawrence College 

ABSTRACT 

Uailg the AIDS Coalllon to Unleash Power (ACT UP) as a case study, the author argues thatthia social 
movementciaanlzallonllgolngthrouahadlversificationproc:esaasadlvlatalna8aalng=ratatheHIVIAIDS 
researchesbibllahment. eon.tnsualibcMgoals, beliefaandstralegleslslncrealngly . However, Instead 
ofllmltlngthe.,....toacaeof"'dentilypolllk:s,"typicalofthenewsoc:lal1"nCMN11811ls,theauthorarguesthat 
some dlvlalons among_ ac:tivlata (especially those stemming from the definition of AIDS and hew It should be 
researched) are actually helpful in better understanding the disease. 

INTRODUCTION 
.... proprietary interests and conflict of interest 
within and among univenlllles, pharmaceutical 
companies and government research have 
~theflghtagalnstAIDSinwaysthatcan 
hardlybec::haraclllrizeasiCience. Dogma has 
prevded attheexpenseofllves:thecytopathlc 
modelofHIVdlrectlykllngT-cellsandcausing 
AIDS II accepted by many as nec:easary and 
sutrlclent. Onlyrecentlyhaathescopeofinves
tigalionexpa~lded.,.,..,.. Sll, rationalthera
ples baled on a comprehensive model of im
rnunedywegulatlon, 12yurslater, remain un
avaUable. (Carter 1993) 

The quote above echoes the new form of 
activism that the New York City-based group 
AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP) 
began to exhibit In 1987. Using the media and 
direct action, the activist Intent was to inter
vene into the science of HIV/AIDS, and un
apologetically rip open the deficiencies of the 
research system. ACT UP became famous 
very quickly for its massive demonstrations, 
its controversial Needle Exchange Program, 
and condom distribution to public high school 
students. its etrorts have stretched from ad
dressing the needs of persons living with the 
virus for social services and health care, HIV 
prevention In the public school system, to 
biomedical research. 

The organization defines itself as •a 
group of non-partisan Individuals united In 
anger and committed to direct action to end the 
AIDS crisis: It loosely follows Robert's Rules 
of Order, and abides by the principles of 
participatory democracy (ACT UP 1990c). 
VVIth no president and no paid staff, the pre
dominantly white middle class male members 
discuss AIDS-related "Issues• In the many 
committeea that have developed since the 
creation of ACT UP. Many of the "actions" are 
thought out and organized in "affinity-groups," 
spontaneOus groups aeated by Individuals 

who wish to work on an "action-oriented" 
project. ACT UP raises its own money and 
does not receive any from the govemment. 

Since 1991, members have experienced 
increased diversification and tension in their 
positions toward treatment issues at a time 
when they markedly Integrated the AIDS es
tablishment, achieving representation in ma
jor scientific committees. Oddly enough, this 
diversification process has led both to suc
cesses and failures with regard to treatment 
issues. Members registered a stunning vidory 
when the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) 
finally accepted to expand the AIDS definition 
to include women's and injection drug users 
(IDUs)' opportunistic infedions. They also 
experienced a weakening of their activist effort 
when crucial members of Treatment and Data 
(T&D), ACT UP's scientific committee, left to 
create their own "by-invitation-only" organiza
tion. The life of the organization has ever since 
followed a see-saw evolution, enjoying few 
significant successes, and facing equally sig
nificant failures. The present paper focuses on 
the cultural meaning of this diversification 
process. 

NOT ONE VOICE 
ACT UP's diversification process has 

been analyzed as a typical case of "identity 
politics" or "cooptation," resulting from the 
sometimes conflicting, sometimes fragmented, 
constructions of treatment Issues by activists 
based upon their various cultural and eco
nomic positlonlngs (Burkett 1995; Gamson 
1989). In some cases, activists were able to 
reconcile their differences, but in others, they 
refused because they saw these as simply 
irreconcilable. V\lhile some differences may 
have been due to the activists' socio-economic 
positionings, others stemmed from moral and 
epistemological grounds, that were hardly 
debatable and, instead, pointed to the multi
layered conceptualizations of HIV/AIDS. In 
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that sense, it is argued that while conflicts and 
clashes within ACT UP may have undennined 
the activists' work, they may have also en
hanced our multiple understandings of the 
disease. Specifically, it Is argued that whereas 
divisions over race, gender, and economic 
lines have lndeniably undermined the organi
zation, divisions over the "ontology" and "epis
temology" of AIDS, that II its definition and the 
way it should be researched, have actually 
enhanced our multiple understandings of the 
disease. The present article therefore takes 
exception with the traditional view that new 
social movements, such as the one embodied 
by ACT UP, Inevitably self-destnK:t through 
Identity politics. Taking a more complex posi
tion, it argues instead that some divisions are 
destructive and others are not. 

FRAGMENTATION VERSUS MUL nPLE 
UNDERSTANDINGS 

ltis quite evident that ACT UP embodies 
a new social movement that can be character
Ized as the radical AIDS movement. Like the 
new social movements, its members can be 
described 88 primarily cultural, postmalerlai, 
and postrnoc:lern moral crusaders (Habermas 
1983; Offe 1985; Touraine 1985, 1990). Be
cause many soclologilts argue that the new 
social movements are not involved in the 
poHtlcal and economic arenas, they are quick 
at determining that they often fall Into the trap 
of "Identity politics: Characteristical, ACT 
UP has been seen 88 following the ...,. 
proce88 of Identity dlverslftcatlon, (Crimp 1990; 
Epstein 1991; Gamson 1989; Patton 1989; 
Watney, Carter 1989) even self..destruction 
(Burkett 1995). But few analyses have gone 
beyond this observation, and the legacy of the 
new social movement, of which ACT UP II the 
cultural manifestation warrants, it Is argued, 
more Interpretative work. In that regard, ACT 
UP as a new social movement Is c:onstructed 
as a multilayered entity, including not only 
various pre-existing identities, but also wrloul 
"eplstemologlcar and "ontologicar belief sys-" 
terns 88 to how AIDS and its relllted l'8l88t'd1 
are constructed from a treatment perapedlve. 
Arguably, cultural analyst Donna Haraway 
(1991) offers a better theoretical framewOrk to 
understand the legacy of the radical AIDS 
movement; beyond the traditional question of 
identity differantlation and division, she 8leo 
takes on the debate of knowledge conetruc> 
tion. Her concept of "situated knowledge&" 
can be used to highlight how actMsts, even in 
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their lmumerable disagreements, may actu
ally enhance our understandings ofthe multilay
ered realities of HIV/AIDS. In sharp disegree
mentwlth the cOnventional view that science is 
unitary and aspires to universal truth, Haraway 
argues for knowledge& that can only be plural 
and located in specific economic and cultural 
contexts. Knowledge& may emanate from the 
center (position of those who have power) or 

·the periphery (position of those who do not 
have power). Vllhat constitutes knowledge Is 
not its origin, but the extent to which it has been 
put under "critical examination" (Haraway 
1991). Because knowledge& can only be situ
ated, therefore contested, Haraway also 
championl a political epistemology, where 
people's poeitionlngs are In tension with the 
productive structuring& that "force unequal 
translations and exchanges-material and 
serniotk>wlthln the webs of knowledge and 
power" (Haraway 1991 ). The history of sci
ence, she aaserts, can be described as the 
histories of technologies, themselves ways of 
life, social order, practices of visualizations. 
Objeclivlty Is positioned and partlalled ratio
nality, and does not exclude engagement; no 
one can possibly be In all positioning& at the 
same time, or even in one location entirely. 
Partial location does not equate relativism, for 
the latter denies stakes and responsibility and 
........ transcendenc:e of the ethical and 
political dimensions of situated knowledge&. 
instead, political and ethical terms ground, 
Haraway concludes, what constitute~ valid 
ancf crttlcal knowledge&. Vllhlle social move
ments have contributed to Improving knowl
edge&, some social interventions were not 
"'lberatory, • according to Haraway. However, 
Uke Bruno Latour, she supports lay IndividUals' 
involvement in scientific inquiry, because ulti
mately science Is Influenced by a whole array 
of actors InclUding scientists, bureaucrats, 
elected ofliclals and consumers themselves 
(Latour 1986, 1987; Latour, Wooglar 1979). 
This ·80Cial constructivist perspective on sci
ence explains ACT UP'a rapid IUCC88181 and 
failures u .the 01'\Janlzatlon became directly 
Involved "inside the arena of biomedical sci
encel," and challenged areas of knowledge 
thought to be the preserve of experts only. 

Focuaing upon the area of HIV/AIDS 
treatment and research, this paper intends to 
demystify the "univeraaHstlc notion of an activ
Ist community speaking with a single voice: 
Using Haraway's perspective, it will show how 
definitional contests in which activists have 
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engaged illustrate their various positions with 
regardtotreatmentlssues,theirethicalchoices, 
their compromise, and also their Irreversible 
schisms. Beyond the"deatructiveness" of iden
tity division, it is argued that ACT UP mem
bers' various discussions of treatment issues 
have also spotlighted multiple and useful 
understandings of HIVIAIDS. 

CULTURAL ANALYSIS 
Different sources of information were 

used for this research. For three years (1990-
1993), ethnographic observation and twenty
five semi-structured In-depth interviews were 
conduded at the Gay and Lesbian Community 
Services Center of New York City where ACT 
UP regularly meets, or at the activists' private 
homes. Each interview lasted about one hour, 
and activists were told that anonymity would 
be ensured as would their right to refuse 
answering certain questions, or to stop the 
interview at any time. Because of their heavy 
involvement in addressing issues related to 
HIVIAIDS-research, members of the Treat
ment and Data (T&D) committee, the Lesbian 
Caucus, and the Alternative and Holistic (A&H) 
committee were seleded as research subjeds 
in a non-probabilistic fashion. Ethnographic 
notes were taken during the general assembly 
meetings on Mondays, and during the meet
ings organized by activists wortdng on treat
ment issues. Both methods, ethnography and 
interviews, specifically looked at the activists' 
socio-economic profiles, their constructions of 
HIVIAIDS treatment issues, particularly as 
they relate to "biomedical research, • and their 
understandings of the conflids that both 
"plagued" and "enriched" the organization. 
The main Intent of the cultural analysis was to 
capture the various meanings that activists 
attached to "HIVIAIDS treatments," and the 
"actions, • strategies, alliances and divisions 
prompted by these meanings (Foote White 
1984; Vann Manneim 1988). The activists' 
archives, the access to which was granted by 
ACT UP, as well as the general AIDS-related 
scientific literature were additional sources of 
information enhancing the cultural analysis of 
this segment of the AIDS movement, provid
ing illustrations of issues that were sources of 
division among activists. 

ONE VOICE, ONE COMMUNITY: 
A STRATEGIC NECESSITY 

Noteworthy is that differences within the 
group existed since its creation in 1987. A 
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coalition,ACTUPwasverywellewareofthese 
differences, but because of the sense of emer
gency prompted by the epidemic, activists 
"strategically" agreed to focus upon common 
goals and tactics, as illustrated by one mem
ber: "when you do coalition work, you leam to 
make a lot of compromises. • This focus led 
them to understand that confronting the HIVJ 
AIDS research establishment meant confront
ing a whole system involving drug companies 
and federal bureaucracies. With the "global" 
outlook, and the focus upon common goals 
and tadics, ACT UP registered many suc
cesses: its first massive demonstration was 
organized in 1987 against Burroughs-Well
come, the manufadurerof Azidovudine (AZT), 
the price of which originally ran has high as 
$12,000 for a yearly supply. Despite un
precedented federal support, this company 
and others were reaping unethical profits, 
activists complained. Ultimately giving in to 
the activist pressure, Burroughs-Wellcom low
ered Its price by 20 percent (Hiits 1989). 

In 1989, adivists "shut down" the Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA), castigating 
the federal agency for slowing down the re
search process. Requiring very stringent pro
cedures in the midst of an epidemic, FDA 
regulations were "murderous, • activists 
claimed, and drug testing procedures needed 
to be streamlined (ACT UP 19898). Often cited 
by the activists was the case of DHPG, a drug 
which is used to treat blindness-causing cy
tomegalovirus, an AIDS-related opportunistic 
infection common among persons living with 
the virus. As early as 1988 dodors knew from 
clinical observation that the drug was both 
safe and effective. Yet the FDA still required 
that a double-blind placebo-controlled experi
ment be conduded, causing an uproar in the 
HIVIAIDS community. This decision led to 
massive demonstrations, and the subsequent 
expedited FDA approval of the drug (ACT UP 
1990c). Since then activists have been part of 
all the decision processes leading to drug 
approval. 

. Much HIVIAIDS therapeutic research is 
conduded by the federal research system 
called AIDS Clinical Trial Groups (ACTGs), 
composed of AIDS Clinical Trial Units (ACTUs) 
disseminated throughout the United States. 
After Identifying the ACTGs' principal investi
gators (Pis) responsible for designing clinical 
trials, activists concluded that inter1ocking 
between drug companies and government 
hamperedresearchcreativity(ACTUP1990a). 
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They discovered that many Pis working for the 
federal government had also contracted with 
private pharmaceutical companiea under the 
veH of •consultative arrangements• (ACT UP 
19908). Oneadivlstdeploredthat:"TheACTGa 
system created as an alternative to the private 
system had actually become an Integral part of 
It" (ACT UP 19908). While this dual function 
was conatructed by the activists as •conflict of 
lnterMt. •It was viewed by the reeearchers u 
a way to enlw1ce communication betWeen 
federal and private research (ACT UP 199011). 
Arguing that this dual function granted fiMierlll 
reeearchers too much Influence over the .,.. 
search agenda, activls1s often cited .. undue 
focua upon retrov1ra1s such as AZ:r. Mean
while, people lvlng with the virus were dying of 
opportunistic Infections, which were hardly 
researched. Aclivlsts organized In 1890 a 
rnauive demonstnltlon at the Nationllllnlll
tutes of Health to denounce •conflict of Inter· 
eat" and the lack of research on opportunlatiC 
Infections (ACT UP 19908). Even though prt. 
vate consultation remained a convnon prac
tice among federal researchera, more atten
tion was IUbHquently devoted to opportunis
tic Infections. 

Angered by the exclusion of women's 
and drug users' opportunistic Infections from 
h olllclal deftnltion of AIDS, ACT UP mem
bara flew to Atlanta In 1990, and "beeleged" 
the canters for Disease Control (CDC) (ACT 
UP 1Q89c, 1980b). Giving In to~ 
half years of arduous activlat campaigning, 
the CDC finally expanded Its delnltion to 
Include some of these opportunistic lnrectionl 
(CDC 1993). Additionally, upon a legal suit 
launched by a lawyer, who was also .., ACT 
UP member, the Social Security Admi......_ 
tlon finally agreed to change Its defhlillon of 
disability In the cue of HIVIAIDS and open 
eligibility to many women living with the virus. 
Yat while enjoying an these suc:ceaMI and 
achieving representation In major governmen
tal and pharmaceutical COI'M1ittees, ACT UP 
seemed to be facing Internal ideological diffar. 
entlation and dlalenslon upon which the analy
sis of the present study centers. 

ACTMSTS: 
NOT ONE COMMUNITY ANYMORE 

Just as acllvlsts were ruplng the bene
fits of their continued acllvlsm, they began to 
experience Increased dissension within the 
Olpnlzatlon. Women became mora vocal 
about their differences with men In terms of 
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criliqulngconventionalsclence.Peopleofcolor, 
too, started to complain about Incidents of 
racism in the organization. The diversity of 
theories to explain HIVIAIDS, and their incom
patibility, also became increasingly obvious. 
In Hne with Haraway's (1991) concept of •sltu
atedknowledges,• an Important reason explain
Ing Ideological differences and increased di
V8I'Iiflcatlon within ACT UP is Its historical 
origin. ACT UP can be considered as a con
~of social movements Including mem
bers from the p.-.exlstlng AIDS movement, 
the gay and lesbian movement (ACT UP 
1888b), the feminist-health movement (ACT 
UP 1889c), and the alternative and hOlistic 
movement (ACT UP 1989d). All of these dis
played cornmonaHties, but sharp differences 
as well~ For example, many members of the 
prw.exilllngAIDS movement were exclusively 
Interested In •getting drugs Into people's bod
~ea• (ACT UP 1990c), while others were pro
moting lllternative and holistic treatments. 
These dllferencea were Inextricably 8110Ci
ated with the experience of each actlvlat In her/ 
his retp8Ciive movement. Women, a slgnift
cant number of whom had been part of, or 
Informed by, the feminist-health movement, 
were extremely cr1tlcal of the medical esta~ 
llshment. They criticized the .male bias. pre
vailing wllhln clinical research, especially the 
historical exclusion of women from clinical 
trials. Often times they would cite histortc81 
examples of women being used as •guinea 
pig" for a ·rnat.dornlnat~ science (ACT UP 
1888c): •If we do not take research Into our 
twlda, the Dalkon Shield experience may 
come back to haunt usr exclaimed an aclivlst, 
commenting upon the long mistreatment of 
women In biomedical research during a gen
a UMmbiy meeting. People of c;f3lor In tum 
were not only concerned about clinical trial 
dellgns, but also about their access by dlsen
flw1chlsed populations lacking economic ,.. 
~amwerwhelmedbymmlly~ 
~ On·a regular basis, activists of African 
delcent would remind the membership that 
AIDS was "just another problem decimating 
communltiel of color". ~ white boys are 
going to tlnd a cure. So what? you think that 
people of color will be able to afford the 
treatment?". All these concerns were tightly 
associated with ACT UP members' personal 
posltlonlngs In relation to the power struc
tures, of which the medical establishment 
was, In the eyes of many activists, a clear 
reftectlon (ACT UP 1990c). 
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In the ear1y days of the organization, the 
activists' •enemy" seemed to be similar for all 
members, until they started to gain community 
representation in the major scientific commit
tees. These included virology and immunol
ogy committees that make the most conse
quential decisions regarding HIVIAIDS re
search; Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) 
that set ethical standards for research proto
cols; research bureaucracies such as the Na
tional Institutes of Health (NIH) where activists 
have gained representation through Commu
nity Constituency Groups (CCG), and finally 
drug companies where activists have achieved 
representation through Community Advisory 
Boards (ACT UP 1990c). VVhile activists were 
making their entrance within the biomedical 
establishment, iiiUes related to representa
tion, until then kept in ·the dark, started to 
become more apparent; differences that were 
only debated from within ACT UP began to be 
brought to light. Activists' goals were no longer 
the same, and in the •activisr research per
spective, substantive, methodological and stra
tegic differences started to emerge with in
creased sharpness. 

Sut.tantlve Differences 
With regard to substantive issues, Har

away's (1991) perspective Is helpful in that dif
ferences can be traced back both to people's 
positioning& relative to the economic, cultural 
and research power structures as well as their 
individual choices. A significant number of 
members believed in the use of medicinal 
drugs, and followed their •career" (study the 
drug) very closely. In fact, the first committee 
created to address research questions was 
called "Treatment and Data• (T&D), the mem
bers of which followed almost exclusively bio
medical research conducted by pharmaceuti
cal companies and the federal government. 

Fewer individuals in ACT UP believed in 
alternative and holistic treatments. These in
volved use of naturally occurring substances, 
the outcome of which could only be measured, 
activists asserted, from combined Interaction 
between •mfnd, spirit and ~ (ACT UP 
1989d). At first, demonstrations were prima
rily organized to obtain medical treatments, 
but as activists were being integrated into the 
deciaion-maklng process, differences between 
the two •schools• became Increasingly clearer; 
proponents of each school were progressively 
acting as adversarlal competitors. Conven
tional science activists argued that: 
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members of the Hollstlcand Alternative Com
mittee do not understand thatther81a not IUCh 
thing as a totally Innocuous treatment; that aR 
trealmentsentaUeomeleveloftoxlclty. 

Holistic activists displayed the same sarcasrr 
through their regular criticisms of T&D mem 
bers: 

Even If members of T&D are Interested In 
research In lnmunology, thelrullmale purpose 
Ia to find a 'maglcbullet'foreach opportunistic 
infections. They miss the point. 

Interestingly enough, both types of ACT UP 
members had made Inroads In the federal 
bureaucracy: conventional treatment propo
nents had achieved representation within offi
cial scientific committees, successfully pres
suring for more research on opportunistic 
infections; in tum, alternative and holistic pro
ponents had been successful at pressuring the 
federal government for more research on •un
conventional• treatments, a atruggle that con
tributed to the creation In 1991 of an Office o1 
Alternative Medicine at the Nationallnstltutea 
of Health. 

The quest for a bridge between the two 
paradigms led a number of activists to select 
a communicative approach. Words such as 
"complementary- therapies were frequently 
being used. Most significantly, the fair1y re
cently expanded research in Immunology was 
also a factor contributing to the rapproche
ment between activists. Dissensions remained 
prevalent, however, because many activists 
lacked the ability to aelf..a1tlclze, whereas only 
a few were able to open their •partial posltion
ings• to other perspectives. Rather than stimu
lating creative discussions made up of partial 
rationalities and yielding •situated knowl
edge&, • the organization was increasingly 
plagued with emotional eruptions and was 
constantly pressured by influential members 
to "win over" the rest of the membership to 
their positionlngs (Wolfe 1992). 

The most· consequential division, how
ever, stemmed from a disagreement about a 
clinical trial-078-between many T&D mem
bers (most of them were white middle class 
males) and most ,women in ACT UP. The 
purpose of 078, the first trial on women, was 
to study the effect of AZr on perinatal trans
mission. Most of the women enrolled in the 
study were African-American. Some ACT UP 
members, men and women, disagreed with 
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the fact that 076 should focus on the fetus and 
not the woman, when a study had already 
revealed that AZ:r could be carcinogenic to 
women. In March of 1991, the dialenting 
activists flew to Washington and attended the 
076 investigators' meeting. There, they were 
faced with attacks of racism for allowing them
selves to speak on behalf of a community of 
which they were not members. Back to New 
York City, the same attacks awaited them. Not 
only was race used against them, but their 
serostatus as well: 

SeronegativeACTUPwomenwerepreswnlng 
to tel HN lnfecled women of color what to do. 
While the CCG (Convnunlty Constituency 
Group) thereupon took up the luues around 
078 and tried to c:Mnge the trt.J, the~ 
dlaruptlon ~Ired ACT UP's credlllllty n 
deatroyedthemoralltof~MnytrMiment.ctlv
lats for along time to come. (~rrlngton 1992) 

lntheirreaponse, thedissentingactiviltsques
tloned the •onto~ogicar and •ep~stemo~og~c~~r 
superiority bestowed upon seropositive Indi
viduals, and urged the opposition to be more 
inclusive and open to dialogue: 

Thepolntlau.tnotal peoplewfth HN ag•on 
theleOrolheriuuea. l'Mt'swhy ACTUPwu 
Cllllldacoelllonwhen lwu fOrmed by people 
fram ..... dllllnntAIDSand leabllnandgay 
organUIIonawhocould only agrMonwatmg 
togettlertoendtheAIDScrlala.A~can't 
work If we don't admit that In every category 
UMdtodeacrlleuanu.tweuaetodeaabt 
our.etve. (HN+, HN-, women, men, Afro. 
American, Latlno/a, Native American, Asian 
Pacific Islander, white, gay, lelbllln, atrllight, 
andaoon)peoplewllt*llholeCIIIIJgoriaadonot 
alwayaagrMwlthNCholher. Tolnferlhlltone 
particular comm11tee or working group In ACT 
UP takes Its direction from people with HN 
while aD ott.. don't Ia simply untrue. And we 
have to ftnd • way to have diaciiSslona about 
--.prec~ae~yt~ecaJ~elt'sunlrue,llllwthan 

to relfy any one point of view • repreaenlllllve 
(or unrepreaentatlve) of all HN+ paople, al 
HN+AIDS lldlvlals, ord HN-AIDSIICIIvlalsln 
ACT UP NY or other ACT UPs. (Wolfe 1992) 

The caH for dialogue was never h8eded, and 
thele ·Identity" divisions led many T&O mern
berlto leave the organization. ACT UP was for 
the first time facing the various layers of 
dlviaions conatltutlve of Its membership. Some 
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of these divisions were based upon gender, 
race, class, and aero-status; others were based 
upon •ontologicar and •epistemological• dif
ferences, or the way HIVIAIDS is constructed 
and should be researched. The first type of 
divisions could have been eliminated through 
critical reexamination, an endeavor in which 
many activists failed to engage, confirming 
Haraway's (1991) notion that •subjugated indi
viduals• do not necessarily question their 
•partialled rationalities.· The second type of 
diviaions was harder to resolve as it addressed 
the various ways of conceptualizing and re
searching the disease, an issue that modem 
science has yet to finalize. 

Methodological Dlugreement. 
Methodologically, what caused most dis

cussion among activists was probably the 
debate over double-blind placebo-controlled 
experiments. Very important because It brought 
forward issues of ethics and personal respon
sibiHty in clinical trial designs, this debate was 
almost prophesied by Haraway's (1991) gen
eral dilcussion about science and objectivity. 
Two strains of thought prevaUed in ACT UP. 
Some members tended to adopt the view that 
the scientific validity of double-blind placebo
controlled experiments should be •rehabili
tated• in the HIVIAIDS community. They 
claimed that for too long ACT UP had hastily 
dismissed the significance ofthese experimen
tal designs. In the case of anti-retroviral drugs 
such • AZ:r, ddl or ddC, and the protease 
Inhibitors, important questions had been left 
unanswered. For example, when should people 
living with the virus take these drugs? in what 
amount? In what combinations? These activ
lsta argued that in some cases use of a pla
cebo, which can be an active placebo or a 
standard therapy, waslndeedtheonlywayone 
would know the answer to these questions. 

More grounded on historical and moral 
principles, the other camp of ACT UP mem
berl quad that even with double-blind ple
cebcH:ontrolled experiments, -you will never 
know how a drug works on your body" (ACT 
UP 1989c). As lorlg as safety was demon
strated, they asserted, the decision to take the 
drug belonged both to the individuals and their 
doctors. Additionally, they argued on moral 
grounds that: •It is no one's right to prevent 
someonefromtaking a non-studied drug, If the 
person understands the risk incurred by such 
a personal venture•. The placebo proponents 
and the moralhlistorical proponents brought 
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into relief the social constructivist charader of 
biomedical research wherein choice, moral 
judgments, and even power seemed to be 
unavoidably asaociated. Even though the ulti
mate power of biomedical researchers to set 
research parameters had been tampered upon 
activists pressure, powerperse had clear1y not 
been eliminated. Major discussions arose as 
to which activist perspective would be ad
vanced by ACT UP intermsoftheorganization's 
position vl&+visdinical trial designs. The two 
sides were almost incompatible, since double
blind pl8cebo controlled experiments man
dated that individuals not have the power to 
choose what •goes into their bodies,· while the 
historical/moral perspective implied that 
individuals should be granted freedom to use 
whatever drug had dinically shown to be safe. 
These methodological differences existed 
among holistic activists themselves. Some of 
them believed that "holistic and alternative 
treatments• were beyond the scientific meth
ods, in fact their efficacy could not be ad
equately proven by use of placebo research 
designs: ~ very purpose of science is to 
break down reality, when holism is about 
continuity and harmony,• a holistic activist 
asserted. Others believed that these treat
ments should not be immune to scientific 
scrutiny, as another member explained: "if a 
conventional treatment works, prove it; if an 
unconventional treatment works, prove it. • 

In the meantime, methodological dif
ferences among activists were gaining in
creased visibility in the media. V\lhile some 
activists attempted to think up a compromise 
between the two views, general discussions 
that should have yielded "situated, respon
sible and ethical knowledgea" instead often 
deteriorated into manipulative exchanges to 
influence ACT UP policy recommendations. 
Committees that should have focused on dif
ferent areas of research, also became "fac
tions, • smearing other activists' work: "scien
tifically" oriented members would often joke at 
"holistic" activists, and vice versa. However, 
methodological dlfrerences among activists 
never reached the level ofdestruc:tiveness pro
ducedbydifferenceslntennsofgender,dass, 
race and aero-status. Differences In the way 
activists constructed HIV/AIDS never led to a 
schism in the organization. The reason for this 
is quite evident es methodological differences 
appear to be Inherent in the fact that the reality 
of HIVIAIDS and how It should be researched 
have not yet been definitively eluc;idated by 
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modem medicine. In that regard, method
ological and substantive differences among 
activists are more enlightening about the real
ity ofHIVIAIDS than adualsources of destruc
tion for ACT UP. 

Strategic Differencea 
Tied into substantive and methodological 

differences were the activists' strategic dis
agreements. As they achieved their original 
goal-indusion in the dedsion-maklng pro
cess-they almost simultaneously found it in
creasingly difficult to gamer consensus about 
questions of strategy. Also compounding stra
tegic difficulties, and creating many dissentions 
within ACT UP, was the lack of consensus 
about what members defined as the "AIDS 
crisis.· Disagreements over strategy arose 
further when ACT UP members experienced 
ever-increasing difficulty in defining "AIDS 
activism. • By 1991, differences between "treat
ment activists" and "social activists• dear1y 
emerged: the former argued that AIDS activ
ism was to be about the virus and how to 
"restrudure the National Institutes of Health" 
to speed up the research process, while the 
latter daimed that the "AIDS crisis" could not 
be disentangled from the larger socio-eco
nomic crisis that plagued ·society, involving 
classism, racism, sexism and homophobia. 
The former's position Is well articulated in one 
member's letter sent to the ACT UP mem
bership. Expressing annoyance at the view 
that AIDS activism should be about anything 
else but the virus, he stated: 

YetnocrisishaseverbeenlketheAIDSaisis. 
Thus, while we can end have learned much from 
previous movements, there is much we have 
had to inventforourulves. 
Our tactics, new methods, lacked the ~ 
loglcal"purlty" demanded of "the movement. • 
... lthoughtthemovementljoinedbryea .. ago 
was devoted to lellgthenlng and ultlm8telysav
ing the lives of people with HIV or AIDS. Had I 
known that some In ACT UP felt It was rather 
merely vague uplratlons towards Impossible 
Utopias, I might have devoted my energies 
elsewhere.lwasnotthen, nor am I now, inter
estedinleavlnganoble, tus1181dleglicyereclad 
over a pie ofourcorpsessothatllfelong rnove
mentparasilescan move on to the next issues. 
(Harrington 1992) 

By 1990, several T&D members had already 
received personal invitations by the Diredor of 
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Federal AIDS Research, a gesture which an
gered many in ACT UP. Aairnonioul ex
changeswerefurtherexacerbatedwhenWOI'IWI 
in ACT UP requested a moratorium on aU 
meetings with governmental officials who had 
refused to include more women in clinical trials 
and create woman-specific research deligns. 
Conc:emed about ·survival time, • men sent 
the rnemberlhip a letter, Indicating their cat
egorical opposition to this moratorium and 
stressing once again the division between 
seronegative and seropositive individuals: 

Justn aeronegative8dlvlsla h8dp181Umedto 
ten lldvoc:atea of MrOpOiitlve women rlcolor 
how to think and act on 076, so they now.,.. 
unedtoteiACTUPtiUbt•ll~ 
of whom a .. actually living wlltii'W-IIGW to 
wof1( to save our own lives. (Harrington 1992) 

As a result, some T&D members kept on hav
ingdinnerswithAIDS bureaucrats, int8nlifylng 
the divllion within ACT UP. lntannlnable and 
angry discusaions between the two groupa Jed 
to a major schism, causing members from the 
Treatment and Data (T&D) committee of ACT 
UP to leave the organization and create their 
own organization, "Treatment Activist Group• 
(TAG), the strategic orielttation of which is well 
expressed in the following statement: 

Wawantaflmlyalmoephere, and atumelart. 
No personality, political war. Everybody must 
feel partofateam. We do not alowubcaura 
or hot tteacm. We had people atlllck us from 
behind, or inpole their "'occal actlvllm, •wlh 
thelrfornalla. Wahawabandonedlhepolllcaly 
conect fonn of activlam. We just want to get 
things done. 

Throughout the country, the various ACT UP 
chapters were experiencing similar tensions 
between "treatment activism• and ·soc~a~ ac
tivism•: in San Francisco, T&D left ACT UP/ 
San Francisco to create a treatment-foculed 
organiz8tion, ACT UP Golden Gate; In Chi
cago and washington D.C., AIDS activists 
experienced drastic changes too. IHualmting 
Haraway's (1991) notion of contested realty, 
this split was certainly a test to ACT UP 
members' ability to think critically about their 
•positionings•. In accepting one million dollars 
from Burroughs-Wellcorne, (one of the activ
Ists' fiercest former enemies), TAG heralded a 
new form of activism, Incensing many ACT UP 
members. By 1994, TAG members had 
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achieved representation In the executive board 
of the ACTGs with full voting power on a 
$250,000 research budget. They would also 
meet on a regular basis with officials from 
pharmaceutical companies, Congress and the 
FDA. 

Dlfllcultles in reaching consensus re
g81ding ACT UP's strategy was also reflectad 
in the many hurdles that some ACT UP mem
bers had to overcome when promoting one of 
their latest Initiatives, the Barbara McClintock 
Project or the AIDS Cure Ad (ACT UP 1993). 
The Bamara McClintock Project was a pro
posed 1egts1ation written by some ACT UP 
members with the Intent of drastically chang
Ing the atructure of HIVIAIDS research In the 
United States. In particular, activists hoped 
that the AIDS Cure Ad, If passed, would re
move political and economic contingencies 
from the reeaarch arena. The AIDS Cure Ad 
was named aft. Barbara McClintock to honor 
the courage of a woman researcher who re
sisted the c:onvent1ona1 research paradigm 
and won the Nobel Prize for her work on DNA 
(ACT UP 1993). Many other ACT UP members 
felt challenged in their perspecliVe by the 
rnultipanldlglr approach promoted by the 
AIOScCure Ad, which ultimately did not bring 
the expected consensus, even from within the 
activist c:ommunlty. Some activists, promi
nent among whom were TAG members, 
thought that the AIDS Cure Ad was too •unre
alistic, • and that AIDS activists should be 
WOitcing at theeidea of researchers, promoting 
change from Inside the bureaucracies. Nego
tlatlona between activists are currently In pro
cess while the AIDS Cure Ad has been intro
duced In Congress In 1994. In tum, the same 
year, TAG members focused upon change 
within the AIDS bureaucracy. They accepted 
the appointment of one of ita members by Bill 
Clinton to be part of the National Task Force on 
AIDS Drug Development; they also worked 
very closely with Congrea politicians in order 
to •reatructure the NIH. • Drastically reversing 
their ·original demands, TAG members have 
atlllcked the proceas of accelerated approval, 
for which many of them had been previously 
fighting. Adding to the fury of ACT UP mem
bers, TAG has defended the pharmacautical 
attempts to a the NIH's requirements that 
companies charge a "fair pr1ce• for drugs de
velapedwith the collaboration offederallclen
tlsta, arguing that profit was the "best way to 
enticedrugcompanlea Into researching chemi
cal components. • Clearly, strategic differences 
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have never been so significant and conse
quential for the radical AIDS movement. More 
than lntemal infighting within ACT UP, the 
institutionalization of TAG members has the 
effect of weakening the activist effort by mul
tiplying and •blurring• the enemies. ACT UP 
members' targets are not only the •govern
ment" or the •drug companies• anymore, but 
also other AIDS activists. 

CONCLUSION 
V\lhlle activists have achieved lnaeased 

representation In the federal and corporate 
bureaucracies, they also have experienced 
increased diversification, even division, among 
themselves. Substantive differences could be 
felt between T&D members and women who 
were concerned about female Inclusion in 
dinical trials, and more generally about how 
women are affected by the •AIDS aisis: 
Substantive differences could also be felt be
tween •sdentlficaiV oriented activists and 
·holistic• activists, who demanded that more 
•unconventionar treatments be researched. 
Differences also emerged as to whether se
ropositive individuals were •ontological~ and 
•epistemologlcaiV superior with regard to 
HIVIAIDS because of their health status. Meth
odologically differences were experienced 
between -.radltlonal sdence• activists and 
those who were aitlcaJ of it. Among the latter 
were many wo~ who thought that when a 
drug had been dlnically shown to be safe, 
whether or not to take a drug was an Individual 
question. Similarly, some holistic activists 
thought that conventional scientific method
ologies could not be applied to •unconven
tionar treatments. Strategically, differences 
emerged when people of color complained 
about racism In ACT UP and the Indifference 
of white middle class activists to the question 
of access to HIVIAIDS treatments by disen
franchised communities. Strategic differences 
were prol)ably most consequential when a 
group of activists decided to leave ACT UP to 
create their -very selective• organization. 
Working from within or without the govern
ment (or both) was a crudally divisive question 
that lethally undermined the organization, 
many activists thought: 

Even though some of these differences 
could have been bridged through critical ex
amination (Haraway 1991) of how the AIDS 
aisls affects differently various groups, other 
differences were purely ontological and epis
temological, making It very diftlcult for ACT UP 
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to find even a •strategicaiV unifying answer: 
the opposition between hollatlc and sc::ientlfic 
activists, for example, narrowed down but 
never disappeared. Meanwhile, both types of 
activists made Inroads within the federal 
bureaucracies, as a large body of research In 
immunology militated for a rapprochement 
between the two paradigms. So far, however, 
neither paradigm has prevailed, confirming 
that the conflicts that ACT UP faces may 
actually have no solutions, and Instead reflect 
thevariouswayaHIV/AIDSc.n be constructed. 
In that sense, while ACT UP as a social move
ment has to a large extent suffered from the 
destrudiveness of •Identity politics, • It still 
enhances our multiple understandings of the 
disease, particularly through Its lntemal onto
logical and epistemological discords over HIVI 
AIDS treatments. 
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HUMAN AND NONHUMAN ANIMAL RIGHTS AND OPPRESSION: 
AN EVOLUTION TOWARD EQUALITY 

Bonnie Berry, Social Problems Research Group 

ABSTRACT 

ThispaperisaboutoppntSSion,acommonly-studiedsocialphenomenon,butfromtheunusualperapec:tive 
ofthel81ationshipbetweenhumansandnonhumananimals. Thosewithgreatersoclalandeoonomicpoweral8 
positioned toopprasa, to define personal and social worth, andtoden¥ba8icrightsand privileges. Some humans 
a18moreoppressedthanothers;forexarnple,women,racialandethn1Cminorilles,thepoor,thedlt'Cerantly-abled, 
childl8=, the , and prisoners. I describe stereotypes and unfair treatment as they al8 similarty applied to 
disadva humans and nonhuman aninals. A prinaryobstacle in discussing nonhwnan aninal opprassion 
is the absurdity, accordi1gto many humans, ofthemere notion ofnonhumananinals having equal worth 
18lativetohumananimals.Onemustbearlnmind,though,thatsomehumanscontinuetoridiculethenotlonthat 
allhumanshaveequalvalueandworth,despilestridesinhumanrightsrnovements.Oneoftheparallelsinhuman 
and nonhuman animal rights movements Is the involvement ofthe relatively mora powerful acting to alleviate the 
opprassion of the less powerful. As expected, social and economic power al8 helpful to implementing rights 
movements, human and nonhuman. 

INTRODUCTION 
You and I are animals, human animals. 

And then there are nonhuman animals, the 
non-speciesist term applied to animals who 
are not human (Beirne 1995). Vllhile sociolo
gists have long studied oppression by humans 
against other humans, we have not consid
ered the similarities between human oppres
sion and nonhuman oppression. Oppression 
is not equally distributed among humans, nor 
is it among nonhuman animals. All nonhuman 
animals are oppressable by humans, some 
more so than others. With humans and non
humans, the degree of oppression is often a 
matter of luck (the family one is born into,living 
free-roaming versus confined) and a matter of 
belonging to a particular class (race, socio
economic status, gender, or species). 

In this analysis, I examine the nature of 
nonhuman animal oppression, human views 
on animal inequality, similarities in the oppres
sion of human minorities and nonhuman ani
mals, and the evolution of human and non
human animal rights. 

THE NATURE OF ANIMAL OPPRESSION 
Humans inflict pain, humiliation, and 

death upon nonhuman animal&. We hunt, 
farm, slaughter, and eat them. We trap them, 
brand them, and test products on them. We 
sell them as animal companions (pets), breed
ers, and workers.1 Movie companies rent them 
as actors. Nonhuman animals are forced to 
perform in races, rodeos, and circuses. They 
entertain us as contenders in bull, cock, and 
dog fights. 

Vllhile some humans are relatively free 
from oppression (in the United States, money
ed white males), all classifications of nonhuman 

animals are susceptible to oppression. Non
human animals may be temporarily and rela
tively unoppressed as when they are free to 
roam in the "wild• or when they have equality
minded human companions to protect them. 
But this freedom is precarious and highly 
conditional. Free-roaming animals can be 
trapped and hunted. Their life chances are 
diminished when any human encroachment 
occurs, when environmental de-stabilization 
occurs, when corporate ownership takes over 
wildlife refuges and national parks. As compan
ions to humans, nonhuman animals are rela
tively unoppressed as long as their humans 
are enabled and agree to this protective ar
rangement. 

For the most part, nonhuman animals 
are not considered to be worth as much as 
humans. For example, humans do things to 
nonhuman animals that they would not do to 
humans. With rare exception, humans do not 
wear human skin or eat human flesh. Yet we 
do wear animal skins and furs and we do eat 
nonhuman animals. I would expect that most 
humans do not think about the rightness or 
wrongness of behaviors such as these or 
others involving exploitation, neglect, and pain. 
Many of us who are perfectly nice people do 
not recognize that we engage in oppressive 
behaviors toward nonhuman animals and 
would prefer not to know about it. Humans are 
often surprised when other humans bring to 
their attention that nonhuman animals are 
poorly treated in any number of circumstances 
and that nonhuman animals have similar feel
ings that they, humans, have. For those hu
mans who do think about it at all, casual con
versation suggests that many of us conclude 
that nonhuman animals do not feel pain, stress, 
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loneliness, and degradation like humans do; 
Moreover, many humans may assume that 
their desires and needs for furs, animal-tested 
products, and so on, make the nonhuman 
animal's sacrifice appropriate. 

The very idea of equalizing humans with 
nonhumans probably seems abstract, dls
missable, and even ridiculous to most hu
mans. Humans have not always had. and 
many still do not have a generous vlewofother 
humans either.lt has not always been the case 
and still Is not globally true that humans 
believe in the equality of humankind. To this 
day, many humans retain the belief that cer
tain categories of humans (women, African 
Americans, and others) do not deserve equal 
and fair treatment because these oppressed 
peoples are insensitive to oppressive condi
tions or are unworthy of nonoppressive condi
tions. 

Because we do not think of nonhuman 
animals as having rights, value, and feelinga, 
it does not enter all humans' consciousneaa to 
consider our own and others' treatment of non
human animals. Wrth this in mind, consider 
that human societies not only impose hierar
chies on humans but that humans also place 
nonhuman species hierarchically. 

OF THE OPPRESSED, WHO SHALL BE· 
THE MOST OPPRESSED? . 
Moral Cruudee Against MlnorttiH In the 
Animal (Queen)dom 

A colleague recently told me that hu
mans in Australia determine which nonhuman 
animals to kill in order to protect other, endan
gered nonhuman animals (Milovanovlc 1995). 
In the United States, we sometimes do the 
reverse: We kill endangered species to protect 
other species. Robbins (1995) reports that 
Montana ranchers kill one species recovering 
from endangerment (wolves) in order to ~ 
teet their cattle and their animal companions 
(dogs). In either case, humans decide which 
nonhuman animals are worthy to live. 

Prejudice is an ugly attitude applied to 
any species. From the human perspec:llve, 
some categories of nonhuman animals may 
be particularly disrespected; such as bats, 
rats, paranha, spiders, snekes, and wolves. 
Tuttle (1995) describes the "age-old prejuc:llce 
against bats" and how it has encouraged 
humans to destroy bats In large numbers with 
such unnecessarily cruel methods as igniting 
a stream of hairspray to bum the bats alive. 
Wolves, long considered a scourge, were 
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virtually wiped out by ranchers and Federal 
trappers, who polson the wolves, trap them, 
and throw dynamite into dens of wolf pups 
(Robbins 1995). 

Prejudice against particular species is 
partly due to irrational messages passed along 
through socialization. We hear from our sib
Ungs and peers ltlat "bats just give me the 
creeps; "snakes give me the willies; and 
"cats are sneaky. • We watch movies depicting 
Doberman pinschers and arachnids as mur
derers. In addition to peer socialization and 
movies, prejudice can be due to historical and 
present-day accounts of the dangers posed by 
nonhuman animals. Superficially, these ~ 
counts make the prejudice seem reasonable. 
For example, rats carried the fleas that carried 
the plague, bats transmit rabies, spiders and 
snakes are stealthy and can be deadly, and 
cougars kill human-owned sheep. Whatever 
the source of prejudice, there are some cate
gories of animals for whom a special insensi
tivity Is reserved. These are the minorities of 
the nonhuman animal culture and may be sub
ject to extra-oppression. 

We know from sociological studies that 
devalued humans are targeted for moral cru
sades and panics, about which I will say more 
in a moment. I am suggesting that crusades 
and panics are also leveled at particular spe
cies of nonhuman animals, especially those 
who are attributed with human traits. That Is, 
some nonhuman animals are considered to be 
partlculat1y bad and in need of punishment be
cause they exhibit human traits and behaviors: 
bad intentions, premeditation, social organi
zation, maternal instincts, lewd and lascivious 
behavior, etc. 

Protedive mothering, a positive behavior 
among humans, can be turned against non
human animals. A New Yorlc Times (1995) 
article describes a female moose, who attack
ed two people while trying to protect her calf, 
as a "killer moose. • Witnesses on the Univer
sity of Alaffka campus said both attacks were 
due to students throwing snowballs and ha
raulng the moose and her calf for hours. \Nild
life ofticials killed her because of "evidence of 
ill disposition .• 

Describing wolves' predatory behavior, 
a rancher said they are "like a football team. 
They practice a lot and have a game plan" 
(Robbins 1995). Since wolves are perceived 
as organized and intentional killers, public 
hysteria is justified when wolves kill a human's 
pet Public hysteria "is a pretty common thing 
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with wolves .... Dogs get run over all the time, 
but a wolf kills one and there's an outcry ac
cording to the head of wolf recovery for the Fish 
and Wildlife Se!Vice in Montana (Robbins 
1995). Pacella (1996) finds the same unrea
sonable panic reaction to the acts of one 
mountain lion, considered the "lord of stealthy 
murder.· and suggests that rare incidents 
"should not license us to wreak vengeance on 
others bothering no one·. 

As for humans, moral crusades target 
the socially disadvantaged as though they are 
dangerous, unworthy of just treatment, and 
appropriate for extra social control. The reader 
can do doubt come up with a number of in
stances of crusades against specific catego
ries of humans but I will offer several ex
amples. Specified categories of humans have 
been and are, in the name of ethnic cleansing, 
exterminated: Jews during the Holocaust and 
Bosnian Muslims presently. Some have ar
gued that the U.S. aiminal justice system's 
targeting of economically-disadvantaged Afri
can American males amounts to genocide 
(Johnson, Leighton 1995). Drug wars in the 
United States have traditionally targeted racial 
minorities (Reinarman 1994). The poor have 
routinely been arrested, convicted, incarcer
ated, executed more than the non poor regard
less oftheir relative aime rates (Reiman 1995). 
Crusades against the poor have led to overall 
worsened life chances: absent health care, 
poor education, & poor opportunities. Women 
have not fared well economically or in terms of 
personal safety. Regarding the latter, in some 
cultures they remain defenseless against rape, 
assaults, murder, genital mutilations, and the 
like. People of nonheterosexual orientation 
have been subject to movements prohibiting 
their employment, marriage, and parenthood. 
Less formally, gays and lesbians have been 
beaten and murdered. The differently-abled 
have been denied housing and job opportu
nities and have been subject to violence. In 
sum, specifically-targeted humans and non
humansaredenied health, freedom, and safety. 

A Comparison of Human and Nonhuman 
Oppression 

Tho following is a nonexhaustive list of 
more specific overtaps in perception and treat
ment of oppressed humans and nonhuman 
animals. Here we can see more clearty the 
myths, prejudices, and unequal treatment di
rected at nonhuman animals and disenfran
chised humans. 
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Women are commonly attributed with 
nonhuman animal traits, as pets to be pam
pered and protected or as valueless beings to 
be used and mistreated. Women are given 
animals names such as foxes, pussies, chicks, 
and bitches. A sexually attractive woman may 
land a job as a Playboy bunny. African Ameri
cans are also called nonhuman animal names, 
such as coons, porch monkeys, and jungle 
bunnies. Categories of racist Asians, for in
stance Japanese, level charges of being less
evolved, of being primates, at other Asians, for 
instance Koreans. Native Americans have been 
described historically by white people as wild 
beasts: 

... as a hairy, naked, club-wielding child of na
turewhoexistedhalf.Naybetweenhumanityand 
animality ... [living) a life of bestial self-fulfill
ment, directed by instinct ... (Berkhofer 1978) 

Even white male humans are called animal 
names, such as stud, which is an objectifying 
term, or pig, which is by no means complimen
tary of the pig or the man. 

Carol Adams (1992) offers an interest
ing perspective on the naming process. She 
wonders, If women or any humans are placed 
on the same plane as nonhumans, is that bad? 
Why should humans be insulted to be called a 
nonhuman animal? By asking this question, 
she drives home the point that humans are in
sulted to be called nonhuman&, which is an
other way of saying that humans believe they 
are superior to nonhuman animals. Neubeck 
(1991) also notes the nonhuman names ap
plied to women and remarks that • ... men 
place women metaphorically on the level of 
animals· as a way of establishing their supe
riority over them. 

Women and nonhuman animals can be 
"trophies.· People possess stuffed carcasses 
of animals •bagged" in a hunt, live thorough
breds, and live beautiful women ("trophy 
wivesj. The trophy concept is closely related 
to the ownership concept: To own such a 
trophy presumably reflects well on the owner. 

Nonhuman animals and women are se
ductresses who get what they deserve. Once 
upon a time in U.S. and European history, non
human animals who were raped by humans 
were executed. The human rapist received a 
lesser punishment because the nonhuman 
animal perpetrated the rape by being seduc
tive (Friedman 1993). Women as rape victims 
are often blamed for the rape. As is true for 
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women and racial minorities, nonhuman ani
mals can be sexually objectified. 

Nonhuman animals can be abused as a 
substitute for women and as a warning to 
women. A woman's animal companion may 
be hurt and murdered by the woman's human 
partner as a way of controlling her (Browne 
1987; Renzetti 1992). In defense of the "bunny 
bop" in which rabbits are killed by clubs, feet, 
stones, etc., an organizer of the North Csrolina 
American Legion which sponsors the activity 
justifies the animal abuse thus: The men in
volved would be beating their wives if they 
were not "letting off steam" by kiUing rabbits 
(Adams 1992). This kind of behavior, along 
with pet abuse and pet murder, serves to 
threaten women vis-a-vis harm to nonhuman 
animals. 

Nonhuman animals are assumed to not 
feel pain the way that humans do. It was once 
thought that African-American slaves did not 
feel pain and could withstand graater degrees 
of physical abuse than could (or should) whites. 
Indeed, African-American slaves were coneld
ered only partially, three-fifths, human (Jack
son 1987). 

Nonhuman animals have less worth than 
humans and, in many cultures, nonwhite hu
mans have less worth than white Aryan hu
mans. In addition to the examples above, Jews 
were beaten, branded, enslaved, exper'.mented 
upon, and gassed by the millions during the 
Holocaust Nonhuman animals are beaten, 
branded, enslaved, experimented upon, and 
gassed by the millions on ranches and famis, 
in laboratories, and in humane societies. 

Like nonhuman animals, human mi
norities, probably more than nonmlnoritle8, 
provide sports entertainment. The New YO#f 
Times (1997) reports on the popularity of 
human males, with names like "the Beast" and 
"the Pit Bull, • beating each other bloody In 
boxing events that are "likened to human cock
fighting". Similarly, writing of a boxing match 
between two African-American fighters, Hunter 
S. Thompson(1979)describes 

... the sickening thumps and cracks and groans 
oftwodesperate, adnmalf1e.crazedglantawho 
are whipping and pounding each other like two 
pit bulls in a death battle ... 

Minority athletes, lured by big money, fame, 
and an avenue out of urban ghettos, are often 
exploited. Nonhuman animals have less of a 
choice in their roles as sports entertainers. 
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Nonhuman animals have no rights. In 
the United States, women, African-Americans, 
and the propertyless have been denied voting 
rights and are still denied many rights, includ
ing the right to equal pay. 

According to the Thirteenth Amendment 
of the United States Constitution, convicted 
felons are "slaves of the state" and as such are 
denied more civil rights than probably any 
other category of human animal. Criminals, 
especially those accused of heinous aimes, 
are referred to as animals, brutes, and beasts. 
As with nonhuman animals, we have perfonn
ed medical experiments upon them, tested 
cosmetics and drugs on them, caged them, 
and taken their lives. True, they have engaged 
in illegal conduct and are imprisoned as a 
result. Regardless of the circumstances and 
reasons, humans in prison are treated as non
humans, in a way that humans might think 
appropriate for "animals. • 

In discussions of preferred forms of hu
man execution, lethal injection is presented as 
the superior method. It is said to be a quick, 
painless, efficient, and antiseptic way to •net 
human lives (Trombley 1992). In a National 
Public Radio (1994) interview, a former attor
ney general is quoted as saying that lethal in
jection is "not a lot different from putting a dog 
to steep.• We can not be sure that nOnhuman 
and human animals do not feel pain during 
execution. Moreover, it is interesting to note 
that when the state devalues a human life to 
the point that the state is willing to end· lt, 
human criminal offenders are likened to non
human animals who are "put to sleep. • 

Hapless as aiminal offenders are, non
human animals have no legal defenses with
out the aid of humans. As with humans, they 
can be imprisoned, beaten, and executed. 
Theycamotpleadseif-defense, incompetence, 
duress, hardship; they cannot plead at all. 
Humans sometimes plead on their behalf. 

EVOLUTION IN HUMAN, INHUMAN, AND 
INHUMANE HISTORY 

As suggested, powerful humans deter
mine who is eligible for fair and equal treat
ment. Throughout human history, there have 
been and remain prejudices against oppressed 
people regarding their mental and physical 
capabilities, their feelings, their worth, and 
their utility ordisutilityto less oppressed people. 
Over time and in some cultures, oppreaeed 
humans have gained some basic rights, at 
least symbolically through laws. Granting 
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women the right to vote, the right to reproduc
tive choices, and the right to equal pay have 
occurred in living memory. U.S. citizens can 
no longer be legally denied a job on the basis 
of race, gender, religion, abledness, and age. 
Equally importantly, a rhetoric has developed 
in some cultures that all humans deserve 
equal treatment.2 

There is reason for optimism regarding 
nonhuman iights because there Is some, al
beit limited, evidence of lessening oppression 
of humans toward nonhuman animals. Boy
cotts of animal-tested products have success
fully halted much animal testing. Laws have 
proscribed cruelty to nonhuman animals and 
enhanced the penalties for animal abusers. 
There are more offerings of vegetarian food in 
restaurants and the fur Industry lost $12 mil
lion in fiscal year 1~ (PETA Animal Times 
1995). Attendance at greyhound races has 
decreased 27 percent between 1990 and 1994 
(HSUS News 1996). People in general have 
become sensitized and are paying more atten
tion to nonhuman animal equality. 

There is a parallel phenomenon in hu
man and nonhuman rights movements: Rela
tively powerful humans are a noteworthy force 
in reducing the oppression of less powerful hu
mans and nonhumans.ln the civil rights move
ment of the 1950s and 1960s, whites were 
much involved in ending desegregation and 
ensuring voting rights. In the women's suf
frage movement, well-to-do, educated women 
and men provided the money, negotiation 
skills, and entree that gained women the right 
to vote. The same would be true of straights' 
involvement In gay and lesbian rights move
ments, the nonpoor championing the rights of 
the poor, and so on. It is hard to say whether 
those with greater social and economic power 
were necessary or just helpful to the cause of 
human rights. United fann worters come to 
mind as a human rights organization that is 
more grass-roots in its composition. However, 
the participation of the relatively powerful can 
not be denied, and their resources improve the 
chances of successfully-met demands. 

As we have seen, the social perceptions 
and mistreatment of nonhuman animals and 
certain categories of humans are remartably 
alike. VVhile it does not seem to be the case that 
the oppressed necessarily support each other 
in their movements toward equality (witness 
the Million Man March), there has been at least 
one simultaneous rights movement for the 
oppressed: the women's suffrage and animal 
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rights movements.3 Carol Adams (1992) of
fers a detailed desaiptlon of the . .sympathetic 
relationship between many women and nonhu
man animals and reminds us that women have 
been at the forefront of vegetarian move
ments. 

Nonhuman animals are entirely de
pendent upon humans to defend them. Animal 
rights advocatesaretotheanlmal rights move
ment more than what human rights worters 
have been to human rights movements. Non
human animal rights can only come about 
from human efforts. 

CONCLUSION 
Let me conclude with a quizzical story on 

the evolution of human perceptions about and 
behavior toward nonhuman animals. The Na
tional Geographic (1995) reported a gorilla be
ing freed from duty as a •mall gorilla•. Ivan, the 
gorilla, was captured as an Infant In 1964 from 
the Congo and taken to the United States by a 
wildlife trader who sold him to a man who built 
a shopping mall in Tacoma, Washington." 
Ivan was on display for nearly 30 years in a 
small, bare, very grim cell. He had never seen 
another gorilla for most of his life. Ivan now has 
a home in Seattle's Woodland Part Zoo when 
he is not on loan toAtlanta'sZoo. His improved 
state, living in a zoo; albeit loaned by humans 
to humans, Is a testimony to the evolving will
ingness of humans to grant equality to non
human animals. 

ENDNOTES 
1. Buying and eellng nonhuman animals, for example 

in pet stonts, Is a remarbble concept given the 
notion of human anlrMis buying nonhuman ani
mals, one type of animal purd1Uing and owning 
anolher.lnthitUnl8d81aM, wehawioutlllwedthiS 
practice .. applied to hum.na. 

2.1 will not go Into Cf'C)D-CUiural comparisons of non
human animal ODPreaslon In this analysis. It Ia 
knownfromanlmill rights llteraturethatal culures 
engage in nonhuman animal oppreaslon and that 
somecultanlappe.rtobewcnethan othelsi'lthis 
regard;forexample, TalwanandChi'lacompared 
to the Netherlands and Germany. 

3.AmongthecontrcMir8leaovertheMIIon Man March 
of October 18, 1995wuthat, whllealhowofunity 
~AfrlcanAmericanpeoplelsagoodldea, the 
man::h aexclualonofwomen, Jews, hornoeexuals, 
and others was a lousy Idea In terms of equalizing 
social and economlcpowerfor an. 

4. Pun::haaea such as theM went legal until 1973, 
before the Endangered Species Ad. 
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DOUBLE PUNISHMENT: TWO CHINESE AMERICAN OPIUM COURT CASES 

Gregory Y. Mark, University of Hawal'l 

ABSTRACT 

ChineseimmlgrantshavebeentreatedunfairlyintheUnitedStatessincetheyarrlvedlnthiscountry.The 
AmericanlegalsystemhasplayedalargepartinthisunfairtreatmentofChineseAmerlcansandotherethnic 
minortties.Hfstorically,comparedtonon-Chilese,Chineseotrenderswenthauentlv111018seventlypunlshedby 
the justice systam, and at limes, Chinese American went victims of double punishment. This paper examines the 
disaimlnatorytreatmentoftheChlnese In the United States via court cases oftwo Chinese Americans convicted 
ofviolatingearlytwentlethcenturyfederalopiumlaws. 

INTRODUCTION 
From the nineteenth to the mid-twen

tieth century, Chinese Americans who were 
convicted of aiminal offenses were often pun
ished more harshly than their Eu~American 
counterparts. VVhile Chinese American of
fenders were party to many different types of 
offenses ranging from violent aimes against 
the person such as murder, to minor victimless 
offenses such as working in a laundry after 
"legal hours, "1 a large number of offenses 
were opium-related violations. In prosecution 
of these offenses, there were clear patterns of 
radal prejudice and disaimination ranging 
from the assumption that most Chinese were 
drug offenders to the application of harsher 
penalties for Chinese defendants. 

The majority of early twentieth century 
Chinese American opium cases were tried in 
the lower federal courts of the western part of 
the United States. If a defendant was dissatis
fied with the federal lower court's dedsion, a 
legal appeal could be made to the United 
States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth 
Circuit. 

ThispaperexaminestwoChineseAmeri
can drug cases that were adjudicated in the 
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. These two 
cases illustrate how the legal system viewed 
and treated Chinese American defendants 
during the early twentieth century. Chinese 
opium offenders were more severely punished 
by the justice system than their non-Chinese 
contemporaries. Often Chinese were punished 
twice: first by the judicial branch under aimi
nal law and second by the Department of 
Labor under immigration law. Thus, Chinese 
Americans became victims of double punish
ment. 

REVIEW OF THE UTERATURE 
The literature concerning opium and 

Chinese in the United States is neither a 
focused nor systematic body of information. In 
fact, research is found in two rather diverse 

sources, the history of drug abuse in America 
on the one hand, and Chinese American Stud
ies on the other. Insight into the unique expe
rience of Chinese Americans prosecuted for 
opium-related offenses in the aiminal justice 
system is gained from an examination of these 
two areas. 

The historical study of drug abuse in 
America highlights the role that economics 
and race play in drug legislation and the anti
opium (drug) movement. In his examination of 
the history of narcotic drugs in the United 
States, Musto (1973) connects U.S. involve
ment in international anti-opium conventions 
at Shanghai In 1909 and the Hague in 1911, 
1913, and 1914 and the subsequent passage 
of the 1914 Harrison Act, the first major federal 
drug law, to economic and radal concerns 
revolving around Chinese Americans and Af
rican Americans. 

Musto attributes U.S. partidpation in the 
anti-opium conventions to its interest in secur
ing a lion's share of the China trade by gaining 
a "moral" advantage over other nations with 
similar economic aspirations. Through its in
volvement and leadership in the eradication of 
opium in China, the United States believed it 
could demonstrate its good will. The desired 
response was that hundreds of millions of 
Chinese consumers would acknowledge this 
and reciprocate by purchasing American goods 
and products. 

Musto further explains how Southern 
fear of African Americans and their use of co
caine around the tum of the twentieth century 
contributed to the passage of the Harrison Act. 
Southerners feared that African American co
caine users would abuse their sodal standing 
and begin to move beyond their lower class 
confines, thus threatening the structure of 
Southern VVhite sodety (Musto 1973). This 
fear gave impetus to anti-drug legislation that 
would assist in controlling African Americans. 
Musto similarly associates VVhite fear of Chi
nese Americans' encroachment into VVhite 
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society and their use of opium In the western 
part of the United States. He concludes that it 
is nowonderthatthe SouthandWesttoOkthe 
lead in urging federal anti-drug legislation that 
was viewed as the most effective weapon to 
thwarting African American and ChineleAmert
can threats to the established social~-

In John Helmer's {1975) OOI1'1pf1lhensl 
study of the origins of the antl-oPiwft move
ment and opium legislation, race is targeted as 
a major factor. Helmer argues that drug con
trol efforts were a product of class conflicts In
volving competing elements of local and re
gional labor, wage differentials, business 
cycles; and unemployment. The overan thelia 
of Helmer's wort is that anti-drug agitation 
was utilized by America's ruling clasl as one 
of the methods to control the country's working 
class, which included the Chinese. 

By the 18708, Chinese on the West 
coast were believed to be in direct cornpefjlon 
with White labor. Regardless of skill, Chinese 
laborers were grudgingly accepted and paid 
less than White worters {Helmer 1975). Vllhen 
White labor became unemployed or loW wage
earners, and small enterprises earned small 
profits, the Chinese became the scapegoat. 
Thus, 

whites turned their attack from the source of 
economic power to the source of labor com
petillon,andaltackedtheChinesetodrMtlhem 
off the fields. (Helmer 1975) 

The image of the Chinese opium addict was a 
product of the anti-Chinese movement and 
anti-opium legislation. It served boll H a 
practical means to harass Chinese Am8rlcans 
and as an ideological justification for their 
removal (Helmer 1975). 

Unlike the other drug literatunt, Hel
mer's {1975) wort recognized that the first 
anti-narcotic campaign revolved aroundoplum 
during the 1870s and was directly related to 
the anti-Chinese crusade. In his view of the 
earfy anti-drug movement, the humanitaltan 
reform movement and Its adherents did not 
play a role. Rather, the anti-drug f1'IO\I8ment 
was instigated by poor economic conditions, 
the same conditions which also created the 
anti-Chinese movement. 

Simllarfy, in his investigation of the de
velopment of drug laws and policies In the 
United States, Pat Lauderdale {lnverartty, Lau
derdale, Field 1983) claims that America's 
earliest drug laws were not motivated by 
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humanitarian and medical concerns but by 
concerns for preserving the economic status 
quo and political control. Lauderdale argues 
thattheftrstdruglawinthe U.S., the San Fran
cisco ordinance, which prohibited the smoking 
of opium in -.. was racially motivated and 
it initiated further local, state, and federal anti
opium legislation. 

ln. his atudy of the politics and morality of 
deviance, Nachman Ben-Yehuda's {1990) re
iterates that the anti-opium and anti-Chinese 
crusades in the United States were directed 
against Chineseworters in an effort to remove 
them from the white dominated labor force. 

Stephen Hester's and Peter EgHn's re
search (1992) on aime in Canada Identify 
similar anti-Chinese sentiments underlying 
drug legislation. In their analysis of the origins 
of Canada's drug laws, the authors note that 
the Impetus for earfy Canadian· anti-drug laws 
was to a1mlnalize Chinese Immigrants who 
were beHeved to be a major cause of the 
country's drug and economic problems. 

· Moat of the research of Chinese Ameri
cans and antl<-opium drug laws is found within 
the study ·of the history of drug abuse In 
America. This type of research has not been a 
main focus In Chinese American Studiet. In 
fact, the study of Chinese In the United States 
is a rel8tively new and emerging ftek:l. 2 Most of 
what has been researched and published has 
concentrated on the period prior to the Chinese 
Exclusion Act of 1882. Due to the paucity of in
depth research, many authors e)(plaln Chi
nese American history in a rather general way. 
The research does not contain detailed ex
amlnation8 of the impact of significant his
torical events on the Chinese community, and 
little attention Is given to specific topics related 
to or Involving Chinese Americans. Some 
studies (Barth 19&4; Chan 1990, 1991; Cool
Idge 1909; Lydon 1985; McClellan 1971; Miller 
1989; Sandmeyer 1939; Saxton 1971; Takaki 
1989; Tsai 1986) discuss the anti-Chinese 
movement and frequently mention the nega
tiVe opium-addict stereotype that mainstream 
AmertcaperoeivedaboutChinese In the United 
Statee. However, these worts do not expllcilly 
dltcuss how this negative stereotype and the 
accompany anti-Chinese racist movement was 
translated into social policy. 

In this paper, I examine one specific 
social polity topic-the treatment of Chinese 
drug otrenders by the United States criminal 
justices system via the court cases of two 
Chinese American drug offenders in 1922. As 
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the literature concerning the history of drug 
abuse in America and Chinese Americans 
indicate, the pattern of the racialization of 
Chinese Americans and drugs began even 
before the prosecution of these two cases. 3 

THE CASES OF CHARLIE GIB AND LEE 
KEEHOW 

Two cases, Charlie Gib v. LutherWeedin, 
as Commissioner of Immigration for the Port of 
Seattle, Washington, and Kee How v. Luther 
Weedin, as Commissioner of Immigration for 
the Port of Seattle, Washington were heard 
together at the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 
for the Ninth Circuit because the Court consid
ered the charges, the circumstances, and le
gal issues to be similar. Chung Bar Kiup alias 
Jung Ngip, or better known in the broader 
Washington State community as Charlie Gib, 
was bom on July 17, 1856 in Guangzhou (Can
ton), the Guangdong (Kwangtung) provincial 
capital. At the age of 19, he emigrated to the 
United States and arrived in San Francisco on 
March 1, 1876. AHhough Gib was already an 
American resident before the passage of the 
Chinese Exdusion Act, this and other laws 
greatly affected his life in the United States. 

In 1922, at the time of his arrest for a 
narcotic violation, Mr. Gib had spent the better 
part of his life, 46 years, in this country. He was 
still a resident allen because United States 
immigration laws prohibited Chinese from 
becoming naturalized citizens. 

According to McNeil Island Penitentiary 
receiving records (February 1923),4 he was 67 
years old, almost 5'4•, 119 pounds, did not 
read or write English, did not have a wife and 
family in the U.S., and was working as a 
restaurant keeper. He lived in and was part 
owner of a house in Carson City, Nevada. Dur
ing his 46 years In America, Gib never returned 
to China to visit friends and relatives. He prob
ably led the typical Chinese American bach
elor life: he lived alone, was devoid of an 
immediate family, and worked in menial jobs. 

In April1922, Char1ie Gib was arrested 
for several narcotic violations In GardneNille, 
Douglas County, Nevada. On December 5, 
1922, he was indicted at Gardnerville in viola
tion of the February 9, 1909 Ad and the 
amended May 26, 1922, Narcotic ·Drugs Im
port and Export Act, because he was accused 
of concealing Illegal imported opium. On Janu
ary 12, 1923, the United States District Court 
for the District of Nevada convicted him for vio
lating the Import/Export laws. On January 29 
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and February 1, 1923, the District Court sen
tenced Gib to 11 months at the McNeil Island 
Federal Penitentiary. He arrived at McNeil Is
land on February 23, 1923 and was scheduled 
to be released on February27, 1924. However, 
due to his good behavior in the prison, Mr. Gib 
was released early on December 19, 1923. 

Before Gib's release from McNeil Peni
tentiary, on November12, 1923, Mr. RobeCar1 
White, Second Assistant Secretary of Labor, 
from the U.S. Department of Labor in Wash
ington, D.C., ordered the Commissioner of 
Immigration in Seattle, Washington to deport 
Mr. Gib, who was a resident alien, to China. 
The document, Warrant-Deportation of Alien, • 
stated that: 

WHEREAS,fromproofasubmittedtome,after 
due hearing befora Immigrant Inspector Arthur 
J. Kahl, held at McNeil Island, Washington, I 
havebeoomesatlsfledlhatthealen CHUNG or 
CHING BAR KIUP alias CHARLIE GIB alias 
JUNG NGIP who landed at the port of San 
Francisco, calif., on or about the 1st day of 
March, 1876, Is subject to be returned to the 
country whence he came under section 19 of 
the lmmlgratlonactofFebruary5, 1917, being 
subject to deportation undertheprovlsions of a 
law of the United States, to wit, the Act of 
February9, 1909, as amended bytheActofMay 
26, 1922, in that he Is an allen who has been 
oonvicl8dundersubdlvlslon(c)sectlon2thelaof. 

I, ROBE CARL WHITE, Second Assistant 
Secretary of Labor, by virtue of the power and 
authorityvestedlnmebythelawsoftheUnlted 
States, do hereby command you to return the 
saidalentoChlnathecounlrywhencehecame, 
attheexpenseoftheapproprlation "Expenses 
of Regulating Immigration, 1920. • You are di
rected to purchase transportation for the allen 
from Seattle, Wash., to his home in China at the 
lowest available rate, payable from the above
named app1opriatlon. Execution ofthlswarrant 
should be deferred until he Is released from 
prison. (Gib v. Weed#n) 

United States citizens convicted of narcotic of
fenses were not deported. Only foreign aliens 
such as Char11e Gib were punished for their 
crimes and then subjected to deportation. This 
additional punishment was mandated despite 
the fad that Glb had spent mostofhislife In the 
United States, was elderly, had already been 
punished for his crime, had committed a vic
timless crime In which no one else was 
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affected, had no visible remaining ties to China 
such as family, and most significantly was not 
eligible to be a U.S. citizen. 

The Department of Labor ordered Gib's 
deportation immediately after hla cGmpletion 
of his prison sentence. Upon his ,.._.-from 
the McNeil Penitentiary, Luther Weedln, U.S. 
Commissioner of Immigration, held Glb In 
det*ltion at the Federal Immigration Station in 
Seattle, washington. 

tn response to the Secretary of Labor's 
order for deportation, on January 8, 19214, in 
the U.S. District Court for the Western Dlatrtct 
of washington, Charlie Gib's ~ ap
plied for a writ of habeas corpus. The grounds 
for this appeal was that Mr. Gib's •confinement 
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with two violations. The first was for 

unlawfuly, knowingly and willfully, having in his 
poe18Uion a quantity of intoxicating liquor, 
contalnlngonehalfofone per cent, or more of 
alcohol by volume, fit for use for beverage 
purposes. 

The second was for having in 

hlspossealon, unlawfully, knowingly and wiD
fully a quantity of Yen Shee, a derivative of 
aplwn, flforsmaldng purposes, and not having 
paid the required license for the possession of 
thela118. 

and restraint was illegal and contrary to law" Lee Kee How was immediately put into a jail 
(Gib v. Weedln). until his trial because he could not afford to 

The narcotics case of Kee How, alias post bond (Kee How, alias Charlie Kee v. 
Charley Kee or better known In the Chinese Weed/n). 
community as Lee Kee How, was submitted Thenextmonth,onJanuary12,1923,in 
along with Char1ie Glb's in both the United the Distrid Court of the United States of 
States District Court (western Washington) America, in and for the District of Nevada, a 
and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals because Federal Grand Jury Indicted Lee Kee How for 
their caaes were based upon the same taws violating two counts of the February 9, 1909, 
andthesemecharaderoffacts.LeeKeeHow as amended May 26, 1922 Ad. First, the 
was born in 1858 in canton. OnAprll13,1874, Grand Jurors charged (slightly different than 
attheageOf16years,helefthisfamilylnChina the original charges) that he "wiilfully, know
and arrived in San Francisco, C8llfomia In ingly and unlawfully conceal (sic) nan:otic 
order to try his fortune in the United Sfatel. In drugs, to-wit: yenshee, knowing the same to 
1922, he was approximately 64 yeara old and have been Imported contrary to law. • The 
lived In Gardnerville, Douglas County, Ne- second count claimed that Mr. Lee "WiUfully, 
vada.HehadbeenaU.S.resldentfor48years. knowingly and unlawfully sell (sic) nan::otlc 
According to the records of prisoners recaived drugs, to-wit: yenshee, knowing the seme to 
at the McNeH Island Penitentiary, (May 19, have been imported contrary to law" (Kee 
1923), Lee Kee How was 65 years old, almost How, alias Charlie Kee v. Weedln). 
5'6", and 161 pounds. His occupation was UnltedStatesofAmericav. CharleyKee 
restaurant keeper and his personal puperty was adjudicated In the Dlstrid Court of the 
consisted of restaurant equipment. He did not lJnled states for the District of Nevada in 
read or write English and did not ctaim any car.on City; the Honorable E.S. Farringlon 
religious affiliation. was U. presiding judge. On May 4, 1923, the 

Mr. Lee had lived in the center of Gard- decision was rendered. The second count 
nervilte In the East Fork Hotel, which was also concerning selling smuggled opium was dis
a saloon and restaurant. Aaoss the street mlsaed. Kee How pleaded not guilty to the first 
from his residence was the Comer Saloon, chaiVebutthejuryfoundhlmgulltyascharged 
where, according to a sworn affidavit on No- for :concealing smuggled opium. Judge 
vember 18, 1922, ·char1ey give (sic) yenshee . Farlltlpx1 sentenced Mr. Lee to be impris
(opium) to an Indian known as 'Big Holed oned in the U.S. Penitentiary at McNeil Island, 
Bin.·· The witness, Sam John, also a Native WMhlngton, foroneyearandtwomonthsand 
American, filed his aflidavit with the United fined him $1 03.50. He was received at the 
States Commissioner for the District of Ne- Pa'lltentiary on May 19, 1923, and was ached
veda, which reauttec:t In the December 5, 1922 uted to complete the full term of his sentence 
wai1W1t to search Lee's residence for con- on August 2, 1924. However, due to good 
cealed narcotici. Law enforcement ofllcera . behavior, correctional staff released him some 
dlscoveredopiumlnKeeHow'sresldenceand four months pr1or to completion of his sen
he was subsequently arrested and charged tence on April10, 1924. As with Char1ie Gib, 
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lee Kee How's ear1y discharge from McNeil 
Island gave him only a momentary euphoria. 
Just six days before his release, on April 4, 
1924, a federal document addressing the Com
missioner of Immigration, Seattle, Washing
ton or to any officer or employee of the U.S. 
Immigration Service was received by immi
gration authorities. The document, "WAR
RANT DEPORTATION OF ALIEN, United 
statesofAmerica,Departmentoflabor, Wash
ington: declared that: 

Lee Kee How Is subject to be returned to the 
country whence he came under section 19 of 
the immigration ad of February 5, 1917, being 
subject to deportation underthe provisions of a 
law of the United States, to wit, the Ad of 
February9, 1909,asamendedbytheActofMay 
26, 1922, in that he Is art allen who has been 
COI'1IIidBd under subdivision (C) Section 2thereof. 
(Kee How, alias Chartle Kee v. Weedin) 

The order, signed by Robe Car1 White, 
Second Assistant Secretary of Labor, further 
instructed Immigration officials to send him 
back to his home in China at the lowest poss
ible rate and that the execution of the order 
should be implemented upon his release from 
prison. A few weeks later, on April 18, 1924, 
luther Weedin, Commissioner of Immigra
tion, in a signed, notarized statement to the 
U.S. District Court for the Western District of 
Washington, Northern Division, testified that 
he agreed with the deportation orders. Al
though the defendant had been released only 
eight days ear1ier from McNeil Island, he was 
immediately arrested and detained, pending 
deportation by the U.S. immigration authori
ties, at the Immigration Station in Seattle, 
Washington. Despite the quick tum of events, 
Kee How and his attorneys ware able to delay 
his pending deportation. 

On July 17, 1924, the applications for a 
writ of habeas corpus were made and entered 
on behalf of both Char1ie Gib and lee Kee 
How. Their attorney, John J. Sullivan, believed 
that the legal basis for their appeals depended 
upon four factors. First, the Secretary of labor 
did not have the authority to issue a warrant to 
deport the defendants. Next, the •indictment 
upon which petitioner was convicted did not 
charge any aime whatever against the laws of 
the United States: Third, conviction for nar
cotic violations was not moral turpitude. last, 
the federal govemmenfs deportation orders 
for Gib and lee were in violation of the U.S. 
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Constitution and the 1880 treaty between China 
and the United States (Kee How, alias Char1ie 
Kee v. Weedin). , 

Unfortunately for the petitioners, on 
SeptemberS, 1924, Judge Netererofthe U.S. 
District Court, Western District of Washing
ton, Northern Division, ruled that the Char1ie 
Gib and lee Kee How petitions and also their 
applications for the writs should be denied. Al
though Neterer may have sympathized with 
both defendants, he believed that the legal 
issue that these men were unlawfully detained 
was dear. In his offiCial decision the Judge 
stated that: 

Subdivision C, Sec. 2, Ad Feb. 9, 1909, as 
amended May28, 1922, Sec. 8801 Cum. Sup. 
C. E. provides In substance that any alien 
convlctedafterhlsenlryshal,uponthetermlna
tionofhis Imprisonment, upon warrant Issued 
bytheSecretaryoflabor,bedeportedinaccor
dance with Sees. 19 and 20 of the Ad of Feb. 
5,1917. (Gibv. Weedln) 

On the same day (September 8, 1924), 
the attorneys for the defendants filed notices of 
appeal to the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Ap
peals. Gib and lee were released from cus
tody upon submitting $1,000 contingent on the 
condition that they appear before the Ninth 
Circuit Court of Appeals and abide by its judg
ment. For the next eight months, there was 
little or no activity on the case. To Gib and lee, 
their court odyssey must heve seemed like an 
endless streamofpaperworkandlegal maneu
vering. Char1ie Gib's journey started with his 
April 1922 arrest, and continued with the De
cember 1922-January 1923 district court trial, 
his January 29, 1923 imprisonment, the No
vember 12, 1923 deportation orders, and, 
beginning on January 8, 1924, his reappear
ance in the U.S. District Court to appeal his 
threatened deportation via a petition for a write 
of habeas corpus. His May 4, 1925 appear
ance in the U.S. District Court represented 
only the end of court proceedings at the lower 
courtlevei.OnMay27,1925, F. D. Monckton, 
Clerk for the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
NinthCircuitrecelvedtheTransaiptofRecord 
for Case Number 4629, Charlie Gib, Appel
lant, v. luther Weedin, as Commissioner of 
Immigration at the Port of Seattle, Washing
ton, Appellee, which had been offtcially filed on 
June 29, 1925 with the Ninth Circuit Court of 
Appeals. The Appeals court affinned the lower 
courfs ruling and available evidence indicates 
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that Mr. Charlie Gib was deported to China 
(Gib v. Weedin). 

Mr. Lee Kee How's journey followed an 
almost identical path. Lee was arrested on 
December 5, 1922, on similar narcotic viola
tions. His trial was held In January 1923, and 
on May 4, 1923, he too was sentenced to the 
Federal Penitentiary at McNeil Island. On~l 
4, 1924, Lee was also ordered to be deported 
to his homeland in China. On April18, 1924, 
he petitioned the U.S. District Court for a writ 
of habeas corpus. His petition and ~for 
a writ were denied. On June 3, 1925, the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit received 
the Transcript of Record for case Number 
4628, but Lee Kee How's appeal was denied 
and the district court's ruling was aftlrmed. 
However, unlike Glb, on October 8, 1929, at 
the age of 71, Lee received official notice that 
the President of the United States of America 
had rescinded the order for his deportation. 
Reasons for this decision are unknown. Nor
mally, pardons are a result of political oomec
tions or Intense public pressure, or In this case 
It is ~ible that an appeal by the presiding 
judge was the impetus for the pardon (inter
view with Eric Yamamoto, October, 1996). 

DOUBLE PUNISHMENT 
The first Federal drug laws5, the Feb

ruary 9, 1909 •Ad to prohibit the Importation 
and use of opium for other than medicinal 
purposes; and the 1914 Harrison Act that was 
initially an opium taxation act did not epec:ify 
any additional punishment for aliens con
vk:tedofdrugoffenses. However, the I~ 
tion Ad of February 5, 1917 mandated that 
foreign aliens, unlike their American citizen 
counterparts, receive additional punishment 
for narcotic and other violations in the form of 
deportation to their native countries. This Ad 
to regulate the immigration of aliens to, and the 
residence of aliens in, the United States (39 
Stat. 874) stated: 

SEC. 19. That the provision of this section 
reapeclilgthedeportationofalienscor~Vic*Mt of 
aatnwlnvolvlngmcnlturpltudeshal notapply 
toone who has been pardoned, nor shall sud! 
deportation be made or directed If the court, or 
judge thenlof, sentencing such allen for such 
atnwahal, atthetlme oflmpo8ingjudgmentor 
passing sentence orwlthlnthlrtydaylthereaf
ter, due notice having first been given to...,... 
aentatlvea of the State, make a recommenda
tion to the Secretary of Labor that such allen 
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shall not be deported In pursuance of this Act; 
nor shaD any allen convicted a aforesaid be 
deported until after the termination of his 
lmprlsonment: •• .ln every case where any per
son lsordlnlddeportedfromthe United States 
undertheprovlllonaofthlsAct, or of any law or 
treaty, the decision of the Secretary of Labor 
shall be final. 

Thus, if foreign aliens were convicted of com
mitting a serious crime involving moral turpi
tude, Sec. 19 provided for their return to their 
natiVe country. 

For the Immigration Service, tt}e legal 
basis for deportation was that violations of the 
Narcotic ,Drugs Import and Export Ad were 
serious crimes involving moral turpitude. Moral 
turpitude Ia behavior universally considered to 
be clearty vile wicked, and immoral and wrong 
such as murder, rape, arson, homoeaxuallty, 
compulsive gambling to the detriment of one's 
family, and drug addiction. This concept was 
pivotal for Chinese and other ethnic minority 
group members. Its definition and application 
were vague and open to broad interpretation. 
For Chinese residents who were not U.S. 
citizens, it meant that conviction of a.c:dme of 
moral turpitude such as a drug offense Im
posed the double punishment of incarceration 
and banishment from their adopted country. 

Chinese Americans were caught In a 
double bind. According to the 1882 Chinese 
Exclusion Ad {'An Act to Execute Certain 
Treaty StipulatiOns Relating toChlnesej, Chin
ese who immigrated to the United States were 
prohibited from becoming naturalized citizens 
(Act of May 1882, 22 United States Statutes at 
Large 58). Chinese not born In the United 
States were considered to be foreign aliens. 
Chinese were inallgibleto become naturalized 
U.S. citizens and consequently did not have 
the rights of citizens. Thus, according to the 
19171mmlgration Act, regardless of how many 
years Chinese had resided in the U.S. and 
regardless of their contributions to this coun
try, if they were convicted of a crime Involving 
moral turpitude, they would be deported to 
China. Exceptions were made if the presiding 
judge recommended to the Secretary of Labor 
to rescind the order. In cases of threatened 
deportation, the judge possessed a great deal 
of discretionary powers. 

The May 26, 1922 Narcotic Drugs Im
port and Export Ad (the Jones-Miller Act, 21 
USCA 175) amended the Act of February 9, 
1909. This legislation, •An Act to amend the 
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Act entitled 'An Act to prohibit the importation 
and use of opium for other than medicinal 
purposes,'" further clarified and reinforced the 
use of deportation in drug cases. SEC. 2 (e) 
was directed towards individuals not born in 
the United States. 

Any alien who at any time after his entry is 
convicted under subdivision (c) shall, upon the 
tenninationofthelmprisorvnentimposed by the 
court upon such conviction and upon warrant 
issuedbytheSecretaryoflabor,betakeninto 
custody and deported In accordance with the 
provisions of sections 19 and 20 of the Ad of 
February 5, 1917, entllled 'An.Adtoregulatethe 
Immigration of aliens to; and the residence of 
aliens in, the United States.' 

According to the 1922 Act, convicted drug 
offenders such as Char1ie Gib and Lee Kee 
How should have been deported. 

For lawmakers, judicial discretionary 
powers allowed too many non-citizens to suc
cessfully evade deportation. A judge could 
exercise a great deal of discretionary powers 
in deciding whether an individual could remain 
in the country or be deported. On February 18, 
1931 an even stronger piece of legislation was 
enacted. 

"An Ad To provide for the deportation of 
aliens convicted and sentenc:edforviolation of 
any law regulating tra1lic In narcotics. • 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 
RepresentativesoftheUnlladStatesofAmerica 
in Congress assembled. Thatanyalien(except 
anaddictwholsnotadealerln,orpeddlerof,any 
ofthenan::oticdrugsmentlonedlnthlsAd)who, 
after the enactment of this Ad, shall be con
victed and sentenced for violation of or con
splracytoviolateanystatuleoftheUnited States 
taxing, prohibiting, or regulating the manufac
ture, production, compounding, transportation, 
sale, exchange, dispensing, gMng away, lm
portation,orexportationofopium,cocaleaves, 
heroin, or any salt, derivative, or preparation of 
opium or coca leaves, shall be taken Into cus
tody and deported In manner provided in sec
tions 19and20oftheAdofFebruary5,1917, 
entitled 'An Ad to regulate the Immigration of 
aliens to, and the residence of aliens In, the 
United States.' Approved, February 18, 1931. 
(Ad of February 18, 1931) 

It seems that Congress believed that 
aliens convicted of opium and cocaine 
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offenses were a special and significant source 
of drug abuse in America. As a result, the Act 
of February 18, 1931 clear1y singles out thes£. 
violators and provides for their deportation. 
Thus, any non-US citizens convicted of violat
ing federal drug laws, in particular the Harrison 
Act and the Jones-Miller Act, after completing 
their sentences were subjected to deportation. 

Since the Immigration Act of 1917, drug 
and immigration laws have continued to be 
further intertwined. Non-U.S. citizen offenders 
are punished sequentially by criminal and 
immigration laws. The immigration conse
quence of different criminal activities (not just 
narcotic violations) has been permanent de
portation. Deportation has been part of the 
U.S. immigration policies to bar undesirable 
non-citizens from residing in this country. 

CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have examined two 

cases, representative of how a certain group of 
drug violators, namely the Chinese, were sub
ject to deportation by the Immigration and 
Drug Acts of 1917 and 1922. Chinese residing 
in the United States were one of the first and 
one of the major groups to fall victim to these 
laws which buttressed a clear1y anti-immi
grant policy on the part of the justice system. 

During the past foUr decades, this policy 
has been further clarified, amended, and 
strengthened. The Immigrant Act of 1952 fur
ther integrated criminal law (including narcotic 
offenses) with immigration law. Later the Anti
Drug Abuse Act of 1988, P.L. 100-690, effec
tive November 18, 1988 broadened the 
strengthened laws directed towards drug, vio
lent, and weapon violators. The Immigration 
Act of 1990, P.L. 101-649, 104 Stat. 4978 ex
panded the categories of criminal acts which 
could result in deportation, reduced assis
tance for deported alien residents, and elimi
nated the provision for a judge's recommenda
tion not to deport. Unfortunately, anti-immi
grant sentiments in the United States continue 
to under1ie legislative policy. The 1994 pas
sage of California's Proposition 187 which 
proposed to ensure severe restrictions upon 
"alien immigrants,• is evidence of this. 

As this paper establishes through the 
analysis of two court cases, expulsion for 
Chinese Americans defendants appeared to 
be unnecessary and excessive punishment, 
disregarding the circumstances of the crime 
and the personal situation of the accused. 
Nevertheless, even today deportation remains 
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an important weapon in American criminal 
and immigration policies. In the 1990s, many 
other immigrant groups besides Chinese are 
affected by discriminatory aiminal and Immi
gration laws and practices. 

Perhaps the most significant Insight the 
opium cases of.Char1ie Gib and Lee Kee How 
provideJs how one group of American citizens 
and residents can be treated so cruelly, all 
within the confines of American taw and It's 
administration. From a non-legal humanltlee 
perspective, the cases of these two ·longtime 
United States residents provide some ·addi
tional insights into the treatment of Chinel8 
Americans by the justice system, and the type 
and quality of life of the ear1y Chinese pioneers 
in America. Unfortunately, the precedence set 
by these cases help to perpetuate the legal 
tradition for American immigrants and non
citizens of "double punishment.• 

~~llnfoml&tion regarding harallmentlawa 
directed towards Chinese hand laundries, ... o.. 
gory Vee Mark 1988. 2 The field of Chinese American studies began In the 
late 1960aduetothreefactcn: 1)theemergence 
of pubhcationa by Chinese American hiltOrllns 
such 11 Hin Mark Lai in San Francilco, 2) the 
~ofcoul'lfiSfocuUigontheC'*
in the Unlllld States, and 3) the estllbllahment of 
Chinese hllltorlcalsocietiea nation-wide. 3 Forinfonnatlon on I'IICialization in thet.Jnlld Sbdel, 

4 refertoMichaeiOmi and HowardWNnt 1988. 
The McNeil Island Penitentiary Record is loclll8d at 

theNatlonaiArchlvea PaclllcNorlhweltRedlon. 
Thentarefourvobnes:Voi.I-Decembel23, f891 
to June26, 1909; Vol. II- July 8, 1909to february 
24, 1923; VoL Ill-March 1, 1923toMarch24, 1929; 

5 andVoi.IV -March 24, 1929to December22, 1937. 
Thetlrstfederallawtoauppressoplumwe-~ 

1, 1909 Ad entitled, "To prohibit the lmpol 
and use of opium for other than medicinal pur
poses.• 
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A REVIEW OF U.SJINDIAN POLICY: A UNIQUE CI-IAPTER IN U.S. HISTORY 

Laurence Annand French, Westem New Mexico University 

INTRODUCTION 
American Indian policy is a complex 

subject that does not easily lend Itself to a brief 
analysis yet is a manageable task if the focus 
is placed upon major policy decisions. This 
focus needs to be tempered by two set of con
siderations: the Harmony Ethos versus the 
Protestant Ethic and physical versus cultural 
genocide. The Harmony Ethos reflects the 
generic world view (epistemological method
ology) of North American (U.SJCanadian) 
Indian and Native Alaskan traditionalism. Here, 
the traditional world view sees harmony be
tween Father Sky, Mother Earth and all life and 
inert matter. Man Is seen as but one element 
on earth and not necessarily the most signifi
cant one. Intragroup cooperation, a self-image 
rooted in a larger collectivity (clan, extended 
family ... ), and Intergroup conflict (intertribal 
wars and raids) comprised the basis of ab
original (pre-Columbian) traditionalism (French 
1982;Gearing1962;Mooney1972;Reid1970). 
This contrasts with the secular version of the 
Protestant Ethic, that which drives the West
em enculturation, and Its focus on individual 
culpability, competition and sense of superior
ity over nature. The concept of Manifest Des
tiny became the rallying call and justiflqltion 
for exploitation of both natural resources and 
the American Indians who resided on these 
lands. 

The concept of physical genocide refers 
to attempts at Indian annihilation. This policy 
was best reflected by the Indian wars era. 
Cultural genocide, on the other hand, ad
dresses the more subUe policy of destroying 
Indian traditionalism (Harmony Ethos) and 
replacing it with the dictates of the Protestant 
Ethic (Weber 1958). Basically, cultural geno
cide involved attempts at converting American 
Indians, often using harsh methods such as 
punishment for speaking one's native tongue, 
from their traditional ways to that of the Prot
estant Ethic. Most efforts surrounding these 
policies began with, and continue to Involve, 
conversion to Christianity. This conversion 
process Is referred to as •christianization• 
which has come to be synonymous with cul
tural genocide. A popular justificatiQh of the 
harsh resociallzation methods employed in 
boarding schools was the tenet: "You need to 
kill the Indians to save the child.· Its 

implication was that you need to destroy the 
child's traditional culture In order to convert 
him/her to Christianity and subsequently ac
commodate him/her Into the larger U.S. so
ciety. 

Obviously, a marked difference between 
physical and cultural genocide policies Is that 
the former was bent on removing the Indian 
problem, either through concentration camps 
or destruction, while the latter was often based 
on ethnocentric compassion. During the In
dian wars era (which occui'red sporadically 
from the colonial period to the 1890s) Ameri
can Indians were often viewed as less than 
human, much like the black slaves were until 
emancipation. At Fort Robinson in Nebraska, 
official logs depict male Indians as ~ucks· 
and females as •does• hence depersonalizing 
them and making it easier to target them for 
destruction much like the buffalo which also 
cluttered the norlhem Plains providing obsta
cles to white setUement. Physical genocide 
was the policy nonn from our birth as a nation 
until 1849 when U.S.nndian policy changed 
from military (War Department now Depart
ment of Dafense) to civilian control (Depart
ment of the Interior). Military interventions 
continued even after President U.S. Granfs 
Peace Policy (1870). Military or armed reac
tions occurred whenever the •Indian problem• 
reached confrontational levels such as 
Wounded Knee II in 1973 and the international 
Akwesasne Mohawk conflict involving both 
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and New 
York State Troopers In 1990 (French 1994). 
The nature of cultural genocide, in contrast, 
oscillated from policies aimed at the total 
destruction of traditional ways to that of federal 
paternalism where the federal government 
controlled major aspects of tribal life, a pro
cess which continued up until the 1980s. A 
third, and recent. policy is that of tribal au
tonomy and self-determination. Many tribal 
leaders are cautious of this policy fearing that 
it is merely another disguised attempt at cul
tural genocide and tribal exploitation (French 
1994). 

Advocates for the destruction of Ameri
can Indians and their culture have existed 
since first European contact, but so have 
advocates for Indian enculturatlon. During the 
colonial era, a time of both black and Indian 
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slavery and restricted enfranchisement even 
for white adult males, scholars of the Enlight
enment school, including sudi notables as 
Benjamin Franklin, advocated formal (West
em style) educatiOn for colonial and Canadian 
Indiana. Albeit a faintvoica among those advo
cating a policy of physical removal or total 
amlhllatlon of American Indians, these en
lightened scholars embarked on a gentle form 
of cultural genocide. Indeed, both Harvard 
College In Maasachuletts and VWIIam and 
Mary College In Virginia had apeclal .Indian 
colleges on their campuses. And It was a v• 
graduate, the. Reverend Dr. Eleazer ~ 
lock. who established the first~ Indian 
college for colonial and canadian Indiana
first the free school for Indiana at L.ebanpn, 
Connecticut (1754-1767) and later~ 
College In 1770 In Hanover, New Hampshire 
(Adams 1948; French 1987). Since the colo
nial era U.S.nndian policy hal followed five 
basic trends: Removal; Reorganization; Ter
rninalioniRelocatlon; and Self-Det.mnatlonl 
New Federalism. A review of these policies 
paints a pidln, In broad strokes, of the unique
ness of this chapter In U.S. history. 

REMOVAL 
Removal policies first pertained .to the 

forceful diaplllcement of the Five Civilized 
Tribes to west of the Mlsllaalppl River Into 
lndiM Tenitory, what II now the._ of ()Ida. 
home. The Removal policy was laterexten~Md 
to Include Indians of the southwest • well• 
the plains trlbel. The relatiOnship tietween 
Removal to apecHica11y dellgned fN8IV8IIons 
and the rnilllonary efrortl to civilize theM 
dilplaced Indiana II Illustrated by the tra&lll'8 
faced by the three largest Indian tribes, the 
Cherokee, Navajo. and Sioux. 

Removal's strongest proponent . was 
Prelident Jacklon. He made thil clear In his 
First Annual Menage to Congress: 

Aa a meena of efrectlng thla end (Removal) I 
auuu-tforyourconaidelallonthe propriety of 
Nlllng epartan ampledlltrlctwast of the Mla
lllllppl, and wlhout the 1m1t of any Stabt or 
TMIIDry now formed, to be guaranteed to the 
Indian...,_ ulcq u they lhall occupy It, 
each tribe having a dlatlnc:t control over the 
portlondellgnated for .. uae. There they may 
beMCind In the8110YmantofgcMN'I'VI'IMiaof 
their own choice, subject to no OCher control 
from the Unlld Stalill than such .. may be 
MCIIIfi'/Dpi8NIVepeaciOfltheflanlllrand 
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between the eeveral tribes. There the benevo
lent may endeavor to teach them the arts of 
civilization, and, by promoting union and har
mony among them, to raise up an Interesting 
conmonweallh destNdtoperpetuatethe race 
and to attest the humanity and justice of this 
Government (Jackson 1829) 

On May 28, 1830, the U.S. Congress 
paAed. the Indian Removal Ad. authorizing 
PIMident Jac:klon to exchange Ianda in the 
west for thole held by Indian tribes In any state 
or territory (U.S. Congress 1830). This led to 
the Trail of Team, the forceful removal of the 
Five Civilized Tribes of which the Cherokee 
Were the largest group. In 1838, some 16,000 
Cherokees were led at gun point and In the 
dead of winter on a 1 ,000 mile trek from their 
eastern homeland to Indian Territory (Okla
homa). A quarter of the Cherokees perished 
during the Trail of Tears (Bauer 1970; Collier 
1973; Fleischman 1971; French 1978; Gulick 
1960; Hudson 1970; Malone 1956; Rights 
1947; Sheehan 1974; Strickland 1982; White 
1970; Woodward 1963). 

The Cherokee Nation recovered andre
built in Indian Terrltory.ln 1841, a Superinten
dent of Education was appointed, and by 
1843, the western Cherokee had 18 public 
schools. In 1851, the Cherokee added two high 
ICbooll (seminaries, one of which Ia now 
Northeaatem Oklahoma State University). 
These IChoola were run exclusively· by the 
Cherokee without federal aubllatence or ald. 
Ontheeveofthe Civil War, the western Chero
kee had a pOpulation of 21,000 Including a 
thouland whites and four thousand black 
liavea, which they owned, living with them. 
They had over 500,000 heads of livestock and 
more than 100,000acresofarable land (French 
1987; Perdue 1980). 

The Civil war and ReconatJVctlon halted 
thil progreaa and brought considerable hard
ship to the Cherokee and the other CMIIzed 
Tdbes: the Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek and 
Seminole •. During ReconatJVctlon, the Five 
Clvlllzedl'ribes were forced to cede their welt
em territory for the post-Civil War removal of 
plains tribes. These tribes Included the Kaw. 
Osage, Pawnee, Tonkawa, Ponca, Oto-Mis
aourl, IQW8, Sac and Fox, Kickapoo, Pottawa
tomle, Shawnee, Cheyenne, Arapaho, Wc:hlta, 
caddo, Commanche, and Kiowa Apache. An 
outcomeoftheremoval proc:esawaathe Stand
lngBearv. Coole case. Standing Bear, a Ponca 
chief removed along with his people to Indian 
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territory (Oklahoma) from his traditional land 
in northeast Nebraska, illegally left the reser
vation with a small group and relocated near 
their old tribal lands, now allocated to the 
Santee Sioux who were removed from their 
traditional lands in Minnesota. Captured, 
Standing Bear filed suit in Federal District 
Court in Omaha winning federal recognition 
for American Indians as "human beings" 
(Dundy 1879). A footnote to Standing Bear's 
efforts is the restoration of portions of the 
original Ponca reservation in northeastern 
Nebraska in 1990 by President George Bush 
(French 1994). 

This new removal policy also affected 
the tribes of the southwest. In 1864, the Navajo 
were forced onto a reservation in New Mexico 
Territory, what is now parts of Arizona and 
New Mexico (U.S. Congress 1864). In 1862, 
General James H. Carleton became military 
commander in New Mexico and was deter
mined to remove the Navajo so that whites 
could settle their land without fear of reprisal. 
They were forcefully removed to a barren area 
in eastern New Mexico known as the Bosque 
Redondo. Colonel Christopher "Kit" Carson 
was in charge of the Navajo removal. During 
the removal his troops killed those who re
sisted as well as the sick who could not keep 
upontheforcedmarchtoFortSumner. Navajo 
hogans and pastures were burned and live
stock and game destroyed in order to dis
courage those who attempted to resist re
moval. By December 1864, 8,354 Navajos 
survived the Long Walk and were confined in 
a concentration camp near Fort Sumner at the 
Bosque Redondo. Following four years of star
vation, disease and death, the federal govern
ment in 1888 admitted the failure of the Carleton 
plan and signed a new treaty with the ~avajo 
giving back a small portion (3.5 million acres) 
of their original homeland (Brugge 1993). 

The 1888 treaty spelled out the ac
commodation conditions for the Navajos new 
lives. Among its legal stipulations was the 
authority of the U.S. Government to subject 
non-Indian law breakers on the reservation to 
U.S., and not Indian, laws. Indian law break
ers, on the reservation, whose violations in
volved non-Indians were also subjected to 
U.S.Iaws and U.S.sanctions (Johnson 1888). 
This legal philosophy was articulated by In
dian Commissioner Price: 

Savage andclvized llecannotllveandprosper 
ontheaameground. Oneofthetwomustdle.lf 
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the Indians are to be civilized and become a 
happy and prosperous people, they must ieam 
our language and adopt our modes of life. We 
are fifty million of people, and they are only one
fourth of one mHiion. The few must yield to the 
many .... (Price 1882) 

The plains Indians removal control was 
specified by the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty. It 
was nearly identical to that of the Navajo's 
treaty of 1868. The main exception was the 
allocation of 80 acres per family on the reser
vation instead of the Navajo's 160 acres. The 
education stipulation was identical. Thus, we 
see a single pattern emerging in 1868 relevant 
to removal and corresponding reservation con
trol regardless of the cultural uniqueness of the 
tribes involved (Mayer 1980). Closure was 
intended on March 3, 1871, when the U.S. 
Congress outlawed further treaties with Ameri
can Indians (U.S. Congress 1871). The prob
lem with the Plains tribes treaty was that the 
U.S. government either could not or would not 
enforce it once whites illegally found gold in the 
sacred Black Hills and Bad Lands of what is 
now western South Dakota and North Dakota. 
Again, starvation was the norm around the 
forts where the tribes were concentrated under 
the control of the civilian agency and U.S. 
Army. These conditions led to both the Battle 
of the Uttle Big Hom in 1876 and Wounded 
Knee in 1890. 

Law and order issues were also in a 
rapid state of flux on the Indian reservations. 
The most notable change was an incident in
volving the Brule Sioux chief, Crow Dog. This 
case led to the MBjor Crimea Act which later 
became the vehicle for the Federal Bureau of 
Investigations, Crime Index and the Uniform 
Crime Report. Simply stated, Crow Dog killed 
Spotted Tail, a rival chief who was seen as an 
agent of the administration of the Red Cloud 
Sioux Reservation. Crow Dog was subse
quentlysentencedtodeathbytheFirstJudicial 
Distrid Court of Dakota. He petitioned the U.S. 
Supreme Court on the basis that the crime 
occurred in Indian Country and involved only 
Indians, hence tribal law took precedent over 
U.S. statutes. The high court ruled in Crow 
Dog's favor (Crow Dog 1883). 

This decision did not please the gov
ernment and the U.S. Congress retaliated with 
passage of the Major Crimes Act in 1885. 
Here, sevenmajorcrimes(murder, manslaugh
ter, rape, assault with intent to kill, arson, 
burglary, and larceny) were brought under 
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federal jurisdiction. This action was seen as a 
major encroachment on tribal autonomy as 
promised in the removal treaties (French 1994). 
This policy, which exists to the present, is 
perhaps the best Illustration of federal pater
nalism mentioned ear1ier. 

ALLOTMENT 
Allotment was the general application of 

deeded homesteads to all Indians at the ex
pense of their collectively-held ~. 
This time, however, instead of pertaining to the 
Navajo or Sioux, it was Imposed upon the 
tribes forcefully removed to Indian Tenttory 
(Oklahoma). As usual, a new policy was of
fered in which ear1ier policies were negated, 
again at the expense of the American Indians. 
This Is most evident in the realm of law and 
order. 

Indian TerritOJY became a haven for out
laws following the CivU War. It became known 
as Robbers Roost and the land of the six
shooter. What few realize Is that from the 
1830s until May 1 , 1889, a unique form of just
ice prevailed in Indian TerritOJY, one where the 
U.S. District Judge performed both the trial 
and appellate court functions. These were fed
ef8l courta of no appeal. Shir1ey (1968) noted 
that under Judge Isaac Parter: "The death 
penalty was prescribed more often and for 
more flagrant violations of law than anywhere 
on the American continent. • 

In 1886, Indian Commissioner Atkins 
sowed the seeds of allotment In his annual 
raport: 

CongMssandthe Exec&61eoftheUnled Slatill 
nthesupnmeguerdlanaofthelementw.da, 
and can administer their affairs as any other 
guardian can .... Congresacaneelthelrsurplua 
landsandciilllrtxMtheproceedaequaly..wxll'lll. 
the owners for the purposes ofcivillzatlon and 
theeducatiOnofthelrchlldren, andtheprotec. 
lion of the Infirm, and the establishment of the 
poor upon homesteads with stock and Imple
ments of husbandry. (Atkina1886) 

Again, the concern was really for the 
non-Indians who illegally intruded upon Indian 
lands. They could not vote on tribal issues. 
Moreover, they came under Judge Parte(s 
jurisdiction and not the tribal courts. The out
laws and other squatters were soon joined by 
the boomers, non-Indian farmers who wanted 
to homestead Indian lands. In 1893, the U.S. 
Congress established a commission, headed 
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by Senator Henry L. Dawes, to negotiate the 
allotment of lands belonging to the Five Civi
lized Tribes and the dissolution of their tribal 
governments. This action resulted in the Dawes 
Act. Initially the Five Civilized Tribes were 
exempt (Dawes 1887). 

But by the 1880s, the U.S. Congress 
was moving toward ending tribal government 
and dividing Indian lands despite what previ
oua.trealies stated. The fact that all tribes were 
to be affected clear1y indicated that the real 
purpose was again to open up promised Indian 
landstowhitesettlers.ln 1889, President Ben
jamin Harrison supported Congress' effort to 
open up Indian Territory (Oklahoma) to white 
Hllers. The vehicle for breaking previous 
treaties was the Curtis Act of June 28, 1898. 
This act abolished tribal laws and tribal courts, 
mandating that all persons In Indian Territory, 
regardless of race, come under U.S. authority. 
The Curtis Act authorized the· ear1ier Dawes 
Act to proceed with the aHotment of tribal lands 
thus dissolving all tribes within Indian Terri
tory. This process was completed In 1907 at 
which time Indian TerritOJY became the state 
of Oklahoma. Unfortunately Indians did not 
havethesameweightoflawon their side under 
federal and state jurisdictions and many In
dian allotments were stolen from them due to 
a conspiracy of unsavory ~rs· and dis
criminatory courts (FaD 1959; Shirley 1968). 

Ironically, Char1es Curtis, the architect 
of tribal destruction in Indian Territory, was of 
mixed Indian heritage (white, Kaw and Osage) 
and he went on to serve four years as Herbert 
Hoover's Vice President. Uke many mixed 
blood Indians who could pass within the larger 
dominant society he was a strong advocate of 
cultural genocide and full-essimilation of all 
American Indians. He felt that it was his des
tiny to ·toroe change upon who he believed 
were the less enlightened traditional Indians, 
even those members of the so-called Civilized 
Tribes. History attests to the misery caused by 
his self-righteousness and the audacity when 
he spoka for American Indians who strongly 
opposed both the Dawes and Curtis acts 
(Dawes 1891; French 1987; Prucha 1975; 
Unrau 1993). 

In 1901, the U.S. Congress granted citi
zenship to Indians In Indian Territory (Oklaho
ma). In 1919, Indian citizenship status was 
extended to veterans ofWor1d War I, providing 
they Initiated this action. Finally, on June 2, 
1924, nearly sixty years after all African Ameri
cans were granted citizenship, all Indians born 
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within the United States were granted citizen
ship (U.S. Congress 1924). 

REORGANIZATION 
Reorganization (Wheeler-Howard Act 

of 1934) was the master plan for the current 
reservation system. This 180-degree reaction 
to Allotment resulted from years of abuse of 
Indian affairs mainly by those charged with 
protecting American Indians either as indi
viduals under allotment or under tribal groups. 
The treatment of the Pueblo Indians illustrate 
this phenomenon. The nineteen Pueblo Tribes 
in New Mexico Territory were exempt from 
Allotment until 1912, when New Mexico be
came a state thus bringing the Pueblo tribes 
under federal control. 

Albert Bacon Fall, President Harding's 
Secretary of the Interior, and the first U.S. 
Senator from New Mexico, was instrumental in 
a scheme designed to divide the Pueblo tribes, 
so that non-Indians (his rancher friends) could 
claim much of this territory. The vehicle for this 
deed was an attack on traditional Indian reli
gion. Fall did this through his Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, Char1es H. Burke. The plan was 
similar to others promoting the theme of cul
tural genocide: condemn the Indians because 
of their adherence to traditional customs thus 
deeming them uncivilized. The first step was to 
outlaw, as an Indian offense, traditional dances 
and religious ceremonies. The next step was to 
enact a bill designed to take land from the 
Pueblo Indians. This was done by the Bursum 
Bill (Bursum 1922; Sando 1976). 

The corruption associated with the 
Bursum Bill led to a study by the Brookings 
Institute. This study on Indian affairs led to a 
major report: The Problem of Indian Admini
stration (Mariam 1928). Consequently, the 
study has come to be known as The Meriam 
Report. The two year Brookings Institute study 
resulted in a dismal portrayal of the shocking 
social and economic conditions among Ameri
can Indians living under federal protection. 
The Meriam Report recommended Individual
ized support for American Indians, another 
aspect of the cultural genocide theme whereby 
tribes and clans would be discouraged In favor 
of the individual in conjunction with the tenets 
of the Protestant Ethic. Again, education ·and 
job training were strongly recommended 
(Meriam 1928). 

The Meriam Report set the stage for the 
appointment of the first seemingly progressive 
Indian Commissioner, John Collier. Appointed 
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by President Roosevelt In 1933, Commis
sionerCollierlost no time in initiating New Deal 
relief programs for American Indians. Another 
outgrowth of the Meriam Report was the 1934 
Johnson-O'Malley Act (J-O'M). This act al
lowed for federal monies to be allocated to 
states and territories for the provision of edu
cational, medical, and social welfare services 
to Indians living off protected Indian lands 
(Wheeler 1934). 

J-O'M provided Congressional support 
for Collier's progressive Indian education plan. 
By eliminating the Board of Indian Commis
sioners, a conservative group which supported 
Allotment and the boarding school concepts, 
and shifting the emphasis to near-reservation 
day schools, Collier set the stage for a unique 
form of mainstreaming. J-O'M established 
direct relationships between public schools 
and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, a relationship 
that continues to the present (French 1987; 
Johnson 1934). 

The Johnson-O'Malley Act was aug
mented by the Wheeler-Howard Indian Re
organization Act (IRA). Indeed, these two acts 
were passed within two months of each other. 
While the IRA provided for annual funding for 
special Indian education, Its most significant 
element was.the prohibition of Allotment. The 
IRA also provided funds and governmental 
assistance for the purpose of expanding In
dian trust lands as well as provisions relevant 
to tribal organization and Incorporation. Again, 
tribes were encouraged to reorganize and to 
exercise their sovereignty, albeit limited, 
through the vehicle of tribal governments based 
on tribal constitutions (Wheeler 1934). Two 
years later this act was exteilded to Indians 
living in Oklahoma (U.S. Congress 1936). 

Again, the 19 Pueblo Tribes of New 
Mexico were an exception. The 19 Pueblo 
Tribes were organized into a loose structure 
for centuries, however, a modem constitution 
recognizing this structure was adopted in 1965. 
Consequently, each Pueblo tribe continues to 
retain its own leadership and council, with an 
elected Governor. Together, the Governors 
elect a President for the all-Pueblo structure. 
This system is still In effect (Sando 1976). 
Another Pueblo group, the Hopi, were selected 
for Reorganization with the latent purpose of 
destroying their traditionalism. Toward this 
end, Commissioner Collier elicited the help of 
the Pulitzer Prize winning anthropologist, Oliver 
LaFarge. The idea was to both restrict the 
practice of traditional customs and the 
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reduction of their tribal lands. This policy 
resulted In the Hopi Reservation being re
duced from the 2,499,588 acres decreed by 
President Chester A. Arthur to the present 
631,194 acre Reservation. Thus, the Hopi, in 
violation of the IRA, were given a constitution 
they neither wrote nor adopted. This has re
sulted In a longstanding conflld between the 
Hopi and the Navajo tribes, a conflict which still 
remains unresolved (James 1983). 

TERMINATION/RELOCATION 
The duality in United States policy to

ward American Indians resurfaced once more 
during the Eisenhower administration. Thil 
time with the blatant destructive mandate of 
the dual policies of T enninatlon and Reloc:aoo 
tion. Tennination started with House Concur
rent Resolution 108. On August 1, 1953, the 
U.S. Congress attempted to terminate federal 
supervision over Amer1can Indians, thereby 
subjecting them to the same laws ai other 
citizens without protedion as a speci&J class. 
The sudden change in policy was strongly 
opposed by American Indians. 

All Indian tribes in California, Florida, 
New York, and Texas along with the Flathead 
Tribe of Montana, the Lkamath Tribe of Or
egon, the Potowatarnie Tribe of Kansas and 
Nebraska. the Chippewa Tribe ofTurtle Moun
tain Reservation in North Dakota, and the 
Menominee Tribe ofVVIsconsin were slated to 
be subjected to Termination. Thefallureofthls 
experiment came mainly at the expense of the 
Menominee Tribe of Wisconsin (U.S. Con
gress 1953, 1954, 1973). 

Public Law 280 augmented Termination 
by extending state jurisdiction over offenses 
committed by Indians in Indian Country (,._ 
e~atlons). Again, a number of statH were 
targeted for the Initial stage of this experiment: 
California, Minnesota, Nebraska, Oregon, and 
VVisconsln. Relocation was yet another at
tempt at cultural genocide. The plan was to 
entice young adult Indians off the reservation 
into magnet urban areas. This process would 
serve to separatesubsequentgenerationsfrom 
their traditional language, culture and cus
toms. Essentially, lndlanlsm and the Indian 
problem would die with the elders who re
mained on the reservations (U.S. Congress 
1953, 1954). Initiated In 1954, thousands of 
Indiana were relocated. The American Indian 
Historical Society assessed Relocation as such: 

Finally, the federal government, jockeying 
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precariously between policies of assimilation 
and the growing recognition thatthetrllea sim
ply would notdilappeartogetherwlththelruni
quea.tlures,ortgNtedwhathasbecomeknown 
.. the RelocatJon Ptogrem . ... The litany ofthat 
j:leriodprovldesthecrauestex&n1)1eofgovem
ment Ignorance of the Indian situation. The 
lnd/anptOblemdid not go away. Hwonsened. 
(Costa, Henry 1977) 

Relocation survived, creating large ur
ban populations of matflinallndlans, individuals 
who are Indians In appearance but not in cul
ttu. or language. Indeed, they hold member
. ship In neither the larger dominant society nor 
itheirpartlculartraditional culture. Moreover, in 
1996, the federal government estimates that 
ulban Indians, those the produd of Reloca
tion, will suffer most given the anticipated 
restriction of Indian Health Service (IHS) mon
ies. 

Termination, however, began and ended 
with the failed Menominee experiment. Termi
nation was yet another attempt to force an ele
ment of the Protestant Ethic, here Capitalism, 
upon the existing communal tribal system. 
'Within this model tribal enterprises would 
compete with those within the larger dominant 
society alao being required to pay federal, 
state and local taxes. Each tribal member was 
assigned the status of •share holder" and 
would share profits and tosses equally. Under 
this system, the Menominee fell deeper into 
poverty. The state and unsavory outsiders ex
ploited the tribe In the name of capitalism. 
Authorized In 1954, the law did not take effect 
untll1981. A dire failure, Terrninatjon ended 

, with the Menominee Restoration Ad of 1973 
when the tribe was restored again to federal 
status(Fixico 1992; U.S. Congress 1954, 1973). 

·_SELF-DETERMINATION/ 
NEW FEDERAUSM 

The unrest of the Vietnam era spilled 
over into Indian Country with the emergence of 
the American Indian Movement (AIM). Uke the 
Weatherman faction of the Students for a 
Democratic Society (SDS), AIM became the 
radical arm of concerned Indians during these 
turbulent years. AIM attempted to counteract 
the destructive policies of the past, demand
Ing, Instead, more autonomy and the right to 
cultural survival. This resulted in the Trail of 
Broken Treaties, a trek by concemecl Ameri
can Indians In November, 1972, with the pur
pose of hand-delivering their twenty points to 
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the VVhite House. This, in effect, was the 
American Indian Movemenfs Indian Declara
tion oflndependencefromwhattheytermed
white colonialism. 

As would be expected given the gov
emrnenfs past reaction to Indian concerns, 
this action resulted In a severe political back
lash directed toward all American Indians and 
not merely toWard the so-called AIM radicals. 
The punitive action this time took on the guise 
of lndiar:t Self-Detennlnatlon. In 1975, Con
gresspassedPubliclaw93-638,betterknown 
as Indian Self-Determination. On the surface, 
this program seemed designed to upgrade 
American Indian programs by placing them 
into the larger competitive United States pool 
whereby local, state, and regional agencies vie 
for federal subsidies through funding grants. 
Savvy tribal leaders feared from the start that 
this was just another attempt to eliminate 
federal support for some Indian programs 
thereby forcing them into greater poverty and 
marginality. They argued that white-run pro
grams, which had the strongest political dout, 
would usually win over Indian program re
quests especially if the Indian requests are 
culturally-based and do not subscribe to the 
dominant culture's Protestant Ethic. The issue 
is mainly one of an ethnocentric interpretation 
of merit, given that merit is based on the values 
of the non-Indian reviewers. 

Self-Determination was preceded by the 
American Indian Polley Review Commission, 
another Congressional attempt to ascertain 
the historic and legal status of American Indi
ans within the United States. The Review 
Commission was Initiated by U.S. Senator 
James Abourezk (South Dakota) In January, 
1975 (Abourezk 1975). In their Final Report, 
the Review Commiulon made 206 recom
mendations, most being favorable to the In
dian perspective such as Indian sovereignty 
and expanded federal trust responsibility. This 
process, however, was largely moot given that 
both the Indian Self-Determination Act of 1975 
and the Indian CrimesActof1978were passed 
prior to the Review Commission's Final Re-
port. ' 

The Indian Crime Act of 1978 expanded 
federal jurisdiction over tribes from the original 
1885 Major Crimes Act. Now Indian defen
dants could be prosecuted In federal courts for 
an additional seven crimea for a total of four
teen offenses. It should be noted that this law 
was passed largely in reaction to the 1973 
Wounded Knee uprising which resulted in the 
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death of two FBI (Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion) agents. The new law states that: 

Any Indian who commb ag~lnstthe person or 
propertydanotherlndlanorOiherperson anyd 
the following ofllenses, namely, murder, man
slaughter, kidnapping, repe, C8malknowledge 
of any female nothlswlfe, who has not attained 
the age ofalxteen years, .... ulwlh Intent to 
conmlt...,., Incest, asaultwlh lntenttocom
mltmurder,8SIIIUitwlhad8ngerouawupon, 
US8Uiresulllng lnMI'iouabodly~. arton, 
burglary, robbery, llndlarcenywlhlnthe Indian 
country. ahal be subject to theume lawland 
pendles•aiOiherperaonaCGinJIIIIilganyd 
the above otrenaes, wlhln the exclualve jurta
didlon of the Unlllld States .... (U.S. Congreu 
1976) 

Instead of Increasing self rule, the tribal 
authority continued to erode. In 1978, the U.S. 
Supreme Court held, In OUphantv. Suguamlsh 
Indian Tribe, that tribes held no aiminal juris
diction over non-Indians in Indian Country 
(Oliphant 1978). This view was reinforced and 
expanded to lndude nonmember Indians by 
the U.S. Supreme Court In 1990 with Duro v. 
Reina: 

Nonmemberlndlanseoughtwrldha~cor
pua and writ of prohlbllion challenging trial 
court's uaert1on of criminal jurfldlcllon over 
crime committed on reMNatlona •... The Su
pnii'M Court, Juatlce Kennedy, held that Indian 
tr1:1ea maynotuaertc:rlrnNijurlldlction over a 
nonmember Indian. (Duro 1990) 

New Federalism (1989) emerged In the 
report of the Special Committee on Investi
gations of the Senate Select Committee on 
Indian Affairs. This new plan caned for a 
reduction of federal programs but with con
tinued federal oversight: 

The~dtrt.ll8lf.gcMimance 
throughformll, YOUitary..,...,...nut .... 
on mutual acceptance of four lndiapensllble 
condllona: 
1. The federal government must .-.llnqulsh Ita 

currentpatemallsllccontrols overtrlbal af
fairs; In tum, thetrt.muatauumetheful 
reaponai:JIIIIeofMI gcM~T~r~lent; 

2. Federal Uleta and annual approprilltlona 
must be tnlnst'erred In toto to the trbta; 

3. FOI'ITIIII agraementa must be negotiated by 
trt.lgovenmerawlhWIIIilnconatlutiona 
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that have been~lltlc:811y approved by 
each trlle; and 

4. Tribal governmental otllclala must be held 
fully8CCICU1tllbleandU!jectiDfundan•l!lll 
federal laws against corruption. (New Fe'd
eralllm 1989) 

Tribal leaders call the New Federalism 
yet another blueprint for disalter like Allot
ment, Reorganization, TeminalioniReloclll, 
and Self-Determination. They ... ltaanolher 
effort by the u.s. government to....,. an Its 
treaties to American Indiana. A cunwlt~ 
veray suri'Ounding the policy of Ntlw F..,..._ 
ism Is Indian gaming. With a long hlltOry In 
Indian tradition, gaming hal always been a 
popular pastime. However, on-.....,.,.uon 
gaming gained prominence In the early ...,. 
as a direct result of cutbacks made undei lhe 
Reagan admlnlstrallon'slntarpretatian of Self
Determination. The Reagan adrnlniltration 
offered the tribes gaming 81 a....,. to fl thia 
federal fllcal lhortfaU. (The federlll ~ 
ment hal certain naty obllgatlona wlhoul. 
~dollar amounts 8l8igned to lhole 
obligations.) In 1982, the U.S. SupNme.C<MJrt 
upheld Indian gaming using the Florida Semi
nole tribe 81 Its test case. By 1984, tribal 
gaming was seen 818 viable ec:onornic enter
prise. At the 1984 National Congreu of Ameri
can Indiana (NCAI) annual~ .. many 
tribal leaders eagerty anticipated the report of 
the Indiana' National Bingo Talk F~. In· 
October,1988, ayearprlortotheNewF..,.._ 
Ism polcy, Congreu passed Public Law 1()().. 
497, the Indian Gaming Regutata;y Ad(IGRA). 
Ell8ntlally the IGRA distinguishes betWeen 
thrw types of Indian gaming. Class lis desig
nated for traditional Indian games or IOCi8l 
actlvllles played for nominal prizes; Clua II 
designates games ·such as bingo, pulf.;tabl. 
and similar games, while Ctaulll ~ 
all other forms of gaming Including .. ma
chines, casino games, and sports and raCing 
gambling. Class I gaming Is regulated by the 
tribe while Class II gaming It regulated by the 
tribe with oversight by the IGRA Convnilllon. 
Class Ill gaming, on the other hand, Is regu
lated by both the IGRA Comrnilllon and a 
tribal-state compact. Class II and Ill gaming Is 
not allowed on reservations located In states 
which do not allow .any form of gambling (Utah 
and Hawaii). 

Tribal gaming hal become a viable re
source among American Indiana much like the 
lotWy hai become for state revenues. Yet 
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fifteen years from its federal initiation, Indian 
gaming suc:c:ess appears to have many de
tractorslncludlngfederal policy makers--those 
same bodies which dalm to support Self
Determination. Again the dominant society 
appears to have a serious. problem about 
American Indians when they succeed while, at 
the same time, retain their traditional tribal 
autonomy. AI In the past.~ Indian policy 
waxes and wanes as It most Ukely wiU In the 
fUbn. Nevertheleu, most tribal leaders real
Ize u.t federal oversight il I'18C88I8I'Y given 
the . Often blatant hostility which looms just below• surface within state and local juris
c:qctioha and the public sector. The answer 
seems to lie In a balanca between objective, 
unblaled, federal oversight and sufficient cul
tural latitude for the tribes. 
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BARS AND BULLFIGHTS ON THE BORDER 

Marjorie L. Coppock, Texas A&M International University 

INTRODUCTION 
This paper outlines an interview/ ethno

graphic research assignment which involved 
students living in the border city of Laredo in a 
total process of data collection, data analysis, 
and data presentation. Data were collected on 
leisure time activities popular in the border 
communities of laredo (Texas)/Nuevo Laredo 
(Tamaulipus, Mexico), including data on bars, 
bullfights, bingo and boxing. The research pro
cess is discussed here, along with summary 
reports on bars and bullfights, the two leisure 
activities which involved border crossing experi
ences. 

PERSPECTIVES ON LEISURE ACTIVITIES 
IN A CROSS.CUL TURAL SETTING 

The cities located on the border between 
Mexico and the United States are dynamic 
arenas of intermingling cultural patterns. 
People from both sides of the border migrate 
to the border to take advantage of economic 
opportunities. As people move from rural to 
urban areas, they bring with them their familiar 
ethnic identities and expectations of social and 
interpersonal ties. The practice and preserva
tion of ethnic culture and association is par
ticularly evident in leisure activities. Culture 
can be defined as the way of life of a group of 
people, including shared norms, beliefs, emo
tions, attitudes, aspirations, values, and sym
bols. Leisure time activities develop as shared 
expressions of the cultural expectations. Lei
sure represents time which can be enjoyed in 
its own right, a relief from the necessity and 
drudgery of work. People make recreational 
and leisure choices which allow them to par
ticipate in activities of personal meaning and 
self-expression (Bryjak, Soroka 1994; Fox 
1977; Kabagarama 1993; Luce, Smith 1987}. 

Arreola and Curtis (1993) examined the 
development of the border cities and border 
culture. They observed that the 2000 mile 
border corridor has developed over the last 30 
years 

as one ofthe most urbanized regions In Mexico. 
Its largest cities are among the fastest growing 
in theWestem Hemllphent ... Theyexhlblt as
pects of Latin American aaweU as North Ameri
can cities, butcontainelementsthatare unique 
to the border as a place .... 

This bicultural zone ... has been called 'the 
common ground' and a 'third country' between 
MaxicoandthelJnlaciSI:ales.~thlsflonlera, 
as the Mexicans call it, there Is evidence of a 
cultural nationalism as well as a popular or 
vernacularwllurespeclllctothezone. (Arreola, 
Curtis 1993) 

Although the border communities are 
'Americanized', they share the Mexican cul
ture and influence in fundamental ways. This 
bicultural influence can be noted especially in 
the popular cultures related to leisure time 
activities. Along the border, cross-cultural en
counters are strong tourist attractions which 
promise excitement and variety. Crossing the 
border represents an exotic attraction luring 
thousands of visitors. Border cities are distinct 
and popular tourist regions. Clare Gunn (1972) 
discussed four major components of tourist 
regions: peopie with the desire to participate, 
transportation to and from attractions, attrac
tions which offer services and facilities for par
ticipation, and information to assist users in 
finding the attractions. Gunn also notes that 
visiting friends and relatives constitutes a strong 
motivation for leisure and vacation time ac
tivities. 

Leisure activities along the border ex
hibit the characteristics of the Mexican fiestas 
in many ways. In his analysis of fiestas In rural 
Mexico, Brandes (1988) notes that fiestas 
operate as mechanisms of social control. Rec
reation and leisure provide important sources 
of tension release by providing socially ap
proved outlets for pent up feelings and aggres
sions which cannot be expressed in the home 
or work setting. Brandes notes that fiestas are 
a time of excess and squandering, and an 
experience of pure being. Eating, drinking of 
alcoholic beverages, music and dancing are 
usually included. •Fiestas, in other words, are 
literally feasts, shared events that people plan 
for and participate In jointly" (Brandes 1988 9). 

Pierre Bourdleu (1991) identifies a so
cial class distinction in leisure activities. He 
notes that spectator sports provide the impor
tant function of imaginary participation for 
working class and lower middle class adoles
cents. The working classes choose 
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sports requiring a considerable lrMistmerit of 
effort, sornetirnH of pain and sutrering (e.g. 
boxing) and sometlrMs a gambling wlh the 
body Itself. (Bourdleu 1991) 

LAREDO (TEXAS) AND NUEVO LAREDO 
(MEXICO) 

Laredo, with a population of 155,000 
(Explore 1995) Is located on the btllrlb of the 
Rio Grande River. In 1990, 90 pen:ent Of the 
population was of Mexican ancestry. Because 
of Its location as a gateway for trade between 
the United-states and Mexico, the economy is 
booming. However, it is also the poOiiltclty In 
America, with 37 percent of the reeldelallvlng 
below the federal poverty line. The population 
of Laredo is predominantly yotl'lg. OVer eo 
percent of the population is below 25 yelh of 
age. One fourth of the families are headed by 
single parents, predominantly women (Loe 
1992; Qullodran 1992). Laredo's growth aa a 
boom town Is seen by Its growth of 31,000 
residents between 1980-1990. unemployment· 
hovers around 10 percent. Much of the growth· 
is attributable to Immigration from Mexico and 
Latin American countries In search cl }obi In 
the maquiladoras. 

VVIth the exception of Nuevo Laredo, a 
city of about 350,000 located 8a'OII the Rio 
Grande In TamauHpas, Mexico, Laredo lsleo
lated from other mebopolitan 8nNII by 140 
mites of scrub brUsh and desert. The ortgln8 of 
Laredo extend back to the 1700's. The twin 
bolder city of Nuevo Laredowaaestabllshed In 
the ni1eteelh century when the·Rio Grande 
River was designated the boundary betvJeWI 
the United States and Mexico. 

The founders of Nuevo Laredo were former 
resident~ of Laredo who prefened to ...,.. 
Mexlclln and so crossed the rtvertoest.bllah a 
newconmunlty. (McKee 1992) 

Many friendship and family ties exist 
between these two communities separated by 
the Rio Grande. Weekends ohn become 
times of reunion with friends and family. Two 
major br1dge8 link the towns of LaredO and 
Nuevo Laredo providing accen for erose bor
der visiting. Partying across the river is a pop
ular weekend activity. Weekend trafllc on the 
lntematlonal bridges becomes janvned • 
nwelens cross the border to celebrate the 
weekend. Friends and families reunite to relax 
and enjoy their leisure.The following excerpt 
from a promotional brochure distributed by the 
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Laredo Chamber of Commerce (1991) cap
tures the drama of the twin cities. 

Los dos Laredo&. The two Laredos. Conquis
tactore. and cowboys. Haciendas and man
sions. OldwOirlddlann and new frontier spirit. 
l81'1dohMadullperiOI'Idy. She'salilleblof 
llexlco, allllebltofTexas and alllllebltsome
thklg more. Seven flags and seven cultures 
IMiwe creMecl Laredo's special aura. Spain. 
Frllnce.Mexlco.Texas.TheRepublicoftheRio 
Grande. the United States and the Confeder
ai8Stalies. 

·STUDENT RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES 
ON BORDER LEISURE AcnviTIES 

This paper represents the process and 
results of sociology class research assign
menta which were compiled over several se
mesters and presented at the Southwestern 
Sociological Association (SSA) Meetings In 
Dallas, Texas In March of 1995. The process 
, begM'I with an ethnographic research paper 
which was assigned as a requirement in the 
summer (1994) class of Study of Society. The 
:stUdents were he to observe and write' about 
. an experience oftheircholce.lnterestlngstud
ies dellng with visits to bars, bulfighla, bingo 
parlors and boxing matches formed the lncen

. tlveto axp1ote further these leisure time activi

. ties. A fall (1994) class on group work dis-
• c::usMd these activities, forming a list of, ques
tlonathat COUld be used to develop a question
naire. In the fall of 1994 the author committed 
to pnll8l1t • paper at a regional meeting dis
' CUlling thele leisure ectivitles.ln spring 1995, 
the Study of Society class was drawn into the 
proc:eu of data collection. At the beginning of 
the semester. the students were lnfonned that 
the clals would Include 'active sociology' 
throUgh data collection, analysis, compilation, 
and paper presentatiori. The author agreed to 
spend the firSt two weeks of March preparing 

. the paper from the data which would be col
laded by the students In February. Students 
weiw assured that all of their names would be 
Included on the research report. 

The class was divided into groups by 
each member choosing the leisure activity 
which he/she wanted to study. The groups met 
to develop questionnaires to be used for data 
collediDn. Each student In the class Interviewed 
10 ntSpondents about the leisure activity of 
hislher respective group. Several class ses
sions were used to Instruct the students in 
perspectives and orientations of research 
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collection and interview techniques (Back
strom, Hursh 1963; Frankfort-Nachmias, Nach
mias 1992; Sullivan 1992). The importance of 
confidentiality and anonymity was empha
sized. The students introduced themselves 
with the following statement. 

Hello, My name is __ and I'm a student in 
the Study of Society class at TexasA&M Inter
national University. We're doing a survey on 
leisure actlvltiea in the convnunlty. Would you 
take a few minutes to share your opinions and 
experiences at (bars, bullfights)-ln the area. I 
don'tneedyourname, butl.-ninterest8d in your 
insights. 

The students located respondents for 
their ten interviews through convenience sam
pling. They were given the option to attend an 
event and interview people at the setting or to 
interview other college students about their 
leisure activities. They were instruded not to 
interview friends or acquaintances. Because 
the sample was not randomly drawn, it should 
not be conduded that the responses are 
representative of general behaviors. 

After the inteMews had been conduded, 
the students met in their groups to report, 
tabulate, examine, and analyze the data. Group 
meeting time was allowed in dass, but most 
groups also found it necessary to meet outside 
of dass to complete the project. The groups 
turned in a composite tally of responses along 
with a group generated evaluation and condu
sion of the responses. All of the individual 
interviews and the group reports were turned 
in to the author for grading. A 27 page written 
paper consisting of survey tallies, seleded 
ethnographic summaries and discussion was 
developed by the author in early March. Four 
students who attended the SSA Meetings in 
Dallas assisted in the presentation of the paper 
at the meetings. Copies of the paper were 
given to all of the dass members with the 
instructions to thoughtfully read and analyze 
the information colleded about leisure ac
tivities. Twenty-five percent of the final exam 
involved personal evaluation and discussion 
of the data and the research process. 

Interviews and ethnographies are suc
cessful teaching tools because students be
come personally involved in observation and 
analysis of social relationships. These learn
ing experiences are particularly useful in the 
exploration of border cultures. Many of the 
students have lived most or all of their lives on 
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the border. They have the advantage of being 
an insider familiar with both the • American' and 
'Mexican' cultures. Because most of the stu
dents are fluent in both Spanish and English, 
they are able to interview in Spanish, which is 
often necessary, and then translate and report 
the interview in English. Their bUingual and 
bicultural advantage places them in a position 
to be able to compare, interpret, and translate 
the feelings, attitudes, values, and experi
ences of one culture to another. This research 
experience increased the perception of the 
students, as they became aware of subcul
tures within their own community which many 
had previously overtooked or thought litUe 
about. The experience of analytically and criti
cally examining these subcultures helped the 
students see with greater awareness familiar 
and local cultural behaviors. The following 
comments by students evaluate the useful
ness of interviews, interaction and group work 
as learning devices and teaching tools. 

This was a leaming experience without a 
doubt. By going out and inlervlewlng people on 
various toplca we get first hand experience 
about the field of IOCiological research. This 
sort of research Is more exciting than regular 
research projeclaMd book reports. Personaly, 
I had never been to a bullfight, and probably 
wouldneverhavegoneiflthadn'tbeenforthis 
project 

I was actually surprised by the fact that 
peoplewantedtoanawermyqueatlona. 

Wortdng in a group helped us to get to know 
each other and each others' beliefs. I believe 
thattheseaurveyaahouldbeconllnuedlnfuture 
clauea. One learns much morelngolngoutand 
experiencing different situations and places. 

Working in groups was a good idea. We 
convnunicatedwltheach other and gave feed
back on the surveys. 

This asalgnment was a very Interesting 
project. In orderto learn alltlleblofouraoc:iety, 
lnt8rac:tlng, conmunlcatlon, Md Ieeming about 
different cultures helps us look at society in a 
clearer way. 

BARS ON THE BORDER 
Sixty surveys and four ethnographies 

are used here to focus on the leisure activity 
related to visiting bars on the border. The six 
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Table I: Characterlltla of Re.ponclenD Who 
VIsited Ban 

(N-Number of relpOI .. tiD bm) 
(57) 93" were below 30 years d ap 
(50) I 00% were high school or collece students or 

graduates 
(54) 40% go to bars at least once a week 

(54) 84" 10 at least once a month 

(..a) "" had family Income below $30.000 a,year 
(51) II% expressed feellnp d concemlamdety 

(59) "'"' aareed that they sometimes drink more 
than they should 

(60) 63% go to bars In Nufi'IO Laredo 
(49) 6.6 = averap drinks per visit (ranee 3-i4) 
(54) $33 = avenp $spent per visit (ranp $10-69+) 

students who surveyed bar behavior conducted 
Interviews In many locations In the commu
nity, Including the community college, the uni
versity, commercial gyms, bars, workplaces, 
and the mall. The data show that the respon
dents were primarily college students In their 
20's who visited bars 2-10 times a month. Five 
of the respondents said that they do not or sel
dom visit bars. The survey respondents were 
evenly divided by sex, with 31 females and 29 
males. They spent (an average of) $33 on (an 
average of) 6.6 drinks per visit. Sixty-lix per
cent were from a famHy with income below 
$30,000 per year. Table 1 presents a profile of 
the respondents who visited bars. 

Some of the respondents (N=9) had 
concerns about bar related behaviors and 
about half of the respondents (N-29) agreed 
that they sometimes drink more than they 
should. However, most of them felt comfort
able with their participation, enjoying-1he so
cializing, dancing, flirting, music, eating, and 
drinking. Table 2 lists the causes of concem 
which were expressed. 

Sixty-one percent of the respondents 
said that they go to bars in Nuevo Laredo. Stu
dents In the class noted that because Identifi
cation is not required for drinking In Nuevo 
Laredo, many high school students and under
age young adults cross the bridge on the week
ends to 'party'. Many bars charge one prtce for 
unDmlted drinks, and some stay open all night. 
These are pull factors for partying across. 
However, there were also dangers and con
cemsexpressed. Theweekendtrafficofpeople, 
mostly young people, crossing the border to 
party creetes trat11c jams on the bridges across 
the Rio Grande. Reasons for going (or not 
going) to Nuevo Laredo are listed in Table 3. 
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Table 2: Causes of Concern About 
VllltlntBan 

Too many tHnlpi'S at the bars across border 
Too many drunk drivers 
My wife getS mad when I stay out late 
People sometimes pt into fights 
People are pulng too drunk 

Hearifll pmshots 
Calort• In a drink 
My temper and ptdiiJ Into fights 

Excerpts from ethnographies develop 
vivid snapshot Images of the leisure activity of 
visiting bars. •A bar is a place where you go to 
have a good time, but each bar has It's own 
dlfferant abnosphere. It all depends on which 
bar you go to• (Guena 1995). 

Bars are interesting places to go and ob
serve how people interact with others. Even 
though l.anldo Is considered a amaH city ,lthu 
bshareddil'ferent bars to choose from. There 
818aportlbarswhereonecangotohawladrink 
and watch a favorite sports event Theile types 
of bars are mostly frequented by men. Their 
conversallonisb:usedmainlyontheeventthat 
they arew.tchlng. The more people drink, the 
louderthey become. (Garcia 1995) 

een.inbarshavea karaoke system. This is 
where anybody can go uptothestagetoslng a 
song cbolen using the lyrlca. It's a lot of fun 
becaupeopleusuallylilgaltertheygetdrunk 
beca&atheywouldn'tdaregoslng iftheywere 
sober. It's really funny because people make 
l'oolsofthel•118111esbeca~aaomeofthemdon't 
knowhow to sing. (Noyola1995) 

The bart visited is located at a man & is very 
popular among young adulla. Mostofthepeople 
at the bar were in groups of 4-6 individuals. 
There were a few Individuals who came in by 
themaelves, butbythetime I left, they had met 
peoplethere ... Themajortty oftheyoung people 
atthe barwere mostly single. Some came with 
a partner, but others were not going with any
body at that time. A single lady that was there 
stated that .,. had just broken up with her 
boyfriend, and had come to the barto try to get 
over her toss. She just needed to talk to other 
people her own age. 

Whallwerthereaaonforbeingthere,fNef'/
bodyaeemedtobe having a good time. People 
thatgotobarsaeemtobethetypethatlbto be 
wlthotherpeopte. Mostofthemagreedthateven 
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Table 3: Reasons for Going/Not Going to Ban In Nuevo Laredo 
Reasons for Going 

Most places don't ask for 10. 
Out of town guests suaest going. 
I get to meet young &Iris. 
I don't like bars In Laredo. 
They dose late. 
A different aanosphere. 
More dassy dubs. 
Because I'm underage and can get ln. 
It's cheaper to party across. 
One price lets you drink all you want. 

though they enjoyed drinking, they were not 
there to get drunk. (Garcia 1995) 

I've gone to several bars in Laredo and 
Nuevolaredoandtheygetreallywild. When I 
mean wild, I mean that there Is a lot of heavy 
drinking, and people are dancing on top of the 
tables. There areallloflghta becaUMpeopleget 
so drunk or just because they spill a drink on 
each other. (Noyola 1995) 

I'm from Zapata (about an hours drive from 
Laredo) and I visited a bar there. Zapata is not 
a good plac:etovislbars. The bars are full of low 
class people, or shaD I say 'cholos'. When they 
attend bars they seem to cause trouble. For 
some reason they end upintlghtsbecaUMthey 
cannotc:ontroltheirdrinklng. 

I interviewed college students from Zapata. 
The majority said that they visit bars in Nuevo 
Laredo, andthattheyspend an averageof20to 
30 dollars on drinks. Some of them had con
oemsaboutdrinkinganddrlvingbacktoZapata. 
(Guerra 1995) 

I visited a bar in Nuevo Laredo. I was sur
prisedbecausetherewerepeoplethatweren't 
even 18andtheyweredrlnkklg.ln Nuevo laredo 
the legal age Is 18 but these youngsters were 
about 15or18. Someofthemweresodrunkthat 
they didn't know what they were doing. They 
were dancing on top of the tables with their 
partners ... I asked why they come to Nuevo 
Laredo to drink rather than staying in Laredo. 
They responded It was because at some bars 
across the river it Is only necessary to pay a 
cover charge at the door of about $10-$20 and 
they get to drink all night untll4am. They enjoy 
that instead of having to pay for every drink. 
(Noyola 1995) 

The following ethnography describes an 

Reasons for Not Going 
Too many teenagers at bars across. 
Cars get stolen/windows broken. 
Too risky. 
Don't like the law across. 
It's easy to get In trouble with the pollee. 
It's too dangerous. 
Too many kids and people looking for trouble. 

afternoon visit to a bar in Nuevo Laredo. This 
account desaibes several activities related to 
the underground economy, such as street 
peddlers selling jewelry and tamales, shoeshine 
boys, and strolling mariachis. These economic 
activities are an important and necessary part 
of the third wortd survival strategy. 

My son, thnleofhisfriends, and I visited this 
establishment (In Nuevo Laredo) on a Friday 
afternoon. The entrance of the bar Is down a 
flight of stairs. The stairs lead Into a small base
menttype room. A jukebox was attheopposite 
end of the entrance. Boothslned the waD oppo
site the bar. The roomwasdinly Htandthe motif 
onthewallslsbuUtlghtlng. The pub was old, but 
seemed to be relatively clean. 

Ninety-nine percent ofthe people in the bar 
were Spanish speakers. Folks came in, had a 
beverage or two and left. Nothing out of the 
normal. The interesting people were the regu
lars that would wander in and out. 

One of these regulars lwillcaii'Ring man'. 
He lsayoungmanin histwenllea, verypolile and 
gentle. 'Ring man' designs and crafts rings 
made of nickel or bronze. His rings sell for about 
ten dollars. He learned his skill from his father. 
He Is saving money to emigrate to the United 
States. He wants to live in NewOrteansand sell 
rings in the French Quarter aedlon of the city. 
He comes tothebareverynighttoaell his riflds. 

Next, I want to describe 'tamale lady'. She 
comestothebareac:hevenlngabouteix o'clock. 
She carries a baby blue poroelain bucket on her 
head. The 'tamale lady' did notselanytamales 
the evening we were there. People did not pay 
anyatlentlontoher. The people would wave her 
on to the next table. 

There were several groups of shoe shine 
boys who walked through the establishment. 
This was rather sad to see. The boys were very 
young, not much olderthan nineortenyears.AII 
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of the patrons just waved them on to the next 
table. 

Groupsofmariachiswouldstrollaround the 
tables wanting to play music for hint. These 
people were also waved away by the patrons, 
probably becausethejukeboxeswere~ 
playing.lleamedthatthereareaorMnydlffer
entways oflimg. I felt safewhllelnthllestab
lishment.lllfMtroncefeltuneasy.(Porter1994) 

Several of the ethnographies describe 
experiences of excess and wild excitement 
similar to the descriptions of Mexican fiestas 
outlined by Brandes (1988), who Identified 
these events as important sources of tenlion 
release. In summarizing the response data, It 
was found that the 55 respondents made 
approximately 46.75 visits perweektotwi.-At 
an average expenseof$33 per viSit, $1542.75 
per week was spent by them at the local bars 
in Laredo and Nuevo Laredo. This leisure 
activity represents a significant economic con
tribution and tourist Industry for these border 
cities. Student comments In claiS contlrmed 
that the interview summaries were...,._.,. 
tive of their personal bar experiences with their 
high school and college friends. One student 
interviewer poetically portrayed the drama and 
ambiance of bars. 

There Is something unique and dlff8rent 
abouttheenvlronmentwhlchperrnutesbars. 
There is that overwhelming aroma of splllad 
liquor and stale cigarette odorthatln auange 
way reminds one ofpaatexperiencea, friends, 
lovers, andevenudtlmes. VVIthintheoonfiMe 
of bars people laugh and talk. They share 
experiences with friends and even strangers 
whom they will probably never see again. The 
liquor that flows from the reserves of these 
bohemian lodges creates a liquid euphoria that 
is retlec:ted In the loud and continuous laughter 
of many who consi.IM the Intoxicating spirits. 
Within these bal'lliCks, friends are made and 
loveis lost. Ideas that are aupposedtochange 
the world are sketched on paper napkins and 
disposedof,alongwlthdreams,amblllona,and 
cigarette butts ... 

Bars are sanctuaries for the happy and the 
sad, fortheloverand theadulterer,forthefriend 
and the foe. An artificial .cape that allows 
manytoenteravacuurnwhereproblemlclonot 
co-exlatwllhthelr lives and where solutions are 
juat one more drink away. "Cheers everyone". 
(Ehrenzwelg 1995) 
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BULLFIGHTS ON THE BORDER 
Five students examined the leisure time 

activity related to bullfights. Thirty survey in
terviews and 4 ethnographies were included. 
Twenty Interviews were· obtained In Laredo 
and ten were obtained at a bullfight across the 
border In Nuevo Laredo. Most(N=17)ofthe20 
respondents from Laredo were of Hispanic 
descent who had lived in Laredo, Mexico, or 
south Texas all of their lives. ·When asked 
about frequency of attendance, the respon888 
were'onlyonce', 'seldom', 'severaltimes',and 
'now and then'. Although the respondents did 
not attend the fights often, many of them had 
first att8nded bullfights at an earty age with 
their family or a family member. Seven re
spondents stated that they first attended the 
bullfights with their father, their parents, or 
theirfamlly before they were 10 years Old. One 
student obeerver who has attended bullfights 
with his family since childhood writes the 
following descriptive account. 

Ole I Ole I These are the cheering words that 
the bullfighting fan (aficionado) hollers when a 
"faenn" (pUs) Is being executed by the bull
fighter. Olellsanexpresslonthatlslhouledby 
the"'llcconades"whentheyareexclled about a 
wei plrformedpau ... 

Bulllghtlng II big business ... The poaters 
that announce the ftgtlls are actual reprodue> 
tiona of paintings created by famous attllta of 
~-year. Thele paintings flU the top part of 
the poater, along with the nama of the bullring 
(plali de toroa), while the boUom section is 
usedtoannouneethedateandhouroftheflght 
(corrida),thernatadors,thenumbarofaninall 
to be fought. the namaofthe ranch (ganaderla) 
and color of the emblem (dlvlsa) ... A normal 
"corrlda" is one In which three matadors alter
Mtelyflghtalx bulls. 

One of the most exciting and emotional 
things tome lathe entrance to the bullring. The 
smellofclgarsmoke and mezcal make me go 
Into a 11...-whlchtakel me allthewaybackto 
whlnl .. aemallc:hld, fori N11'1181Tlberhowmy 
grandfather and rnyunclesusedtosmoke and 
drink bafole•ncl throughout the "corrld•"· .. 

Amaladorwhohaspelfonnedbrllantlywlh 
cape and muleta can have his trMnph tum to 
dllaltllr If he does not kHI wen. 1 guess that is 
whytheycalllthemomentoftrulh.ltisthemost 
dangerous part of the fight .. 

There are many mixed feelings about the 
"fiesta brava" , ... bullfighting Is like Wine, If you 
drink It for the first time and like It, you will 
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Table o4: .:xpr-ions of Purpose and Meanln1ln Bullflptln1 
N• number of respondents mendonln11tem 

Purpose 
8 It Is a symbol representing man's power to control the beast. 
7 It Is a hlstorlal Spanish tradition. 
Bullflaflter 

Brave, Courapous, Skillful, Awesome, Graceful 
Feellnp 

It Is a thrlllin1 feelln1 that keeps you off your seat. The adrenaline pumps Inside your body. 
Very excitina, thrilling. 
I love to watch 1,11 animal pt killed with honor and dignity. 
I like the fact that it's a Spanish tradition, but the bull does pt hurt. 
I feel sorry for the bull. 
I did not enjoy it. 

What happenl to the buiR 
7 He Is butchered. 
.of He Is butchered and liVen to the poor. 
What dCHII the maador do after the ftptl 
7 He prays and thanks God for his life. 
.of He celebrates. 
2 He pa drunk. 
Hlpllpts of the event 

The moment of truth • who will diel the bull or the matador. 
Seein1 the skill of the matador. 
When the matador sdcks the sword In the bull. 
When the hone jumps over the dead bull. 
The whole thiiiJ Is fuclnadng! 

continuetodrinkl, and ifyoutastethewine and 
you don't like It, letltbe-thewonderfulwortd of 
bullfighting. (Rivera 1995) 

The following ethnographic report de
scribes how the love of bullfighting is passed 
on from one generation to the next. 

A bullfight signifies beauty, art, grace, pas
sion, determination, excitement, lklll, but most 
importantly, danger, bravery and bloodshed. H 
isaneventwhich,onceyou'veaeen,wiHeither 
cause you to abhor It or lovell 

I never thought I'd ever find myself wH
nesalng a bullfight one Sunday aftemoon, re
c:entlyinNuevoLarado,Mexlco.Mymolher,an 
avid bullfight fan, grew up attending bullfights 
with her falheranddevelopeda~taste 
fortheart. She had, on many occasions, told me 
abouttheabovernentlonedcharaeteristlc:a .. .l 
neverexpedldtofeelthettutl, excllernent, and 
bubbllnganllclpallonthatl began to experience 
once I got to the buUrlng arena. As I listened to 
the band begin to play "La VIrgen de Ia Maca
rena", which is always played before the fight, 

my grandfather's and my mother's love for 
bullfighting began to take root in me ... 

HowcanldeacrlbethethrHIIng,yetfearful, 
excillernentlfeltin my ... belngulflnltheard 
the drum andtnrnpetalgnal, then uthe crowd 
hushed and the torll gate jelkec:l open, and 
finally, as I saw that first buB charge out of the 
buHring? 11'1111W111bermymotherrelatlng to me 
what her father would say to her a each bull 
charged out. "Mira oomaa. que Iindo animal!" 
which in English means "Look at that beautiful 
aninar ... 

I couldn't help but admire the courage and 
braveryexhibll8dbythebulftght8ruhefllced 
the charging bul. Each paaahemadelooked 80 
simple, andyetltwaaaodangerouaforhim.l 
was overwhelmedwHh the grace and akillwHh 
which he handled the cape. 

Then came time for the two picadores to 
enter the antna on horseback. Each picador 
carried a lance which was forced Into the bull's 
neck to weaken thebursmuaclea. The horses 
were bllndloldedand protected by padding ... 

Afterthe picadores left the ring, the bande
rilleros entered. Twoofthem took turns placing 
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th!Mpairsofballderin.behindthel:Jul'snec:k. 
A banderllla is a wooden stlc:k~ with 
colored paper and has a sharp barbed steel 
point. .. 

ThetrumpetsoundedforthelastpartOfthe 
bullfight, and the matador entered the ring car
rying a sword and a muleta, a red cloth draped 
overastlc:k. .. l found myself shouting "'Oerwlth 
therestoftheaowd ... l had become a partofthe 
cheerlngaowd, applaudilgforthe~lnd 
praying that he be kept safe from the bulrs 
horns. (Cruz 1994) 

Respondentswereaskedtoexplainthelr 
understandings and feelings about many as
pects of bullfighting. They were asked to dis
cuss the purpose and meaning of the bullfight, 
the feelings they had when attending, their 
description of the bullfighter, the highlights of 
the event and what they thought happens to 
the bull and matador after the fight. The bull
fight Is portrayed as an historic and symbolic 
event which exalts the bravery and courage of 
the matador as he overcomes the wild, savage 
beast. Although the feelings of excitement are 
predominant, concern- for the bull was ex
pressed by several respondents. A justlfice
tlon for the death of the bull is seen In the 
perception that the meat of the butchered bull 
Is given to the poor. These responses are 
outlined in Table 4. 

One student interviewer stated, 

Most of the Individuals were enthly sup
portive of the event They cited I1NISOIII for 
support of bullfighting from symbolic religious 
irnportMcetoherltageandtradlliDn intheMext
c.ncullln. Bullflghllngwasasralevanttothem 
as apple pie and basebaU are to Amertcllns. 
Their support was evident in their paalon as 
theyspokeoftheevent, cltlngfavorlepeltsoflt 
such as the kill or the artistry in the bullfighter 
himself ... 

Thebestjustlllcatlonforkllngthe bullies in 
man's dominance over beast. This is important 
from a symbolic point of view, as the pre
civilized society provided many oc:calona by 
which man would bdle beast as a mNl"ll of 
pure survival. The symbolic gesture of a bul~ 
tighter dominating the bull provides for the 
vtewerasenseofseaJrlty, inknowlngthatman 
would prevail over beast if in fact he had to. 

Furtherjultillcation lea in lis historical value. 
Bullfighting was an lntegralpartofthe Spanish 
(European) culture, one which holds much~ 
evance& Is strong in tradition. (McDonald 1995) 
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Another student Interviewer who collected 10 
.interviews at a bullfight in Nuevo Laredo writes: 

It's 4 o'clock on a Sunday afternoon at the 
Lauro Luis Longoria Plaza, which will be the 
sight of a celebrated tradition in Mexico known 
as the "conlda de toros" also known as buil-

l tights. 
As people start arriving, an ambiance of 

antlcll:*lon and excitement fils the airfromthe 
excltedvolcellntheaowd. Peoplewlth~ 
are shutlllng In a hurry to enter Into the plaza, 

1 
while others are Jtill wdJng in line to buy their 

. tlckela.ltisfromthelle peoplethatl c:ollect8d my 
data (N-10) on feelings and opinions about 
bullfighting In Mexico. 

When I asked what Is the intrlquing and 
fascinating excitement !~bout watching a bull
fight, many responded by saying thatthey en
joyed watching the buH fien:lely charge toward 
the matador a hegrw»fuly and skilfully moves 
away from the bulrs gorge by passing him 
throughhilc:loakwltheltheraVeronicapassor 
a chest pass. Some admire the bullfighters skiD 
and couragetochoosetoflght against a beast 
ten times his strength and size. Others stated 
thatthey lkedtowatchtheQJ&drlllas(themata
dor helpers) make the bull run In the ring. This 
serves the purpose in helping the bullfighter . 
studythebul, and letllngthecrowdobeeMtthe 
fierceness of the beast, while at the same time 
ralslngtheatlticlpatlon ofthecrowd. Molltofthe 
people I asked stated that aside from the fact 
thattheyenjoyedwalchlngbulllghts,theyalso 
came to have fun, relax and have a few beers 
with friends. (Gutierrez 1995) 

Two of the student interviewers ques
lltioned the respondents about whether or not 
.they thought the bulls were being tortured or 
lsubjedlldtocruelty. The respondents in Mexico 
;did not see bullfights as cruelty. They contend
ied that the buU loves to fight, and that the fight 
!Is fair because the man also can be killed. 
!Seven of the respondents.in Laredo admitted 
!that they could see some cruelty in bullfighting. 
.Two respondents were unequivocable In stat
jing that cruelty was Involved. One· said, "The 
, bull Ia being provoked I feel to defend itself 
]from harm of the bullfighter". Another said, 
'"The bulls are starved and tortured before the 
:event. They are raised to be mean and tortured 
ithroughout their growth." Although attendance 
at bullfighting events was an occasional oc
'currence, the 30 Interview respondents and 4 
'ethnographers presented vivid and emOtional 
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impressions of their visits to bullfights. The 
predominant impression was the drama and 
excitement of the Spanish tradition which 
symbolized the struggle of man to overcome 
the savage beast. 

SUMMARY AND ANALYSES 
Leisure time activities and popUlar cul

ture along the border exhibit the bicultural 
blending of influences from Mexico and the 
United States. This paper reports the results of 
student research on two leisure time activities 
popular in the border cities of Laredo and 
Nuevo Laredo. Interviews and ethnographic 
reports were used to examine behaviors, expe
riences, characteristics, and attitudes of people 
who participate in border crossing leisure ac
tivities related to bars and bullfights. Because 
most of the students in the dass were bilingual 
and bicultural, the research process provided 
them the opportunity to evaluate and analyze 
their bicultural heritage. The following evalua
tions and analyses of the study were written by 
students in the final examination for the class. 
Similar statements have been grouped to form 
a composite summary of the research process 
and leisure experiences. 

Laredo is highly influenced by the Mexi
can culture. This interdependence was evident 
in the data that were gathered on bars and 
bullfights. Conducting this research brought to 
realization the strong association between 
Mexico and the U.S. in Laredo. My group really 
worked hard to get all the information neces
sary for the paper. I was proud of our group. I 
learned a lot from the whole survey process, 
more than I would have by reading a textbook. 
At the same time, it has been fun. The booklet 
developed from the data we gathered was very 
interesting to read. The research shed light on 
some topics that may lead to more research, 
but this study provides a start in figuring out 
what is wrong in society. 

The data on bars suggest that most 
people go to unwind and socialize. A signifi
cant amount of money is being pumped into 
the economy by the people who frequent bars. 
Many in Laredo say that there is nothing better 
to do in the Gateway City, so they go to bars 
to relieve stress. This is why, especially for the 
young population, that so many go to Nuevo 
Laredo to dance, drink, and have a good time. 
I was surprised (though I should know better} 
by the number of minors found at bars, espe
cially across the bridge. Bars in Nuevo Laredo 
are catering with cheap prices to youngsters 
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who want to live their lifetime in one even
ing.People who went to bars usually had a lot 
to drink, and most had no concerns about their 
drinking. I do agree that bars provide a good 
place for meeting new people and spending 
time with your friends, but the overdrinking 
part really bothers me. Alcohol in our society 
is responsible for great social problems such 
as spouse abuse, drunk driving, crime and 
substance abuse. Very few people were con
cerned about their health and what alcohol 
does to the body. There was also little concern 
about driving while intoxicated. This explains 
why there are so many accidents among young 
drinkers. Data from this research makes me 
believe that people, especially here on the 
border, need to be educated about the effects 
of alcohol on our society. 

The survey data on bullfights provided a 
descriptive view of the feelings and attitudes 
surrounding the tradition of bullfighting. I can 
now understand the meaning behind this cul
tural tradition which I once thought to be only 
inhumane. I still do not approve of them, but I 
won't condemn them. Respondents identified 
bullfighting as a rich Spanish/Mexican tradi
tion, stressing the honor and dignity of the 
bullfighter, praising his bravery and skill. The 
common symbolic belief of killing the bull 
represented the superiority of 'man over the 
savage beast'. This was especially true of the 
respondents interviewed in Mexico. Those in
terviewed in Laredo had a similar but some
what contrasting view. Most of these respon
dents had attended a bullfight only once or a 
few times in their lives. A portion of them did 
feel that the bull is subject to cruelty, and they 
were not in favor of bullfights. The findings 
stress that the importance of bullfights lies in 
tradition, heritage, dominance over animals, 
culture, pride, and religion - elements and 
values that are important to the Mexican people. 
Understanding this provides a dearer picture 
of this special event. 
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GENDER AND SPOUSAL VIOLENCE: A TEST OF SOCIAL CONTROL AND 
POWER-CONTROL THEORIES 

Deborah M Hanrahan, Louisiana State University 

ABSTRACT 

This research wiH provide an explanation ofspousalviolencethatpreviously haa been lacking in the family 
violenceliterature-aiOCialcontrolapproach. Thisresearchteststhehypotheslsthattholewlthstrongerbonds 
tosocietywiUbe less lblytoa:pge in spousal violence. Furthermore, this researchwlllncorporatethe role that 
family structures have in stnltiiYing social control for males and females by testing power-control theory. This 
theory suggeststhatwomenfromegalltartan households of origin will be more Hkelvto commltwlfe-to..husband 
violence than those from patriarchal households. Results derived from loglt models provide partial support for 
social control theory; however, there is a lack of evidence to support power-control theory's explanation ofwlfe
tcrhusband violence. 

INTRODUCTION 
According to the literature, there are 

multiple reasons for the occurrence of spousal 
violence. Scholars of family violence note sev
eral characteristics of American society that 
are associated with the likelihood of spousal 
violence, including male dominance in the 
family and society as well as cultural norms 
that permit spousal violence (Straus, Gelles 
1990; Straus, Gelles, Steinmetz 1980). 

Vllhat is lacking in the literature on spou
sal violence is the link to social control theory 
which is employed in the sociological deviance 
literature. One exception, Richard Gelles 
(1993), contends that privacy of the home con
tributes to the problem of family violence 
(Gelles 1983; Gelles, Straus 1988); however, 
no comprehensive attempts to date have been 
made to test social control theory's explana
tory power with regard to family violence. Con
trol in this sense (social) is based on an indi
vidual's bond to society. Social control re
searchers posit that as a person's bond to 
society is weakened, he/she will be more likely 
to commit deviant acts (Becker 1960; Hirschi 
1969; Piliavin, Briar 1964). 

The power-control approach to devi
ance is an application of social control theory 
that synthesizes resource and social control 
theories. Its focus is the influence of male 
power in the family & different social controls 
of males and females (Hagan, Simpson, Gillis 
1979, 1985, 1987, 1990; Hill, Atkinson 1988). 
Most generally, Hagan et al (1979) argue that 
male power In the family and society results In 
men's higher rates of deviance (Hagan et al 
1985, 1987, 1990). More specifically, Hagan 
et al (1987) assert that it Is within patriarchal 
families that males are more likely to deviate 
because they possess more power and more 
freedom to violate norms. 

Hagan et al (1987) contend that 

presence of male power in the family and the 
absence of control create conditions of free
dom that enable delinquency (Hagan et al 
1979, 1985, 1990). From their research one 
may also deduce that fathers and sons in such 
families also may be endowed with conditions 
of freedom that allow battering to occur (Cas
sidy 1995). This research will show that gen
der differences in power in the family and diff
erent types and amounts of social controls 
placed on men and women results in differ
ences in the likelihood that spousal violence 
will take place. 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
Social Control Theory and Its Application 
to Spousal VIolence 

One of the foundations of social control 
theory is Travis Hirschi's •A Control Theory of 
Delinquency: According to Hirschi (1969), 
violation of norms Is appealing to most indi
viduals, so they ar:e inclined to commit deviant 
acts. However, deviant motivation alone does 
not account for why individuals engage in be
havior that violates norms. Because people do 
not engage in deviance most of the time, the 
focus here is on factors that prevent individu
als from committing deviant acts. 

Hirschi (1969) asserts that it is the in
dividual'sbondtosocietythatistheexplanatory 
factor of why one conforms to conventional be
havior and follows accepted rules. He estab
lishes four elements of the indlviduars bond to 
society, which Include: 1) attachment to con
ventional others, 2) commitment to conven
tional behavior, 3) /nvolvementin c:Onventlonal 
behavior, and 4) be/iefin conventional behav
ior (Hirschl1969). Each of the elements of the 
social bond is related to one another and may 
influence the likelihood of whether an individ
ual decides to engage in deviant behavior. 
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Attachment consists of thole affective 
ties individuals have to signific;ant 0111.tra (Hir
schi 1969). As individuals develop ties to con
forming others in society they Internalize the 
norms that are shared and defined by society. 
To violate these agreed upon norms is to go 
against the expectations of others. Attach
ment to others assumes that people are sen
sitive to the opinions of others. Thus, to the 
extent that one Is concerned about jeop&rdiz
ing hislher ties to conventional others he/she 
will be less likely to commit deviant acts. Much 
support can be found in the literature for Hir
schi's (1969) assertion that attachments to 
others has an inverse relationship to commit
ting deviant acts (Hagan, Simpson, 1978; Hln
delang 1973; Jensen, Eve 1976; Nye 1958; 
Toby 1957; Wells, Rankin 1988; Wiatrowski, 
Griswold, Roberts 1981). 

Commitment is what Hirschi (1969) de
scribes as "acquiring a reputation for virtue• by 
investing time and energy in conventional 
activities. The assumption here is that when 
one considers deviant behavior that costs 
must be calculated. The cost factor is losing 
hislher investment in conventional behavior. 
These investments are also referred to as 
"stakes in conformity" (Piliavin, Briar 1964) or 
"side bets" (Becker 1960). These stakes are 
society's insurance that people will abide by 
the rules. 

Involvement is the amount of time one 
spends engaging in conventional activities. 
Hirschi (1969) asserts that the more time that 
one spends engaging in conventjonal behav
ior, the less time one will have left over to par
ticipatein deviant behavior. Krohn and Massey 
(1980) have suggested that involvement con
stitutes the temporal dimension of commit
ment (Conger 1976). Much support can be 
found in the literature for Hirschi's (196~) 
assertion that commitment and involvement 
tend to vary together and share an Inverse re
lationshiptodeviantbehavior(Hagan, Simpson 
1978; Hindelang 1973; Jensen, Eve 1976; 
Kelly, Pink 1973; Krohn, Massey 1980; Rankin 
1976; Rhodes, Reiss 1969; Wiatrowski et al 
1981). 

Belief is one's assessment of the moral 
validity of society's values. To the extent that 
one believes in the shared value system within 
society, one will be more likely to conform to 
norms and believe that deviant acts are mor
ally wrong (Hirschi 1969). Hirschi's (1969) 
finding of the inverse relationship between 
belief in legitimacy of conventional rules and 
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deviant behavior has additional empirical 
i support In the literature (Cemkovich 1978; 
Hindelang 1973; Jensen 1969). 

While moat tests of social control theory 
have been conducted with regard to delinquent 

1 behavior, Richard Gelles (1993) has suggested 
that social control theory may also be useful in 
explaining spousal violence (Gelles 1983). 
Partial tests of social control theory have been 
conducted (Cazenave, Straus 1990; Smith, 
straus 1988); however, no comprehensive at
tempts have been made to test social control 
theory's explanatory power when applied to 
spousal violence. 

Gelles (1993) defines social control with 
regard to spousal violence as those ways In 
which spousal violence may be prevented 
through formal and informal sanctions that 

! raise the cost of participating in spousal vio
; lance (Gelles 1983). These sanctions may 
! range from police Intervention (e.g., direct 
' controls--see Nye 1958; Wells, Rankin 1988) 
, to disapproval of friends and relatives (e.g., 
attachment). According to Gelles (1993), vio
lence in the family should be more prevalent 
where costs of committing violence are low 
(e.g., In the absence of effective social controls 
over family relations). 

It is a bit more complicated applying 
social control theory to spousal violence than 
delinquency, because there are conflicting 
norms concerning the use of violence in fami
lies and thus some confusion as to whether the 
normative social order in families is one of . 
harmony and peace or conflld and violence. 
Publicly, we think of the family as a peaceful 
and loving social institution. However, pri
vately, tl,lefamily may be one of society's more 
violent social institutions (Straus et al1980), 
There is a general acceptance of some forms 
of violence in families, such as corporal punish
ment However, when asked about spousal 
slapping, at least 70 percent of Straus and 

' Gelles' sample disapprove of such violence. 
Furthermore, Gelles (1983) asserts that 

the private nature of the modem family serves 
to reduce the degree of social control exer
cised over family relations (Laslett 1973, 1978). 
Gelles and Straus (1979, 1988) posit that the 
contemporary American family is believed to 
be a private institution, often insulated from 
the rules of the rest of society. According to 
Gelles (1983), privacy of the family results in 
a lack of fonnal and informal social control of 
behaviors taking place "behind closed doors. • 
Privacy reduces accessibility of outside 
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agenciesofsocialcontrol. Forinstance, neigh
bors don't want to be involved. Thus, Gelles 
(1983) asserts that while the family tended to 
have strong attachments within, it often lacked 
attachment to members outside of the family 
due to the modem family's private nature. 
Additionally, family violence is more common 
when friends and relatives outside ofthe nuclear 
family are unavailable, unable, Or unwilling to 
be part of the daily system of family interaction 
and thus unable to serve as agents of formal 
and informal social control (Gelles 1983, 1993). 
Thus, Gelles (1983) Is suggesting that lack of 
attachments to conforming others outside of 
the family Increases the possibility of spousal 
violence taking place. Research findings based 
on feminist studies of wife abuse also indi
cates that social Isolation contributes to vio
lence against wives (Browne 1987; Walker, 
1989). 

This lack of attachments to conforming 
others is included as an explanation of spousal 
violence in both the deviance and spousal vio
lence literatures (Browne 1987; Carten 1983; 
Cazenave, Straus 1990; Eaton 1986; Gelles 
1983, 1993; Walker 1989). Within the spousal 
violence literature, Cazenaveand Straus (1990) 
test the relationship between social isolation 
(e.g., lack of embeddedness In social net
works) and spousal violence based on a large, 
representative sample and found partial sup
port for Hirschi's (1969) assertion that lack of 
attachment increases the likelihood of deviant 
behavior (e.g., spousal violence) taking place. 
Similarly, feminists such as Walker (1989) 
and Browne (1987) find support for the rela
tionship between lack of ties to conventional 
others and being victims of wife abuse from 
their interviews with battered women. 

Gelles (1993) adds that certain family 
strudures reduce social control in family rela
tions and therefore reduce the costs and in
crease the rewards of being violent. More 
specifically, Gelles (1993) asserts that in more 
patriarchal households husbands tend to have 
more resources (e.g., higher status and more 
money), so wives lacking these resources 
cannot inflid costs on their attackers. Because 
of this, husbands are not likely to lose their 
investments In society. Thus, Gelles (1993) 
makes reference to the commitment dimen
sion of the social bond as part of his explana
tion of an individuars propensity to engage in 
spousal violence. More specifically, men's 
"stakes in conformity" are not at high risk due 
to gender inequality In patriarchal family 
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strudures that prevent women from Inflicting 
social costs on their violent husbands (e.g., 
leaving, divorce, pollee Intervention) due to a 
lack of resources (Gelles 1983). 

Smith and Straus (1988) tested for the 
relationship between commitment and spou
sal violence proposed by Gelles (1993). They 
suggest that couples who are cohabiting are 
less committed to conventional rules than 
married couples and would be more likely to 
engageinvlolenceagainsttheirpartners.Smith 
and Straus (1988) provide pertlalsupport for 
Hirschi's (1969) social control theory, because 
they found that cohabiting couples were more 
likely than married couples to engage in vio
lence against one's partner. 

While research has been conduded to 
test the relationship between the attachment 
and commitment dimensions of the social 
bond and spousal violence, there Is a lack of 
research conducted on how well all the di
mensions of the social bond simultaneously 
explain participation In spousal violence. This 
research wiD attempt to confirm prior research 
on attachmenfs and commitrnenfs inverse 
relationships to spousal violence. Thus, I plan 
to show that tflose who form attachments to 
conventional others and are sensitive to their 
opinions will be less lik.lyto engage in spousal 
violence. Furthermore, those who devote more 
time and energy to conventional activities 
(e.g., commitment and involvement dimen
sions) will be less likely to commit spousal 
violence due to risks Incurred by such behav
ior. This research will also Incorporate the 
notion that one's belief that spousal violence is 
not appropriate will reduce the likelihood that 
one will commit ads of spousal violence 
(Cazenave, Straus, 1990). 

In sum, the structure and privacy of the 
family may lessen social controls over family 
interaction and allow spousal violence to oc
cur. Propositions can be derived from social 
control theory to explain spousal violence 
more generallY. These propositions are orga
nized around the four elements of the social 
bond. These propositions Include: 

prmge!Uoo 1· {Aiblchrnent) Thernoreatrectlve 
tlesonehaatoconvenlionalalhersthelelahly 
one Is to commit spousal violence. 

Prpposllloo 2· (Commllment) The more ln
~onehaalnconventlonalbehaviorthe 
less likely one wiR be to commit spouul vio
lence. 
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pmnoe!llpn 3· (Involvement) Themonttineone 
spends performing convenlionalbehllvlorsthe 
less likely one will be to commit spoueal.vio
lence. 

prpgoa;tion 4: (Belief) lfonebelleveshlspou
aal violence Is wrong one wiH be less likely to 
engage in it. 

In sum, social control theory demon
strates why Individuals do not engage In IPOU
sal violence baaed on their aenlitlvlllel to 
others' opinions (e.g., attachment) Mel their 
inveltments In conventional aociely(a.g •• ~ 
mltment). VVh8t Ia missing from IOCitll control 
theory Ia an explanation of why women's par. 
ticlpatlon in deviance, Including spousal vio
lence, Ia usuaRy leas that that of men. Social 
control theory' for the moat part, has ignonld 
gender and Ia not 88 fruitful 88 It might be If a 
feminist lana sharpened Ita focus (VIIo 1880). 
Power-control th&OfY Incorporates gander 
sbatiflcation Into a social control rnodaf, Men 
specifically, power-anroltheory demolillllll I 
that males and females are aubjactto dllferant 
types and amounts of social controllan4that 
thlaiiCCOUfttl for the gender gap In committing 
deviant behaviors. 

Power..Control Theory and Ita Application 
to Spouul VIolence 

Power-control theory combines as
sumptions of social control theory with nao
Marxlan analyaea of aocialatructLn and~ 
niat analyses of family and gendtr. Hagan at 
al (1979) joined parts oftheaethaonlticaltradi
tlona to form a power-control theory of devi
ance (Hagan et al1985, 1987, 1990). 

Generally speaking, Hagan et al (1979) 
maintain that gender variations In deviance 
are rooted In hiatorical Pf'OCII888 that twve 
assigned man and women to dilelalt social 
aphcna: a sphere of conaurnpllon c:ompoead 
IROIIIy of women and a sphere of produdlon 
occupied primarily ,by men (Hagan et ·al1986, 
1987, 1990). Theaesapandeapherascontaln 
patterned dlfferenc:ea In the kinds of aocllll 
control prooeaaea men and women engage In 
and to which they are under Influence. 

Hagan et al (1979) argue that the family 
and houaehold, which compose the sphere of 
consumption, have come to be charac:terized 
by lnfonnal control (e.g., exercised by family 
and COI'M1Unlty) proceaaea In which women 
are more Involved than man. Thul, aocial 
control processes are stratified, aaaerted 
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Hagan et al (1979), such that women more 
than men have become the instruments and 
objects of Informal control (Hagan et al 1985, 
1987, 1990). 

In addition, Hagan et al (1979,. 1985) 
, maintain that becausa the fanily is the social 
! agency responsible for primary socialization, 
it pnwlde8 the fundamental means by which 
thelegenderclft'erencesarareproducedaaoaa 
generaliona. The implication of the atratifica
tlon of social control is that mothers more than 
falherlare aaaigned reaponaibility for the con
tiDI of children, and daughters more than sons 
ara1Ubjec118dtotheleconln:llproceasaa. Hagan 
el al (1979, 1985) argue that the foremost 
mechaniam through which this takas place Ia 
a dlfrerentlal etract of these control proceaaea 
upon children's attitudes toward risk taking. 
Femaleaociallzation encourages paaaivlty and 
discourages risk In order to prepare daughters 
for their future roles in the sphere of consump
tion; however, the socialization of sons frees 
them from many of the controls that might 
dllcourage risk taking and preparea sons for 
their future roles in the lphere of production 
CHill, Atkln1011 1988; Unct.l, FUlmore 19n; 
~ 1984). Becausedevlanoecontainaforms 
of rilk taking, the gender differences In such 
behavior follow logically from the way In which 
social c:onbal is structured in the family (Austin 
1Q7_J; Dateaman, Scarpittl 1975; Krohn, 
Maaaey 1980). 

. , Since Ita eal1ier conception, Hagan et al 
(1887• 1990) twve developed more expiJcit 
theorelical links between family and claaa 
relaiiiOits. Hagan et al (1987, 1990) argue that 
the variable role of women In the workplace 
affects the social organization of domestic 
control such that • mochera gain power In the 
..,.... of production, daughters gain freedom 
Mlaliveto sons In the home. This modification 
....... that domestic control proc81888 in
terMit wllh family cla88 position to affect gen
... dlfrerencea In deviant behavtor.(Hagan et 
811987, 1990). 

. More . specifically, two Ideal forma of 
cla8l .....,.. are Identified by Hagan et al 
(111187, 1990). First, Hagan et al (1987, 1990) 
Identify patriarchal houaeholda 88 maintaining 
strict gender separation of production and 
consumption. In other word1, the household 
consists of a father as breadwinner holding 
authority In the workforce, while the mother 
stayt home to bc!i a homemaker. According to 
Hagan etll (1987, 1990), It Ia in this environ
ment that male• and females are moat 
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different in how they define risk taking. In egali
tarian households, both mothers and fathers 
are employed in authority positions outside the 
home and take more equal roles in c:hlldrearing. 
Hagan et al (1987, 1990) posit that it is in this 
environment less gender differences in defin
ing risk taking wiU resu1t.1 

Hagan et al (1987, 1990) suggest that 
parental control Is stratified by gender, con
cluding that girls are not inherently different 
but treated differently than boys in terms of 
types and amounts of social controls placed 
on them (Hill, Atkinson 1988). More specifical
ly, girts are exposed to more informal controls 
than boys (Austin 1978; Datesman, Scarpitti 
1975; Morris 1964); this causes them to be 
more averse to risk taking. This is part of the 
explanationfortheirlowerratesofdelinquency 
and deviance more generally (Hagan et al 
1987, 1990). 

In sum, power-control theory predids 
that the link between gender and deviance is 
more evident in patriarchal than egalitarian 
families. In other words, gender relationships 
that involve male dominance and women's 
subordination are a source of differences in 
controls that serve the function of intervening 
variables in the relationship between gender 
and deviance. 

Power-control theory shares many simi
larities with research offering a feminist per
spective on spousal violence. 8oth traditions 
investigate how social conditions produce and 
maintain differences in men's and women's 
participation in deviant behaviors. Both power
control theory and feminist perspectives on 
spousal violence share an interest in the reper
cussions that result from male domination 
within and outside of the family. An important 
issue for feminist scholars of spousal violence 
is how macro-level institutions represent and 
uphold male authority (Dobash, Dobash 1984; 
Schechter 1982; Walker 1989; Witt 1981), a 
concern shared with that of power-control 
theory (Hagan et al 1985). 

8oth of these traditions view the con
sequences of the subordination of women as 
being their lesser participation in deviance. 
VVhile power-control theory examines gender 
stratification of social control and males' greater 
participation in delinquent behaviors (Hagan 
et al1979, 1985, 1987, 1990), feminist theo
ries on spousal violence discuss how patriar
chal' societies render women •appropriate vic
tims• of violence and make men more likely to 
be perpetrators of spousal violence than are 
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women (Dobash, Dobash 1984; Schechter 
1982; Walker 1989; Witt 1981). 

Anothersinilarityofpower-controltheory 
and feminist research on spousal violence is a 
focus on family strudures and the occurrence 
of deviant behaviors. VVhile family violence 
research offering a feminist perspective has 
focused on the relationship between family 
strudure and wife battering (Straus, Gelles 
1990; Straus et al1980), power-control theory 
has investigated the relationship between family 
strudure and delinquency (Hagan et al1979, 
1985, 1987, 1990). 

One difference, however, between these 
theories is that feminist and resource theories 
focus on one's family of procreation while pow
er-control theory focuses on one's family of 
origin. In other words, by employing a power
control perspective there is a focus on one's 
pasthouseholdratherthanone'scurrenthouse
hold and its relationship to one's participation 
in spousal violence. Thus, power-control theory 
offers a socialization perspective on spousal 
violence, suggesting that where boys and girts 
are treated differently in households, the gen
der gap is larger for them es adults in their 
participation in spousal violence. This research 
will integrate both approaches in its expla
nation of spousal violence suggesting that 
both families of origin and procreation share a 
relationship to one's participation in spousal 
violence. 

Power-control research has shown that 
in patriarchal household structures greater 
informal social controls are exercised toward 
women than men, making them subsequently 
less likely to engage in delinquent behaviors 
(Hagan et al1979, 1985, 1987, 1990). From 
Hagan et al's research one may deduce that 
because presence of male power in the family 
and the absence of control create conditions of 
freedom that enable delinquency, that fathers 
and sons in such families are also endowed 
with conditions of freedom that allow battering 
to occur (Csssidy 1995). 

Ac:con:lingtopower-controltheory males 
are more prone to engage in risk taking behav
ior than are females, so they might be willing 
to take the risk of exceeding the patriarchically 
defined boundaries of controUing the behavior 
of their wives. Additionally, opportunities to 
challenge this gender stratification. of social 
control are limited for women, particularly 
women restricted to the home (Csssidy 1995). 
Thus, power-control theory assumes that 
patriarchy has an important role in defining 
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conditions under which family members are 
free to deviate from ~I norms, and that 
both presence of power and absence of social 
controls contribute to these conditions (Cassidy 
1995). 

What Is particularly interesting to spou
sal violence is that little research to date has 
linked spousal violence to processes of social 
control and how this relates to fanily structure 
(Gelles 1983, 1993 for exceptions). The fol
lowing propositions may be derived from 
power-control theory: 

prgpos11on 3: Amounts ofinformalsocial con
trols placed on Individuals Ia related to family 
structi.Jre. 

P3A: In patriarchal family of origin structures, 
higheramountsofsocialcontroll are placed an 
women, maki'lgwomen 11 Deql1811t1ylesalkely 
to engage in spousal violence. 

P3B: In egalitarian family of origin structures 
dlfl'erences In amountsofsoc:lalconlrolsplaced 
onmalesandfernllle8Mtlr1'1811er,ll~ 
making women and men simllarinthelrralesd 
spousal violence. 
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husbands and wives, which indudes: 1) items 
being thrown at the spouse, 2) pushing, grab
bing, or shoving, and 3) slapping a spouse. 3 
Minor violence is collapsed into a dichoto
mous measure of two categories, induding: 
no violence and minor vlolence.4 

Attachment: Nearby Relatives is mea-
' sured as the number of family members of the 
respondent and hlslherspouse who live within 
an hour of the respondent. lntefpersonal Re
souroes is measured as whether or not one 

· has friends or relatives someone to tum to 
when a problem arises. 

Commitment: Commitment to Institutions 
is measured as howconnectedthe respondent 
is to Institutions in society. Specific measures 
indude: 1) how many organizational meetings 
one attends in a month and 2) how often one 

· attends church services. importance of Mar
! riage is measured by how important one per-

ceives hlslher marriage to be in comparison to 
· other things such as job and friends. Involve
. ment: Employment Status is measured as 
' whether one worits full-time, part-time, or is 
' unernployed.5 

· Be/let Belief in Spousal Violence is de-
tennined by whether or not the respondent 

: believes that slapping of a spouse Is normal as 
In sum, power-control theory asserts ' measured by a Ukert scale. 

that as a resuH of male dominance within and Genclfir Is measured as male or female 
outside of the family that gender stratification as reported by the respondent. 
of social control exists. Furthermore, this~ Power-Control Measute: Family of Ori
cess Is related to family structure where these 1 gin Authority Stroctute Is determined by 
differences are more pronounced In patrlar- : mothe(s educational attainment In years.' 
chal famHies. Controls: Education is measured as the 

METHODS 
Sample 

This study employs data from the 1975 . 
National Family Violence Survey,2 which Is a I 

national probability sample of2,143 families In i 

which one aduH famHy member was inter- : 
viewed (960men; 1183women). These house
holds were drawn from a sample of locations 
that were stratified by geographic region, type ' 
of community, and other population charac- : 
teristics (Straus, Gelles 1990). 

MeaaurH 
Dependent Variable: Spousal VIolence • 

is measured by the Conflict Tactics Scales 
(CTS) developed by Straus and Gelles (1990). 
This scale is designed to measure a variety of 
behaviors used to settle conflicts among fam
ily members during the past year. This re
search employs the minor violence rate for 

number of years of edUcation reported by the 
respondent. Husband'sMIIfe's Age Is mea
sured In years as reported by the respondent. 
Household Race is measured as white or 
nonwhitelmlxed as reported by the respon
dent. Household Income Is measured as total 
family income t>etc*e taxes. 

Analyala 
This research employs a statistical model 

which allows for the estimation of the condi
tional probabiiHies of spousal violence under 
different conditions of social control and power 
in the family. Because the dependent variable 
lnlhisanalysisis~spousal 
violence II pntHnt or not, without concem for 
how much may be present-OLSregression is 
nQt appropriate. The technique used to esti
mate this limited dependent variable model is 
loglt, which produces Maximum Ukelihood 
Estimates (MLE) that may be converted into 
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Table I: Social Control Model of 
HusbMcko-Wife Violence 

Varfllbl• B Slg S.E. 
Nearby Relatives 0.0040 0.6373 0.0084 
Interpersonal Resources -0.9152 0.0001 0.2296 
Meetings Attended 0.0017 0.9627 0.0359 

Church Attendance -0.0350 0.5132 0.0536 

Marriage Importance -0.0142 0.9206 0.1424 

Employment Status -0.2824 0.4104 0.3431 
Slapping Nonnality o.2m o.ooo1 0.0686 
Education o.11n o.0651 0.0635 
Age -0.0328 0.0584 0.0173 
Household Race -0.2239 0.5599 0.3841 
Household Income -0.1688 0.0030 0.0569 

Constant 1.3439 0.1316 0.8913 

-2 Log Ukelihood 513.0610 

Goodness of At 811.5600 

Model Chi Square 140.0840 

Significance 0.0000 
Degrees of freedom 12 
Percent Predicted Correctly 

Overall 86.0700 

Nonviolent Cases 97.5500 
Violent Cases 27.5000 

N 722 

probabilities. 
The first model will detennine how well 

the variables derived from social control theory 
explain husband-to-wife violence. The second 
model will detennine how well these variables 
explain wife...to..husband violence. Furthermore, 
comparisons will be made to detennine which 
variables best explain husband-to-wife versus 
wife-to-husband violence. 

A third model will be employed to in
vestigate power-control theory's assertion that 
women from egalitarian families of origin will 
be more likely to commit spousal violence than 
are those from patriarchal families of origin. In 
order to do this, mother's education will be 
added to the social control model of wife-to
husband violence to detennine whether or not 
there is a difference in rates of violence in patri
archal and egalitarian households of origin? 

RESULTS 
The findings presented in Tables 1 and 

2 provide partial support for the hypothesis 
that that the stronger one's bond is to society, 
the less likely one will be to commit acts of 
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Table 2: Social Control Model of 
Wlfe-to-HUiband VIolence 

Varlabl• B 511 S.E. 
Nearby Relatives -0.0056 0.5766 0.0101 
Interpersonal Resources -0.9250 0.0000 0.2043 
Meetings Attended -0.0457 0.1602 0.03.26 

Church Attendance -0.0301 0.-4645 0.0411 
Marriage Importance -0.0 ISO 0.8991 0.1183 
Slapping Normality 0.2980 0.0000 0.0618 
Education o.04n 0.4345 0.0611 
Age -0.0169 0.2366 0.0143 
Household Race 0.1209 0.7510 0.3538 
Household Income -0.1168 0.0045 0.0411 

Constant 0.6116 0,4133 o.74n 

-2Log Ukelihood 738.3330 
Goodness of At 812.9690 
Model Chi Square 131.1710 
Significance 0.0000 

Degrees of freedom II 
Percent Predicted Correctly 

Overall 80.9100 
Nonviolent Cases 96.7500 
Violent Cases 15.7000 

N 944 

violence against one's spouse. The overall 
predictive power of the social control models is 
not significantly better than that of the modal 
category. VVhlle these models are able to 
correctly predict nonviolence toward spouses 
with a great deal of accuracy (97.55% and 
96.75% respectively), they are unable to accu
rately predict cases in which violence is taking 
place against a spouse. In addition, the social 
control model has slightly more predictive 
power for husband-to-wife violence and 
nonviolence. 

Mixed support exists for how well each of 
Hirschi's (1969) dimensions explains spousal 
violence. Interpersonal resources has a sig
nificant, negative relationship to spousal vio
lence. This suggests that individuals with oth
ers to tum to when problems arise may be sen
sitive to their opinions and therefore unlikely to 
engage in deviant behaviors such as spousal 
violence. However, I am unable to account for 
why nearby relatives did not have a significant 
effect on either husband-to-wife or wife-to
husband violence. 

Additionally, one's belief in the normality 
of slapping one's spouse has a significant, 
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Table 3: Power-Control Model of 
Wlfe.to-HUIIMnd VIolence 

Varlabl• B Sis S.E. 
Nearby Relatives -0.0002 0.9963 0.0105 

Interpersonal Resources -1.1014 0.0000 0.2281 
Meetlnp Attended -0.0378 0.2622 0.0337.. 

Church Attendance -0.0164 0.7102 0.0442 

Marrlap Importance -0.0274 0.8305 0.1281 

Slappin& Normality 0.3254 0.0000 0.0666 

Family of Ori&Jn Structure -0.0509 0.8762 0.3268 

Education 0.0429 0.5399 O.()f99 

Ace -0.0107 0.4955 0.0156 

Household Race 0.0061 0.98&4 0.4172 

Household Income -0.0966 0.0319 0.0450 

Constant 0.2857 0.7332 0.8382 

-21.oa Ukellhood 631.0740 
Goodness of Rt 670.8970 
Model Chi Square 114.0780 
Sipiflcance 0.0000 

Decrees of freedom 12 

Percent Predicted Correctly 
Owrall 80.6500 
Nonviolent Cases 96.6400 

Violent Cases 16.7800 
N 944 

posltive_relatlonship to incidence of spousal 
violenCe. This confirms Hlrschrs (1969) no11on 
that one's belief system hasanlmpectonone's 
actions and participation or non-partiCipation 
in deviant behaviors. 

The dimensions of commitment and 
involvement did not have signlftcant rela
tionships with either wife-to-husband or hus
band-to-wife violence. 

Adding the power-control measure of 
family of origin structure does not improve the 
model for wife-to-husband violence (see Table 
3). In fact, this variable failed to produce a sig
nificant effect on spousal violence. This Js un
usual, considering that one's family of procre
ation structuAt is largely documented in the 
spousal violence literature as having a signifi
cant effect on spousal-violence (Straus et al 
1980; Straus, 1990). 

CONCLUSIONS 
The findings here indicate that one's 

participation In spousal violence Is paftly based 
on one's bond to society. In particular, those 
individuals who have Interpersonal resources 
and beliefs that spousal violence Is not a 
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normal response to marital conflict are least 
likely to engage in such behavior. These find
ings provide qualified and limited support for 
Hirschi's (1969) social bond theory. What is 
surprising is the lack of support for Hagan et 
al's (1979, 1985, 1987, 1990) power-control 
theory. The problem may be due to the mea
sure ·employed In this analysis. If additional 
measures are available that could gauge moth
ers' and fathers' gender role attitudes one 
could more accurately assess the relationship 
between family structure and spousal vio
lence. Gender role attitude measures are simi
lar to measures of family structure in family of 
procreation households that are documented 
in the literature as having a significant relation
ship to Incidence of spousal violence. 

Although the models failed to produce 
strong empirical evidence to support social 
control and power-control theories, this study 
is among the first to assess the existence of a 
relationship between one's social bond to so
dety and whether or not one engages in 
spousal violence. Only partial tests of social 
control theory had been conducted prior to this 
study(Cazenave,Straus1990;Smith,Straus 
1988). Cazenave and Straus (1990) conduded 
their study by stating that future research 
should stress •interactive and more dynamic 
aspects of primary networks,• induding v~ 
ables that capture the Intensity, nature, qual
ity, and meaning of relationships that are 
Important in further delineating differelltial rates 
and outcomes of spousal violence. This re
sealdllncluded variables such as Importance 
of marriage, interpersonal resources, and be-
1181's in an attempt to add such variables to the 
structural measures used by Cazenave and 
Straus (1990). 

Future research should be directed ~ 
want additional tests of soda! control theory's 
and power-control theory's ability to explain 
participation In spousal violence. If additional 
measuraa become available, one could more 
eccurately ..... how well these theories 
explain spousal. violence. Furthermore, one 
may have the ability to assess the effects of 
each dimension of the social bond which 
would provide us with preliminary information 
on determining how to eliminate this sodal 
problem. 

~~flmlliesonlyreprasenlapploxinately 12-
15" of cunentArnerlcan households. Thus, one 
~keepthillnmlndwhen 811DMnathetheary. 
However, regardless of how many houaeholcla 
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comprise traditional families, the same social con
trol processes Hagan et al refer to are present. 

2ThisstudyusestheNationaiFamilyV10ienceSurvey 
conducted in 1975 ratherthan that of 1985. This is 
becausethemalnobjectlveofthe1975surveywas 
to gather data that could be used to test causal 
theories. The 1985 surveywas designed to collect 
infonnation on howfamiliescopewltfl violence and 
the consequences of violence. 

3Qneshortcomlng oftheNatlonal Family VIolence Sur
vey is that it does not account for reactive versus 
initiative violence. Furthermore, violent acts are 
measured the same regardlessofwhetherthey are 
initiated by men orwomen despitethefactthat men 
on average are stronger and bigger than women 
and produce more injuries as a result of their vio
lence. 

4 Subjects who committed higherievelsofvlolence but 
not minor violence are not included in the analyses. 

5 Employmentstatuswillonlybeemployed in the men's 
analysis. 

8 Mother's employment was not used because when 
the survey was conducted (1975) only a minuscule 
numberofrnothersofrespondentswhowereinter
viewed as adults in 1975wereemployed in profes
sional, rnanaaerlal, orsupervlsory positions. 

7 Power-controllheory may also be applied to inve
stigate the difference in spousal violence rates for 
men from patriarchal versus egalitarian households 
of origin. 
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POSTMODERN-FEMINIST APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF WIFE ABUSE: A 
CRITICAL REVIEW 

Stan C. Weeber, University of North Texas 

ABSTRACT 

This paper Is a critical review of the emerging postmodem-feminlst literature on wife abuse. The review 
functions as anearlytestofthehwolhesis thatpostmodem ideas can be BPPiedto"-solvein1JortantProblems 
that women face in daily life. ThiS early reading of the literatUre suggestS that current postmodem applications 
in the area of wife abuse, on balance, have mora potential for harm than for good. 

INTRODUCTION 
A posbnodern-feminist literature on wife 

abuse has begun to appear (Fraser 1990; 
Goldner, Penn, Sheinberg, Walker 1990; Gor
don 1988; Riessman 1992; Serra 1993; Webs
dale 1993; White 1988, 1993; White, Epston 
1990), and its appearance marks the earliest 
efforts to employ postmodem philosophy and 
criticism to help explain and/or ameliorate this 
significant social problem. Feminists have de
bated whether posbnodernism can contribute 
to feminist theory and whether its principles 
should be applied in feminist practice (Allen, 
Baber1992; Benhabib 1992; Bordo 1992; Flax 
1990; Fraser, Nicholson 1988; Gagnier 1990; 
Hare-Mustin, Marecek 1990; Horley 1991; 
lather 1991; Nicholson 1990; Offen 1990; 
Pierce 1991; Scott 1990). In light of the recent 
wife abuse literature, that debate must now 
extend to the question of whether postmod
ernism has helped us to better understand or 
to solve some of the concrete problems that 
women face in daily life. 

This paper aitically reviews this recent 
postmodern-feminist literature. In selecting 
items for review, my first aiterion was that the 
Item deal in a significant way with the problem 
of wife abuse, defined here as physical force 
used by men against their intimate cohabitating 
partners (Bograd 1988). Secondly, I included 
items if the author, in his/her treatment of wife 
abuse, in any way borrows concepts or theo
ries from postmodernism and feminism, avoid
ing if possible any a priori designation of an 
author as being either a postmodernist or a 
feminist. 

This selection process was difficult be
cause feminism and postmodernism are terms 
that defy a neat or succinct definition. For in
stance, instead of "feminism• It is more appro
priate to speak of "feminisms: After the first 
wave of contemporary activist feminism over 
thirty years ago (Friedan 1963), a second 
wave can be identified in the 1980s, a period 
when modernist liberal and radical feminisms 

emerged (Acker 1989; England 1992; Mac
Kinnon 1989; Vogel 1984). Then, surfacing 
around the middle to late 1980s was a third 
wave, postmodem-feminism, so designated 
because of the acclimation of this cohort of 
writers to posbnodern ideas. This group was 
especially cognizant that feminisms of the 
past reflected the viewpoints of white, middle 
class women of North America and Western 
Europe (Aptheker 1989; Brewer 1989; Fraser, 
Nicholson 1988; Pemberton 1992). 

Postmodemism proved equally difficult 
to define. Rosenau (1992) offered that post
modernism is a cultural aitique that empha
sizes method and epistemological matters, 
and consists of poststructuralism as well as 
postmodern philosophy. (A third component, 
postmodernlty, refers to a period in time [Jame
son 1991; Mills 1959D. Rosenau found a use
ful distinction between affirmative and skepti
cal postmodemists (Agger 1994; Flint 1993; 
Fuchs, Ward 1994), which is basically a distinc
tion between postrnodemism's activist and 
nihilistic wings. This division is important be
cause feminists, be they of first or second 
wave feminism, were more likely to align with 
the affirmative postmodemists than with the 
skeptics. 

I found it useful to consider postmodern
feminist philosophies as existing along a con
tinuum. This allows the rich diversity of view
points in both postmodemism and feminism to 
merge, congeal, interad, and at some point, 
separate. At one pole are writers whose pri
mary orientation lsposbnodernism, and though 
engaging feminist Ideas in their work, believe 
that feminism can be nothing more than a sub
category within postmodernism (Flax 1990). 
At the opposite pole are writers who are prima
rily traditional feminists and who believe that 
postmodern concepts or theories should be 
employed only if they strengthen a woman
centered approach (Avis 1994). Points along 
the middle of the continuum are occupied by 
such writers as Richardson (1993), whose 
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wort shows postmodem sensibility - blurring 
genres, probing lived experiences, demolish
ing dualisms- yet at the same time, In a femin
ist tradition, creating a female Imagery and in
scribing emotional labor and emotional re
sponse as valid. Authors of all of the items re
viewed in this paper can be located some
where along the continuum just described. 

The review of the literature yielded four 
observations that are germane to the poet
modem-feminist approach to wife abuse. First, 
the deconstruction of wife abuse In cllntcal 
therapy is sometimes done in a way that· 
places women at great risk. Second, the de-
centering of women in therapy obfuscates the 
male-female power dimension In the couple's 
relationship, and when applied in joint therapy 
can be dangerous to the woman. Third, new 
histories of wife abuse are not always relevant 
to the problems abused wives face today. 
Fourth, a potential new political agenda for 
abused women appears at a level of abstrac
tion too high to attrad the aitlcal mass needed 
to initiate local ameliorations. Before proceed
ing to these points, I will discuss the theoretical 
perspective that is the basis for the review and 
how it Is both repelled away from, and at
traded to, postmodem thought. 

TRADITIONALIST FEMINISM AND THE 
POSTMOOERN TURN 

The literature is altically reviewed from 
a contemporary traditionalist feminist position 
that is woman-centered and concerned with 
tha power relations between men and women. 
This position Is basically a melding of ideas 

· from the first two waves of contemporary 
feminism. Traditionalist feminism Is praxis 
oriented, having roots in the activism of the 
Women's Liberation Movement. That move
ment questioned what it Is to be a woman, hoW 
femininity and sexuality become defined for 
women and how women might begin to rede
fine them for themselves. This awareness led 
to campaigns against the objectification of 
women as sexual objeds for mala consump
tion, and against pornography, rape and other 
forms of violence against women within and 
outside the family. 

Philosophically, this feminism can be 
traced to liberal-humanist and Marxist thought. 
Both highlighted tha role of history in social 
theory, and the Idea that social organization 
could change to provide a greater happiness 
(Hekman 1990). By the time contemporary 
feminism arrived it was increasingly 
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understood that women's problems were tied 
to the particular social context in which they 
occur: to the h,lstorlcal development of the iso
lated nuclear 'family In a capitalist society; to 
the separation of the public domain from the 
private/domestic domain; to the specialization 
of •approprtate• male and female family roles; 
and. to the position of wives as legally and 
morally bound to husbands (Bograd 1988). 

A tradHionalist stance on wife abuse 
centers on this modemist concem with the 
aociohistorlcal context of the family and par
ticuilelty upon the issue of gender and power. 
\Nife beating creates and maintains an Imbal
ance of power between the battering man and 
the battered woman (Adams 1988; Dutton 
1994). All men can potentially use violence as 
a powerful means of subordinating women. 
Men as a class benefit from how women's lives 
are restricted because of their fear of violence 
(Bograd 1988). Moreover, this violence is a 
normal part of patriarchal social relations that 
is expected and even condoned by culture. 
Assaultive men are normal men who believe 
that pab1archy Is their right, that marriage 
gives them unrestrlded control over their wife 
and that violence is an acceptable means of 
establishing this control (Avis 1992). 

Poatmodemists, especially the more 
skeptical or nihilistic ones, believe that tradi
tional feminists replace one set of repressive 
ideas with another when they posit that histori
cally situated, pab1archal social relations are 
the cause of women's oppression, or of social 
problema such as wife abuse. This argument, 
they say, only replaces the hegemony of patri
archy with the hegemony of the feminist. Post
modernists tend to avoid grand explanatory 
schemea rmetanarratlves1 and conaequentfy 
are teas concerned than feminists about find
Ing the •cause• of anything in the social wor1d; 
In fact, they are relatively unconcerned with the 
asking of questions or the seeking of answers. 
They reject the grounds upon which we tradi
tionally claim to be abla to know something, 
and dispute that the usual methods of inquiry 
will allow us to discover anything. They de
spise dualisms that have guided acientific and 
humanistic inquiry for centuries, such as sci
entist/subjed and man/woman. Social criti
cism, freed from a base of universal knowl
edgeorprinclples, becomes in the postmodem 
mode more pragmatic, ad-hoc, contextual, 
and local (Fraser, Nicholson 1988; Rosenau 
1992). 

lntelledual wort to the postmodemist is 
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often "de-centered," meaning it is not pre
occupied with norms, the nonnal, the usual, or 
the expected. Derrida (1978) for instance was 
hostile to the idea that a universal system of 
thought could reveal truth, rightness or beauty. 
This universality of thought had suppressed 
writing since Plato and only by dismantling the 
universality can writing be freed from the re
pression imposed upon it (Ritzer 1996). Using 
the theater as an example of such repression, 
Derrida wanted it to move away from its tradi
tional center, its focus on the writer (the author
ities) and their expectations, and to give the 
actors more free play. Only by going to the 
margins, where "play a11<1 difference" are promi
nent, can theater foregO its decline and death. 
Derrida thus reduced language to writing that 
does not constrain its subjects. He saw social 
institutions as nothing but writing and there
fore unable to constrain people. This freeing of 
languageandlnstitutlonsfromthelrconstraints, 
called deconstruction, reveals that language is 
disorderly and unstable (Ritzer 1996). 

Postmodemists also develop a unique 
counterintuitive view of time, geography and 
history. Everything that is taken for granted 
about these concepts is now in question, in
cluding the idea that knowledge of history is 
essential for comprehending the present. The 
postmodem concern Is with "genealogy; or 
"history of the present" (Rosenau 1992). This 
exercise begins with problems relevant to 
current issues and looks to the past for insight 
into today. But because the present cannot be 
fully comprehended but is more amenable to 
being deconstructed and liberated from domin
ating discourses, knowledge of history does 
not prepare societies to improve themselves; 
and there is little need for any kind of highly 
complex political activity that might seek to 
change conditions that have been traditionally 
viewed as problematic. 

The traditional feminist case against 
postmodemism attacks the latter's relativism 
and its nihilism. The feminist foil is particularly 
sharp for those Rosenau (1992) called "skep
tical" postmodemists, the nihilistic followers of 
Nietszhe who reject altogether the positivistic 
notion that there is an objective reality, that 
there are "things out there" that can be "found 
out. • She points out that writers in this mode 
had their belief in progress dashed by the 
events of the 1960s, and they Intentionally 
interpret the wortd in ways that have no impli
cations for praxis: their wortd is Increasingly 
disintegrating and Is characterized by 
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fragmentation, meaninglessness, and mal
aise (Flint 1993; Kroker, Cook 1991; Pfohl 
1993; Rosenau 1992). To feminists this think
ing is unaccept8ble because it Is politically 
bankrupt. From the outset feminism has been 
an explicitly political program that has chal
lenged not just one aspect of the status quo but 
the basis of social structure itself: male privi
lege(Hekman 1990). Because postmodernism 
smashes the man/woman dualism, it margin
alizes women just as it marginalizes other 
oppressed ordlsvalued groups, and does so at 
a time when women are gaining power and 
beginning to realize the possibility of overcom
ing their marginalization (Hartsock 1989). Post
modernism reverses the progress made by the 
Women's Uberatlon Movement and offers no 
wayforwomen to reCoup their losses, because 
of its lack of interest in using politics as a 
vehicle of social change. Anally, postmodem
ism offers little possibility for the aeatlon of 
knowledge that can be applied to the problems 
women face in dally life. The emphasis on 
deconstruction precludes the reconstructing 
of new knowledge. 

THE POSTMODERN..fEMINIST ALUANCE 
Despite the clash of viewpoints, post

modernism and feminism are not irreconcil
able philosophies. There· is enough common 
ground to suggest a natural alliance between 
the two. As Hekman (1990) notes, both are 
radical movements that challenge fundamen
tal assumptions of the modernist legacy; In 
particular, both challenge the epistemological 
foundations of Western thought and argue 
that all epistemology that is definitive of Enlight
enment humanism Is fundamentally miscon
ceived. Both assert that this modernist episte
mology must be displaced, that a different way 
of desaibing human knowledge and its acqui
sition must be found. 

True to this natural attraction, feminists 
found fertile ground In the work of lt\8 affirma
tive postmodemists, who believe that Impor
tant social facts are "out there" that can be dis
covered, interpreted and acted u'Pon. Uke 
traditional feminists, they are oriented toward 
process, and are said to be open to positive 
political action, i.e., struggle and resistance, or 
tovisionary,personal,ornondogmaticprojects 
(such as New Age religion) that could be 
desaibed as "new" social movements. They 
believe that an ethic can be affirmed, and that 
certain value choices are superior to others 
(Flint 1993; Handler 1992; Rosenau 1992). 
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Some contend that deconstruction is incom
pletewithout reconstruction (Milovanovic 1995; 
Young 1992), that is, the production of new 
knowledge or a new politics that Ia upbulldlng 
to society. Thus, traditional femlnlats did not 
have to reject postmodemlsm as a total pack
age, and some crossed the fluid boundary Into 
postmodem-feminlsm via the avenue of at'flr
mative postmodemism. Once across the imagi
nary line, they found within the atllnnative 
school opportunities for human agency that 
were compatible with the feminist goal of politi
cal change for the benefit of women. 

Nicholson (1990) for example avers that 
postmodernism On Its atllrrnative mode) open
ed up multiple sites for women to be politically 
active, I.e., there were multiple opportunities 
for women to engage in struggle and resis
tance, and those struggles might be more 
effective than those of the past. Rosenau 
(1992) provides an example ofwhat Nicholson 
Is referring to. In 1988 the University of Cslifor
nia at Irvine permitted a franchise of Cart's Jr. 
Hamburgers to open on campus. A temporary 
coalition of women's groups, animal rights 
groups, Japanese Americans, lesbians, gays 
and people with disabilities joined to organize 
a boycott and picket. Each group had a differ
ent complaint against the franchise, but all 
agreed It had togo. Nicholson would argue that 
such resistance is more effective than lfwomen 
had participated In the protest by themselves. 
Crossover participation in the struggles of 
other oppressed groups, even if on a tempo
rary basis, opens up more opportunities than 
If women's groups remain committed only to 
their own interests. 

There was, additionally, an affinity be
tween feminists and a movement among his
torians called New History, which is said to 
have greatly influenced aflinnatlve postmod
emists (Rosenau 1992). New Historians em
ploy deconstruction, subjective interpretations, 
and symbolically construct reality; and like 
postmodemlsts, unravel texts, raise questions 
about meaning in a text, and Invent micro
narratives as alternatives to history. The wort 
of feminist historians resembled that of new 
historians In that the feminists deconstructed 
the patriarchal view of history and allowed 
suppressed female voices from the past to be 
recognized and heard. They also raised ques
tions about how traditional, patriarchal history 
that was written by and for men minimized and 
marginalized women as a class and presented 
an oversimplified portrayal of women's 
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experiences. 

tHE DECONSTRUCTION OF WIFE ABUSE 
V\llfe abuse, as a text. is something 

pos1modem-temnistsendeavortodeconstruct, 
or tear apart so that Its assumptions and con
tradictions can be laid bare. The deconstruction 
Is supposed to liberate the couple from the 
constraints of the abusive relationship by de
veloping new words and concepts to desaibe 
or explain the abuse that transpired and the 
relationship in which it occurred. However, 
when this deconstruction is performed in 
couples therapy it entails great risks for the 
WOmen Involved. 

The work of Goldner et al (1990) serves 
as an example. Their work is postmodem in 
the sense that Its takes ' •both/and" approach 
to therapy, which means they reject the dual
Istic binary approach of attaching a diagnosis 
to the couple's problem (thereby rejecting al
temative diagnoses) and prescribing therapy 
that pursues one theoretic line of reasoning to 
the exclusion of others. Goldner et al hold 
simultaneously contradldory models about 
wife abuse, tolerating the contradictions and 
oppositions of each, and understanding how 
they enrich each other, how they challenge 
and check each other, and in certain places 
how they are Irreconcilable (Goldner 1991). 
Thus, in this kind of therapy, a ra.ntnist ap
proach that is sensitive to the sociopolitical 
needs of the WOfTWl coexists, uncomfortably, 
with a systems approach that emphasizes the 
family as a social system and the need for 
conjoint therapy to reconcile the couPle's prot>. 
lem. 

Goldner et al (1990) discovered that 
abuse occurs within the context of the very 
strong bond between husbands and wives, a 
bond that over time, especially for the violent 
couple, develops because of role reversals be
~ the partners. The woman may have 
Initially been attracted to the man because of 
his strong (masculine) qualities, and the man 
was attracted to the woman because of her 
feminine qualities. With time these Initial roles 
break down to the point where each partner 
adapts qualities of the other. This reversal of 
roles within the relationship is one of the 
seaats of the marriage, part of the glue that 
keepta the couple together. VVhen the couple is 
able to admit to the strength of the bond, the 
bond has been effectively deconstructed. The 
therapy calla for multiple revisiting& of, the 
abusive Incident, so that the man may draw 
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multiple meanings from it. Whenever the 
couple begins to acknowledge the strength of 
the bond between them, a therapeutic "time
our occurs so that the couple can begin to "un
pack" the strong feelings that they feel for one 
another. Goldner's approach does not intend 
to eliminate the abuse, only to make love safer 
for both of the partners. 

There is great danger in placing the 
woman in joint therapy with her abuser be
cause the proximity of the woman to the man 
only invites further abuse. Battered women 
have reported that past family therapy ses
sions were followed by violent episodes. The 
potential exists in more extreme cases for the 
woman to be seriously injured or killed. Con
sequently, a lethality assessment of the male 
should be made prior to initiation of the therapy 
(Bograd 1994). Further, any rules thatthe ther
apists established to assist the woman in 
terminating the therapy if she feels she's in 
danger need to be made explicit and given a 
much higher priority. If a safety plan is not part 
of these rules, it should be. Safety plans docu
ment the man's commitment to respect the 
woman's fears and limits about the relation
ship, to comply with restraining orders, to ab
stain from drug or alcohol use if it has accom
panied violent behavior, and to cease any in
timidation tactics intended to change his part
ner's plan or to deny her contact with others. 
Separate contacts by the battered woman with 
a local battered woman's program is also re
commended to assist the victim with legal, 
support, advocacy and emergency shelter 
services if needed (Adams 1988). 

Though Goldner et al (1990) refer to the 
terror of the male and how his violence is a 
manifestation of that terror (because he is not 
sufficiently different from his woman, as cul
ture prescribes he must be), we must consider 
the terror that·the woman feels as the emo
tional, violent episode is unraveled during the 
therapy. In the multiple revisiting& of the abu
sive incident, each revisit recalls the woman's 
terror during the event, and amplifies the terror 
that may be experienced daily as her man 
controls her in numerous ways, for example, 
by making her economically dependent upon 
him, by abusing her sexually, by isolating her, 
by intimidating her, or by threatening her (YIIo 
1993). The combination of the psychological 
and physical violence is especially frightening, 
because the physical act reinforces the psy
chological abuse, and the mental abuse -e.g., 
yelling, swearing, sulking or angry accusations-
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reminds the victim of the potential for repeated 
violence. Revisiting these multiple terrors in 
the presence of her abuser cannot help the 
woman. 

Among the documented sequelae of 
wife abuse are cognitive distortions, chronic 
depression, anxiety, and low self esteem 
(Carden 1994). Concerning the latter, the 
woman's sense of self esteem is reduced by 
placing her in therapy with the man because 
the joint therapy clouds the issue of who is 
responsible for the violence and indicates to 
some women a joint responsibility for the vio
lent episode (Adams 1988). Furthermore, the 
woman's ability to contribute to the therapy 
has also been questioned. The mental disor
der that most closely describes the psycho
logical status of the battered woman is Post
traumatic Stress Disorder (Walker 1994). 

Thefearthatwomen have in joint therapy 
is significant and cannot be underemphasized. 
If the woman does nottell the truth the therapy 
is invalid, yet If she is open about her feelings, 
airing her grievances and reporting accurately 
her husband's physical abuse, the result could 
be a renewal of the violence. The threat of 
continued violence leads battered worilen to 
communicate their feelings and concerns in an 
indirect manner, which is often misinterpreted 
by couples counselors as noncompliance 
(Adams 1988). 

Men who abuse or control must be seen 
as responsible for their violent, coercive, and 
abusive behavior and must be held account
able for it. Therapy must be dedicated to the 
changing of the violent behavior itself, and 
treatment must focus on the details of this 
behavior, on its impact on others, and on the 
belief system that supports it. The therapy 
must carefully avoid the abuser's often deft 
tactics of denial, minimization, avoidance, or 
projection. The abuser should not be allowed 
to describe his behavior as an attempt to meet 
nonsexual needs for mastery, nurturance, in
timacy or anything else, or by focusing on the 
behavior of his wife or daughter, or mother, or 
anyone else in the family system (Avis 1992). 

Serra (1993) was also intrigued by the 
strong marital bond that draws women to stay 
with their partners despite being victims of 
violence. Like Goldner et al (1990), she is able 
to tolerate the ambiguity and instability of 
gender categories. But while Goldner's group 
viewed battering within the context of the bond 
of love, Serra sees it, as many family thera
pists do, as existing within the context of 
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marital communication. Because violence 
occurs within a sequence of other Interactions 
that do not imply physical coercion, she sees 
it as only one communication in a continuous 
sequence of messages that may or may not be 
violent. It can be categorized both as a physi
cal clash and as the expression of the batla'er's 
interior world. Serra hypothesizes that If the 
woman perceives the violence she is subject-
ed to as the expression of her partner's inner 
world, and she considers the act as a symptom 
or a message, she will tend to disregard her 
own suffering and physical helplessness and 
often will interpret her partner's behavior aa a 
sign of distress. This makes it very difficult for 
her to leave her mate, especially if he later ex
presses remorse for the deed and begins to 
demonstrate his dependence upon her. Rec>
onciliation in fact empowers the woman by 
helping to heal her mate's inner distress-giving 
her rehabilitative "power" over the man. 

For Serra (1993), deconstruction im
pacts explanation but not therapy. Her knowl
edge about how the battered woman comes to 
have power over her mate was gained from 
interviews with 68 women who had repeatedly 
experienced some form of violence in the 
couple relationship and who had been referred 
to psychotherapy centers due to psychological 
problems resulting from the abuse. Serra be
lieved that the descriptions of violence in the 
interviews reflected and was conditioned by 
the dichotomies typical of our culture, the ones 
Goldner ot al (1990) try to dissolve- subject/ 
object, mind/body, ethics/knowledge. The vic
tims' sense of guilt, so often reported in the 
literature, also stems from the dichotomies in 
the perception of violence. 

To avoid placing the women in a situ
ation where they would blame themselves for 
the abuse, Serra explained to them that their 
symptoms were not psychopathologies requir
ing psychotherapy, but were sociocultural and 
ethical problems. The women were sent for 
outside aid at C:enters for victims of violence, 
which were qualified in the use of social and 
pedagogic techniques appropriate for the cul
tural and moral nature of the problem. Serra's 
individualized approach puts women at less 
risk, puts the emotional and sociopolitical 
needs of the woman first, and absolves her of 
any blame for the battering. Deconstruction at 
the level of explanation (but not therapy) is em
ployed in a manner that avoids the decentering 
of the woman. 
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THE DECENTERING OF WOMEN IN 
THERAPY 

The narrative family therapy of Michael 
White and David Epston (1990) represents 
anotherute ofthedeconstructlve method, and 
as in Goldner et ars (1990) therapy, there is a 
decentering of the abused wife during clinical 
treatments~ Decentering is more pronounced 
in White and Epston's therapy, however, due 
to the therapists' preoccupation with language 
and with freeing of the couple from the langu
age that bound.thelr previously flawed relation
ship. Unfortunately, this decentering obfus
cates the male-female power dimenSion in the 
couple's relationship, and when applied in joint 
therapy can be dangerous to the woman. 

White and Epston (1990) proffer the 
social constructionist view that reality is cre
ated through human interaction and language; 
individuals engage in conversational ex
changes that co-create realities through a pro
cess of deriving at mutually agreed upon 
meanings. The written word plays a key part in 
their narrative therapy, which to them is a pro
cess of storying and/or restorying the lives and 
experiences of persons who present with prob
lems. White and Epston routinely write letters 
to clients or their families after almost every 
therapy session. The letters are not simple 
recapitulations of what transpired in therapy 
but are confirmatory of the reauthored stories 
that have healing potential that emerged dur
ing the session. In those sessions, extemaliz
ing the person from the problem is a counter
practice that opens space for persons to re
author or reconstitute themselves and their 
relationships according to alternative stories 
or knowledges; such stories or knowledges 
effedively deconstruct the original story. In 
counseling battering couples the therapist helps 
locate "facts" about the couple's life and mari
tal relationship that did not match the problem
saturated account that the couple presented 
with. This extemalizing of the problem enables 
the man and woman to separate from the 
dOminant stories that have been at the heart of 
their relationship. The couple is then able to 
identify previously neglected but vital aspects 
of lived experience-aspects that could not 
have been predicted from a reading of the 
dominant story. 

White and Epston (1990) apply narra
tive therapy to wife abuse much as they would 
to any other family problem. Wives are decen
tered persons, "individuals", with stories to tell 
along with their husbands. Though narrative is 
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employed successfully with individual women 
who have been battered, it is employed reck
lessly during joint therapy. White and Epston 
allow the couple to tell the original (presenting) 
story of their abuse and then attempt to make 
space to allow them to reauthor an alternate 
account that is a construction of the man's 
aggression and violence within the terms of 
patriarchal ideology (White 1986). Though 
sensitive to the feminist concern with patriar
chy as a causal factor in the abuse, the funda
mental responsibility of the man for the abuse 
is relatively unemphasized and there is an 
appalling lack of concern with safeguarding 
the safety of the woman while in therapy. In
stead, the therapist helps the man locate 
"facts• about his life and his marital relation
ship that did not match the problem-saturated 
account that the couple presented with. Those 
facts provide the nuclei for the generation of 
new stories. As in Goldner et ars (1990) ther
apy, one worries here about implicitly blaming 
the woman, the authenticity of the therapy, and 
most important, the danger and damage that 
the woman faces both physically and men
tally. I am encouraged that Michael White 
(1993) has recently begun to document spe
cific safeguards for abused women in his 
Australian family therapy practice. He requires 
abusive men to meet with representatives of 
his partner's family (blood relatives) to de
velop a contingency plan should any family 
member feel a threat of renewed violence. 

A much different use of the narrative 
method by Riessman (1992) attempts to bring 
women back to the center of the narrative. She 
analyzes in considerable detail11 0 lines of a 
transcript of an interview she conducted with a 
woman who was raped by her husband and 
who laterfiled for divorce. Riessman makes no 
daim that the interview was therapeutic, though 
it may well have been: the narrative retelling of 
her story enabled the abused woman to trans
form her consciousness by naming the abuse, 
interpreting it as oppression, reexperiencing 
anger, and making the transition from victim to 
survivor. She took control of her situation, 
ironically, by losing control, breaking out of a 
violent relationship when she was sure that 
she could no longer contain her own violence. 
Dissection of the transcript allows us to see 
that the woman provided a coherent interpre
tation of the connections between her rape and 
the violent feelings that later enveloped her. 
As valuable as the narrative may have been to 
the woman Riessman interviewed, an 
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accumulation of such narratives without at
tempts to incorporate them into a model or 
relate them to a body of knowledge means that 
such narratives have little utility in helping 
women overcome the abuse they are suffering 
daily. 

THE WRITING OF NEW HISTORY 
New History was attractive to both post

modernists and feminists. For the former, it 
was a counterintuitive reordering of all the 
assumptions previously held sacrosanct in 
historical writing, and for the latter, it amplified 
previously unheard or suppressed female 
voices. The question for purposes of this re
view is whether or not new histories of wife 
abuse have implications for praxis, that is, do 
they translate into an action plan that women 
can adopt to deal with the problem of wife 
abuse as It exists today. The answer is that the 
histories may or may not be relevant. 

Linda Gordon's (1988) book on the his
tory of family violence in Boston gives voice to 
the previously unheard story of what women 
did to help themselves to solve the problem of 
wife abuse throughout eighty years of Ameri
can history. Her purpose was to show what 
social service agencies were doing about fam
ily violence and how the dients themselves 
were trying to cope with the violence during the 
period from 1880-1960. She examined over 
500 cases from the files of private social work 
agencies that inducted 2,27 4 incidents of fam
ily violence. Though her major interest was 
abused children, along the way she discov
ered insights about wife battering as well. 

Wife beating was common in the case 
records; thirty-four percent of all the cases she 
looked at had wife-beating problems. This 
should not have occurred, logically, because 
the agencies studied were exdusively devoted 
to child welfare. But women frequently and 
energetically attempted to force child-welfare 
agencies to defend their own Interests as well 
as their children's. The child protection agen
cies originally tried to avoid intervention be
tween husbands and wives, but their dients, 
mainly mothers, virtually dragged the child 
protectors into wife-beating problems. Bat
tered women kept up a remarkably steady 
level of complaints to child protection agen
cies throughout eighty years in which there 
were periods of strong professional disindina
tion to acknowledge the existence of wife beat
ing. They demanded support for leaving abu
sive men, and persuaded case workers to 
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support them in obtaining separations, di
vorces, and independent households. In doing 
so they influenced social and legal policy. In 
the worst of times, they kept the issue of family 
violence from being completely forgotten, and 
in better times they provided social pressure 
for some of the solutions we have today
liberalized divorce, AFDC, and prosecution. 

Gordon (1988) tells a collective story of 
battered women in their own voices, a story 
much different from the one told by traditional 
history. That brand of history posits a Unear 
and cumulative scheme that is often under
pinnedbyasenseofdevelopmentorprogress. 
Power is often seen to be imposed upon dom
inated and subordinated subjects from above 
by a sovereign ora centralized state. Websdale 
(1993), like Gordon, tries to correct this view 
by adopting an ascending analysis of power 
which prioritizes the experiences of hitherto 
disqualified subjects. He looks at female suf
frage and the possible impact of women's vot
ing rights on the incidence of domestic vio
lence in Lane County, Oregon from 1853-
1960. He wants to know if the acquisition by 
women of the right to vote translates into any 
discernible shift in the incidence of male vio
lence within families. After combing through 
divorce case data and interviewing longtime 
police officers, his conclusion is inconclusive: 
suffrage rights appear to have made little dif
ference to women's experience of battering in 
Lane County. If historians consider the right to 
vote such a liberating experience that made a 
difference to women, then Websdale asks why 
domestic violence continued in the persistent 
manner it appears to have done. He urges us 
to consider the possibility that histories that 
present women's suffrage rights In laudatory 
terms are part of the hegemony of patriarchy 
itself. 

Gordon's (1988) work, with its Implicit 
call for self-help, appears to set the stage for 
a new battered women's movement of the 
1990s. The subjects in her historic, collective 
story in many ways remind us of those in
volved in the ad-hoc, ameliorative movements 
now underway to solve problems in just about 
every major metropolitan area in the United 
States. The example provided by Rosenau 
(1992) In Irvine, California (discussed earlier) 
is but one instance of a national trend. Webs
dale (1993), while sharing Gordon's dedica
tion to an ascending analysis and the telling of 
an accurate collective story, does not sound a 
similar call to arms. One wonders what his 
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New History of wife abuse in Oregon has to do 
with the thousands of women now being as
saulted by their husbands each month. 

POLITIC$ AND DISCOURSE 
Affirmative postmodernism attracted 

feminists because it was process oriented, 
caUing for grass-roots activity, participation In 
voluntary organizations and an openness to 
otherwortd views and divergent political orien
tations (Rosenau 1992). There was tolerance 
of alternative political ideologies and a cultiva
tion of a wide variety of political perspectives, 
some of them having little common context 
and at times contradicting one another. Within 
this heterogeneous mix there was room for a 
new political agenda for abused women and 
the possibility of ameliorative social action. My 
concern about the political writings of post
modern-feminists, represented here by philo
sopher Nancy Fraser, is that they are too ab
stract to be transJated into much-needed ac
tion at the local level. 

Fraser (1990) contends that there is a 
contestedness to social policy In late capitalist 
societies that is manifest in the way that we 
speak about social services, services to bat
tered women being only one example. She is 
concerned with the "social sphere" that ex
presses not only a particular form of late capi
talist economy but also the ri&e of particular 
social movements, that is, movements out
side the sphere of conventionally defined po
litical activity. Then she Identifies the increas
Ing usage of the rhetoric of "needs" in a late 
capitalist cuHure and how this needs talk is 
used by one group to depoliticize policies and 
transform them into matters requiring expert, 
suppoaedly nonpolitical, administration. 

Her basic argument is that in welfare 
state societies, the discussion of human needs 
or •needs talk" -be it about wife abuse or any 
other problem-has been institutionalized as a 
major vocabulary of political discourse. It co
exists with talk about rights and interests at the 
very center of political life. This pecuUer juxta
position of a discourse about needs with dis
courses about rights and interests is~ of the 
distinctive marks of late capitalist political 
culture. 

She contends that three major kinds of 
needs discourses appear in late capitalist 
societies: oppositional forms of needs talk 
which arise when needs are politicized from 
below; reprivatized discourses, which emerge 
in response to oppositional forms; and 
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•expert" needs discourses, which link popular 
movements to the state. It Is the polemical in
teraction of these three strands of needs talk 
that structures the politics of needs in late 
capitalist societies. 

The battered women's movement is a 
case study in the tendency In welfare state 
societies to transform the politics of need inter
pretation into tt.te management of need satis
factions. Feminist activists renamed the pracr 
tice of wife beating with a term drawn from 
aiminallaw (wife battery) and created a new 
kind of public discourse. They situated batter
ed women's needs in a long chain of in-order
to relations that spilled across conventional 
separations of spheres (e.g. in order to be free 
from dependance on batterers women needed 
jobs that paid a -mmily wagej. This signifi
cant victory was not without cost. Municipal 
funds brought new administrative constraints 
and professionalization requirements. Profes
sionals were more likely to frame problems in 
a quasi-psychiabic perspective and the needs 
of battered women were substantially rein
terpreted. 

Fraser (1990) notes several trends of 
client resistance towards how their specific 
needs are interpreted, using Gordon's (1988) 
research as one example. Having involved 
case workers in their situations by invoking an 
interpreted need that was recognized as legiti
mate and as falling within the agency's juris
diction (child abuse), Gordon showed how bat
tered women managed to Interest case work
ers In a need (wife battery) that was not so 
recognized. 

Fraser thus reinforces Gordon's implicit 
call for local initiatives and provides a philo
sophic and explanatory rationale for it. She 
argues that resistance is aitical to the satis
faction of needs and the creation of new dis
courses about those needs that are not being 
currently met. However, her message is ab
stract and needs filtering. The word must be 
simplified and spread at the street level where 
women are being abused (Marecek 1993), or 
at the very least should be stated In clearer 
1anguage. One could argue that if the new 
movement for abused wives is ad-hoc and 
local, with participants at multiple sites, there's 
no need for any kind of philosophy or message 
to hit the street: the street is the movement, 
much like the battered woman's movement of 
the 1960s evolved from the ground up with 
neighbors helping neighbors. Yet, just as the 
1960s movement drew strength from 
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philosophic and political writings attacking 
androcentrism, the Nineties movement needs 
similar writings to draw upon for strength and 
sustenance. More battered women might be
come politically involved if they read a distilled 
version of Fraser's (1990) work and under
stood how it relates to the self-help movement 
that is currently underway. What could be de
veloping here is a conflict between •experts• 
such as Fraser and •nonexperts• (e.g., advo
cates for abused woman) on the street, one 
similar to that which developed between family 
experts and battered woman's shelter activists 
in the 1970s and 1980s. The two groups need 
to communicate and coordinate, but it is in
creasingly dlfticult if they speak different lan
guages, and are engaged in different kinds of 
political discourse. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This paper reviewed the new postmod

em-feminist literature on wife abuse from a 
traditionalist feminist perspective, explicating 
some of the deficiencies in the application of 
postmodemism to this serious social problem. 
Postmodern-feminlam was not set up as a 
straw man that would serve as an easy foil for 
the traditionalist position; in fact, portions of 
the new literature W8fJt compatible with the 
stance I adopted. However, looking at the big 
picture, and returning to the question posed at 
the beginning-can postmodemism help us 
better understand or solve problems that 
women face daily-the question must be an
swered, at least for now, In the negative. De
constructive, decentared joint therapies place 
women at risk. VVhere risks are great and no 
precautions are being taken to protect the 
women in therapy, such precautions need to 
be undertaken now and must be thoroughly 
documented. The risks that currently exist are 
great enough to counterbalance the benefits of 
other types of applications, applications that, 
despite some Imperfections, have potential for 
good. For In~. Serra's (1993) approach 
to therapy is individualized and stresses the 
woman'ssociopolltical needs; Gordon's (1988) 
book sets the stage fora newbattaredwomens' 
movement; Fraser's (1990) message, if sim
plified, could spur that movement on. On 
balance however, postmodem-feminist ideas, 
as applied to the problem of wife abuse, have 
more potential to harm women than to help 
them. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE, LEADERSHIP AND INDMDUAL RESPONSES 
TO SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN THE ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY 

Juanita M. Firestone and Richard J. Harris, 
The University of Texas at San Antonio 

ABSTRACT 

This analysis explores patterns ofrasponse to the harassment experiences that~~ g_reatest effect 
ontherespondentstothe"19880epartmentofDefense(DoD)SurveyofSexRolealntheAc11Ve-DUtyMHitary.• 
We analyze the respondent's perceptions aboutetfectlveness ofthelrrasponaea, and~· opinions 
abouttheefl'ortscfunlormllltaryleadershlp,andthelrowninmedlatesupervlao(seffo111tto"mmlkehonestand 
reasonable efl'orts to atop sexual haraaament In the actlvtHfuty military" (DoD, 1988). Reaublndlcate that 
attempts to stop sexual harassment must focus on two efforts simultaneously: lowering actual Incidence, and 
providing a safe organizational environment In which policies to redress lncld8nts can be utllzedwlthoutfearof 
negative consequences. 

INTRODUCTION 
This study focuses on responses to sex

ual harassment and perceptions of the effec
tiveness of those responses. Data are taken 
from the 1988 Department of Defense (DoD) 
Survey of Sex Roles. This sample is large 
enough to identify patterns and effectiveness 
of responses by type of harassment experi
enced. We begin with a review of the legal and 
organizational context of sexual harassment, 
followed by a discussion of possible responses 
by those harassed, as well as the perceived 
effectiveness of those responses. Then the 
context of the mili1ary is assessed to place our 
findings in a generalizable framework. 

ORGAN~TIONALCUMATEAND 
SEXUAL HARASSMENT 

Legal definitions of sexual harassment 
have been in existence for fifteen years, and 
most large organizations have policies against 
sexual harassment in place.1 In spite of laws 
and organizational policies, it Is evident that 
sexual harassment In the work place remains 
commonplace (Firestone, Harris 1994; Fitz
gerald, Shullman, Bailey, Richards, Swecker, 
Gold, Ormerod, Weitzman 1988; Harris, Fire
stone 1997; Martindale 1991). This pervasive
ness suggests thatpresentlegaland organiza
tional structures are inadequate in controlling 
harassing behaviors (Hulin, Fitzgerald,· Dras
gow 1996). This Inadequacy Is further support
ed by research which suggests that employ
ees seldom respond to harassment by using 
established grievance procedures (Bingham, 
Scherer 1993; Gruber, Bjorn 1986; Hulin et al 
1996; Riger 1991). 

Most incidents involve male harassers 
and female targets. This has led to arguments 
that men and women have different definitions 
about what actions become defined as 

intimidating, hostile, or offensive (Saal 1996; 
Saal, Smalley, Gruver 1993; Thomas 1995), 
which may contribute to the ineffectiveness 
(whether real or perceived) of current policies. 
Sociologist Barbara Gutek (1985) In a survey 
of 1200 respondenta In Los Angeles County, 
found that 67 percent of the men said they 
would feel flattered If a colleague of the oppo
site sex propositioned them, while 63 percent 
ofthewornenwouldbeolrended.Suchambigui
ties of definition supposedly lead to problems 
in establishing and implementing effective 
policies against sexually harassing behaviors 
because only individuals who define a situa
tion as sexual harassment wiD report it (Malo
vich, Stake 1990; Saal et al1993). 

Specific organizational characteristics 
such as type of technology, worker proximity, 
sex ratios, availability of grievance procedures, 
etc. may moderate the extent of harassing 
behaviors as well as the natura of responses to 
such behaviors (Gruber, Bjorn 1986; Gutak, 
Morasch 1982; Hulin etal1996; Kanter 19n; 
Martin, Fein 1978). Aa a result, policies re
garding sexual harassment tend to be organi
zation specific. 2 Lack of consistency In poli
cies across organizations could also aggra
vate enforcement problems, which could In 
tum reinforce underreporting oflncidence. Lack 
of dear and consistent policies across organi
zations could contribute to concern about 
whether the complaint wiU be taken seriously 
and confusion about appropriate steps to be 
taken. Both whether Incidents are reported 
and the type of response Initiated by the target 
impact perceptions about the effectiveness of 
solutions (Bingham, Scheret 1993; Grauer
holz 1989; LMngston 1982; Maypole 1986; 
U.S. Merit System Protection Board 1988). 
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POSSIBLE RESPONSES TO SEXUAL 
HARASSMENT 

Responses to sexual harassment can 
be fonnal or infonnal, as well as Individual or 
institutional in fonn. MOlt Informal respoft88l 
are individual attempts by the target to con
front the harasser, although •off the record" 
discussions with supervisors are pouible. 
Fonnal responses typically entail utilizing~ 
tutlonal procedures. 

After experiencing harassment, the larg
est proportion of Individuals either ~to 
Ignore the situation or ask the harulertotWP 
(Bingham, Scherer 1993; Grauerholz 19$9; 
Gruber, Bjorn 1986; Harris, Firestone 1997; 
Loy, Stewart 1984; U.S. Merit System PRJtec>· 
tion Boant 1988). Both responsea overtly pu( 
the burden of ending the behavior on the per
son being harassed.3 Perhaps even men ln.
portantly, both presuppose a ..re environ
ment In which the person being harassed,.. 
comfoltable teiHng the haral8er to atop. 'Mille 
it Is clear that women typically Ul8 lndlvlduaJ 
rather than organizational venues when they 
respond to iexual harastment In the W'Oik 
place, It Is leas clear why that Is the cast. 

Other reaeard'l IIIUillrates how nllher 
than furnishing a l8fe repol1lng envif'oniln8nt. 
organlzationl provide the opportunity II!Uo
turea which perpetuate sexual h8ralfnllnt 
and Inhibit formal·f'81P011888 (Fain, Anctelton 
1987; Gruber, Bjorn 1986; KantW 1877). In 
other words, Individuals use their lbudural 
poeltionl Within an organlzatlanat .apWn to 
compel others to provide sexual QIBIIIcallcH1. 
Individuals In a poaitlonto cornptll tuch behav
Ior may also be In a aupervlsory ftlle. Urlller 
such a scenario the person to whom the 
lnc:identa ant supposed to be reported may be 
the very perpetrator~ from whom the women 
8Mk relief. Filing a complaint thnMJth formal 
organizational channels may depend on per
ceptions that the complaint wll be taken Hfto 
ously 1 and that the prevailing policies. wlf 
assist In a fair resolution (HuHn et al 1988; 
Tangrl, Burt, Johnson 1982). As the Clarenc»
Thorna8 Hearings arid the Tailhook scandal 
clearty Illustrate, fear of retallallon dllcour
agea formal reporting of incidents (Staples 
1994; Zimmerman 1995.) 

PERCEIVED EFFECTIVENESS OF 
REsPONSES TO SEXUAL HARASSMENT 

Perceptions about the expected effeo. 
tlveness of the available strategies may be 
related to the type of response used by 
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Individuals who have been harassed. Research 
whlcheurrinedtheeffectlveneas of response 
strategies Indicates that satisfaction with out
come may be related to the severity of the 
ha1'88111181'1t(HuHn etal1996; Terpstra, Baker 
1986); perceptions of organizational tolerance 
ofharaaament (HuUn etal1996); gender (Bing
ham, Scherer 1993); and type of response 
used by sexually harassed Individuals (Bing
ham, Scherer 1993; Grauerholz 1989; Uving
ston 1982; Maypole 1986; U.S. Merit System 
Protection BOard 1988). · 

According to the Merit Systems survey 
(1988) the simplest and most effective way to 
put an end to harassment In most Instances is 
to ask or tell the person to stop. This tactic 
worked for 81 percent of the women who tried 
it Telling orthnlatening to tell othercoleagues 
proVed the second-best response, effective 55 
peroent of the time. Pretending to Ignore the 
behavior, which was the most common re
sponse of the women in the Merit Systems 
study, u8U811y did not work at all. These flnd
lng8areconalstentwlthotherreaeardllndicat-
1riQ that a majority of thole harassed believed 
dlr8clly confronting the harasser was either 
etrective or somewhat effec:tlve In alleviating 
the situation (Bingham, Scherer 1993; Grauer
holz 1989; Livingston 1982). Both direct con
frontations and teUing other colleagues require 
perceptions of a safe work environment in 
which colleagues will take the complaints se
riously. 

In contrast, use of formal organizational 
llructuresls aaociated with more mixed opln
d about the outcome. Uvingston (1982) 
bftlthal50 percent of those who tiled fonnal 
COii1plalnts felt It made the altuatk:in better, 
while 33 percent thought that the situation be
cana worte. Grauerholz (1989) found that al 
whG fled a formal complaint found It ·~ 
what etrec~tve: while only half of those em
plOying lnlonnal complaints found that type of 
reeponse •somewhat effective.· However, 
Bingham- and Scher8r (1993) reported that 
Ullng formal procedures was unrelated to 
whelheror not the person harassed was satis
fied wilh the outcome. Regardless of per
ceived efrectlvenela, researchers agreed that 
formal ch8nnels were the least utilized meth
ods of resolving hareasment situations. 

THE U. S. MILITARY. 
The U. S. rnHitary provides an lnterest

ingcontextfor analyzing data regarding sexu.t 
harassment in public service organizations. 
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First it is large enough to provide an adequate 
sample of individuals across categories of 
gender, race, ethnic and organizational posi
tion (as measured by rank). Second, leader
ship claims it as the largest equal opportunity 
employer in the United States. Third, following 
orders is ingrained in the organizational cul
ture so that personal opinions/prejudices are 
supposed to be irrelevant while on duty. Thus, 
the military provides both a representative 
sample of public sector workers and a bureau
cratic structure typical of public sector organiza
ttons. 

The military organization is also unique 
in several important ways which may exacer
bate the problems associated with individual 
responses to harassment. First, the military is 
governed by the U.S. Code of Military Justice 
rather than by the national and state laws 
which regulate other organizations.4 Second, 
organizational cohesion is very highly valued 
within the military, thus divulging negative 
information about a fellow soldier is consid
ered taboo.5 Finally, harassment in general is 
part of the culture of the military, thus sexual 
harassment is sometimes a subset of general 
harassment (see for example, Patrow, Petrow 
1986; Rogan 1981; Schneider, Schneider 1988; 
Steihm 1989; Zimmerman 1995). All of these 
factors may combine to reinforce an organiza
tional climate which Is neither open to informal 
complaints nor a safe place In which to lodge 
formal complaints. 

Much of the published research on sexual 
harassment is based on casa studies, small 
specialized samples and/or responses to hy
pothetical scenarios. Aa a result, it is difficult 
to assess the generalizability of the findings. 
Using freedom of information access, data 
from this very large probability sample are now 
available, providing an opportunity to confirm 
and expand upon eartier findings. 

Our analysis explores patterns of re
sponse to the harassment experiences that 
had the greatest effect on the respondents to 
the "1988 DoD Survey of Sex Roles in the 
Active-Duty Military. •we analyze the respond
enfs perceptions about effectiveness of their 
responses. Additionally, we report their opin
ions about the efforts of senior military leader
ship, and their own immediate supervisor's 
efforts to •make honest and reasonable efforts 
to stop sexual harassment in the active-duty 
military" (DoD 1988). 
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DATA AND METHODS 
The "1988 DoD Survey of Sex Roles in 

the Active-Duty Military, • conducted for the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense by the De
fense Manpower Data Center, provides the 
data base for this analysis. This was a "wortd
wide scientific survey of how men and women 
work together in the four DoD Active-duty 
Military Services .. ." (Martindale 1990, 1991). 
The stated purpose of the survey was to ask 
about • ... obsarvations, opinions and experi
ences with ALL KINI:>S of sexual talk and 
behavior that can occur at work. • The instru
ment emphasized the importance of responses 
both from those who have not been sexually 
harassed as well as those who have been 
harassed. Responses were voluntary, but the 
instrument indicated that • .•. maximum partici
pation is encouraged so that data will be com
plete and representative ... • and that the • .. .in
formation will assist in the formulation of 
policies which may be needed to improve the 
working environment. • Almost all results com
paring differences between men and women 
are statistically significant due to the large 
sample size; therefore a comparison of the 
magnitude of differences in results is the key 
to interpreting our evidence. Aa reported in 
Martindale (1990, 1991) and Firestone and 
Harris (1994) a stratified random sample of 
20,249 respondents was drawn for the survey, 
representing male and female enlisted per
sonnel and officers in the Army, Navy, Ma
rines, Air Force and Coast Guard. The original 
sample includes 10,752 males and 9,497 fe
males, illustrating the oversarnpling of women. 
Marinas and Coast Guard members were also 
oversampled. A weighting scheme was devel
oped by the original survey team at the De
fense Manpower Data Center tied to branch of 
service, rank, sex and race. The fuU weights 
provide estimated numbers of respondents 
that approximate the total active force at the 
time of the survey. For the analyses that follow, 
the full weight was divided by the mean weight, 
retaining estimates of the approximate total 
number of cases in the original survey. See 
Firestone and Harris (1994) for more detail. 

RESULTS 
The overt ofticial policy context regard

ing sexual harassment in the military is ad-! 
dressed by measuring two different types of 
perceptions of the respondents. One set of 
questions focuses on whether particular per
sons or organizations make • ... honest and 
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Table I: Perception of Leaderlhlp Etrora to Make Honest and Reuonable Etrorts to Stop Sexual 
H...........t In the ActM-Duty Military by H..........m: Experience 

Senior Military u.denhlp Immediate SupenllorfComrnanclln1 Ofllcer 
Never Env. Only Incl. Only Bodt Never Env.Only Incl. Only Bodt ...... Males 

Yes 68.9 65.0 n.o 62.2 65.0 61.2 65.0 .5-4.6 
No Opinion 21.6 22.1 15.6 18.9 20.7 19.4 20.5 16.7 
No 4.0 8.5 7.3 14.6 7.8 13.9 9.7 24.8 
Not Applicable 5.5 4.4 5.1 4.3 6.7 5.5 4.7 3.9 
Col.% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
N 13235 1293 536 1138 13166 1305 528 2210 
Row% 75.3 7.4 3.0 12.7 75.3 7.5 3.0 12.6 

Females Females 
Y• 61.4 59.5 57.7 52.0 68.0 66.9 69.4 55.0 
NoQpinion 28.5 26.9 31.1 29.1 20.8 18.5 16.7 19.9 
No 3.2 8.3 7.9 14.6 6.2 11.8 11.1 23.5 
Not Applicable 7.0 5.3 3.3 4.3 5.0 2.8 2.8 1.6 
Col.% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
N 441 315 87 1163 442 315 86 1168 
Row% 21.8 15.5 4.3 

reasonable efforts to stop sexual hat'llllln8nt 
In the active duty military, regardless of what 
is said ofliclally.• Another question.,...... 
perceptions about the • ... attltudetoWIIRI.-.. 
harassment of the commanding officer at your 
baselpost .• Additionally, reapondenta ... clas
sifled on whether they report havtng beertever 
sexually harassed while In the active duty 
military and, if so, on the natureoftM-..... 
ment. Aa developed In Flreetol18 and Hants 
(1994), harusrnent Is classified Into two ma
jortypes: envlrorvnental (sexualteulng,jokel; 
suggeetlve looks, gestures; sexual whistlel, 
cells,hoots)andlndividual(actualorattemptad 
rape; pressure for favors, dates; sexual touch
Ing, comertng; phonecaHs,letters). Here these 
concepts are further refined to Identify four 
distinct categories of expertenc:e: those never 
sexually harassed, those experiencing envi
ronmental harassment only 1 thoseaxper1enc:lng 
individual harassment only, and those experi
encing both forms. 

Table 1 provides data on the percep
tions of "honest and reasonable• efforts on the 
part of the Senior Military Leadership and the 
Immediate Supervisor/Commanding Officer 
by type of harassment experience separately 
for males and females. Note first the overall 
row percentages that establish the extent of 
self-reported sexual harassment. Only about 
22 percent of the females report that they have 
never been sexually harassed while in the 

57.5 21.8 15.5 4.1 57.5 

active duty mRitary, while three fourths of the 
males Indicate that they have never been 
harassed. Nearty 58 percent of the women and 
nearly 13 percent of the men report both en
vilanmental and individual harassment expe
rlencel. Reporting environmental only or Indi
vidual only occurs, but less frequently. As 
established in Firestone and Harris (1994), 
individual harassment is only rarely reported 
In e1tu1111ons where no environmental hara88-
ment Ia portrayed. 

Overall, a majority of men and women in 
all categories indicate "yes• they believe that 
honelt and reasonable efforts are made to 
stop sexual harassment. Interestingly, males 
are sightly more Ukelyto have a positive sense 
of the senior military leadership than their 
immediate supervisors, while the opposite is 
true for the women. Comparing the responses 
about immediate supervisors to those about 
senior mHitary leadership, the women are 
more likely to say both "yes• and •no,• with 
substantially fewer expressing no opinion. Type 
of harassment experience makes a dlt'rerence 
in respondent assessment only In the situation 
where both environmental and individual 
harassment are reported. In that case, both 
males and females report a less favorable per
ception of the efforts of both administrative 
levels. It Is noteworthy that nearty one quarter 
of both males and females who report both 
types of harassment say •no• they do not 
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Table 2: Attitude Toward Sexual Harusment of the Commanding Oflicer at Your Base/Post 
Harassment 

N Env. Ind. Both T tal N 
ever Only Only o ever 

Env. ~":~ Both Total Only 
Males Females 

Actively discourqes 39.2 30:4 
Spoken against & wants it stopped 19.3 25.2 
Not spoken against wants it stopped 5.7 5.8 
Spoken against but doesn't care 1.7 2.1 
Seems uninformed 1.7 1.0 
~to condone 1.8 0.7 
Not spoken against & doesn't care 1.1 2.7 
Seems to encourap 0.1 0.2 
Auttudeun~COisnew 29.5 31.7 

believe honest and reasonable efforts are 
made to stop sexual harassment by the im
mediate supervisor/commanding officer. This 
could reflect failure in the effectiveness of 
implementing current policies, induding fail
ure to communicate effectively about existing 
policies/procedures and failure to make it dear 
that charges will be taken seriously. In this 
situation, those experiencing harassment may 
be unwilling to respond through official chan
nels. 

Table 2 presents results of the re
spondent's assessment of the attitude of the 
commanding officer. Overall, only 37 percent 
of the men and 29 percent of the women think 
that the commanding officer "'very actively 
discourages sexual harassment.• Another 
twenty percent of both men and women indi
cate that the commanding officer •has spoken 
outagainstitanddoesseemtowantitstopped.· 
This means that well over forty percent of the 
men and over fifty percent of the women are 
not aware ofanyovertadion by the command
ing officer to stop sexual harassment. Interest
ingly again, those reporting harassment experi
ences are only a little less likely to think the 
commanding officer wants to prevent the be
havior. This suggests that, in the aggregate, 
both those neverharassedandthose reporting 
some form of harassment have similar per
ceptions about commanding officers. Such 
perceptions dearly could shape the pattern of 
individual responses to their own sexual ha
rassment experiences. 

Table 3 presents results on behavioral 
responses to the •one experience that had the 
greatest effect on you• in tenns of uninvited 
and unwanted sexual attention within the last 
twelve months, and the. perceived effect of the 
action. Most immediately noteworthy is the 

35.8 31.5 37.4 36.9 31.0 .33.8 24.4 28.6 
19.3 20.7 19.8 15.1 24.1 18.1 20.9 20.0 
6.7 5.9 5.8 3.8 6.8 4.3 6.1 5.6 
0.7 5.8 2.2 1.7 3.0 3.7 6.4 4.8 
5.8 3.5 1.9 0.4 1.6 0.7 2.4 1.8 
1.1 2.9 1.9 2.6 1.4 1.7 2.1 2.1 
3.2 4.9 1.8 1.2 2.1 1.6 4.5 3.3 
0.0 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.4 

27.4 24.3 29.0 37.8 29.9 35.8 32.6 33.4 

small proportion of both men and women who 
reported the behavior to an official - 11 per
cent and 23 percent respectively. Of these, 
only 51 percent of the women and 45 percent 
of the men thought this action made things 
better. Over one out of five men who reported 
to an official actually thought this made things 
worse, while 14 percent of the women thought 
it made things worse. 

The predominant responses for both 
men and women, though not In exactly the 
same rank order, include ignoring the be
havior, avoiding the person, telling the person 
to .stop, and ·making a joke of the incident. 
Obviously, there might be several patterns of 
responses to the same incident over a period 
of time. It is dear that most men and women 
employed individual level responses and, in 
most cases, a substantial majorttv did not 
think that their responses made things better. 

Interestingly, the category •1 did some
thing else (Specify:t also ranked among the 
next most frequently used responses, and this 
response is the one that has the highest per
centages of both males and females reporting 
that it made things better. Apparently these 
unidentified mechanisms provide the most 
effective means of managing a situation in 
which a formal response may be too costly. 
Unfortunately, none of the open-ended quali
tative data from the survey are available to 
determine the nature of these alternative, but 
effective responses. 

CONCULSION 
Our results are consistent with previous 

research In finding that only a small proportion 
of indiViduals experiencing sexual harassment 
respond through ofllcial channels. To cope 
with their harassment experience, both men 
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Table 3: E«ect: ollnclvldu8l .....,._ 

Percent Ever liMd .....etlfUsed 
Woru No DHrerence Better 

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Ignored Behavior 64.8 69.7 
Avoided Person 50.5 66.2 
Told Person to Stop 48.1 69.3 

\ 

38.5 Threauned/Told Others 21.5 
Reponed to Official 11.4 22.6 
Made a joke of k 64.9 47.6 
w .. t Alont With Behavior 27.4 12.4 
TraniiDisc/Poor Report 5.6 5.0 
Asked Other to Speak 17.8 31.6 
Thnauned Harasser 12.8 9.8 
Did Somectii!!J Sse 24.0 40.0 

and women were most likely to use individual, 
infonnal strategies such .. Ignoring the be
havior, making a joke of the Incident, or telling 
the harasser to stop. Of the reeponiBI .,.. 
played most frequently. ignoring the behiNiar 
or making a joke of It were least Hkely to be 
perceived as making the situation bettlr. 

'Mlile few of those In our sample who 
were harassed reported the behavior to an 
ofliclal, of those who did about 50 percent of 
the women and 45 percent of the men thought 
it made_, things better. It seerna unuiUIII that 
such an Infrequently used responMhasamong 
the highest levels of reported ~ 
Perhaps the Individuals who use otllclal chen
nels are either more familiar with the orpnlze
tlonal procedures for deaHng with heraalment 
incidents, or more likely to perceive the orga
nizational dlmate as actively diiCOUraglng 
sexual harassment In either cin::umatar1ce 
they may be more Ukely to find the situations 
resolved to their satisfaction. 

The decision to report harassment 
through ofliclal channels may, of COUI'Ie, be a 
coitly one. The cost may be particularty high. 
In the military where complaints about sexual 
harassment, whether formal or Informal, may 
be viewed both oflicially and unofllcially ... 
disrupting cohesion and a sign that thltlfdo• 
vidual complaining does not "tit" into the orga
nization. Such perceptions would have nega
tive consequences for an Individual's job rat
ing and ultimately on that person's career. 

Even au,mpts to deal with the problem 
outside the formal channels may appear a 

. rejection of the l1'18tla.lline culture of the mili
tary. Thus, the large proportion of respondents 
who say they "did something else" may reflect 

11.7 16.2 63.9 66.3 24.4 17.5 
8.9 10.7 54.7 59.3 36.4 30.0 

10.9 11.0 40.6 50.2 48.5 38.8 
12.9 15.6 48.3 45.6 38.8 38.9 
21.0 13.8 34.3 35.6 44.7 50.6 
18.9 26.6 56.9 51.4 24.2 22.0 
28.8 36.1 53.1 50.2 18.2 13.9 
18.3 15.1 40.7 26.1 41.0 58.7 
20.2 11.5 47.8 35.1 32.1 53.5 
18.9 14.1 28.4 39.3 52.8 46.7 
3.5 7.4 28.5 18.8 68.0 73.8 

attempiB to find mechanisms which are both 
effective and less likely than formal responses 
to hold negative consequenc:es for the Indi
vidUal experiencing the sexual harassment. 
'NNie we cannot know the nature of these 
ot.lelp0nl81, thelrpnwalenceand reported 
efl'ectlveness clearty cal for further research. e 

The 1111811 numbers of those reporting 
harassment who use oflicial channels to seek 
·help euggeetathe lack of clear understandings 
llbout poJiciee and procedures, or a lack of 
trust In them. In either case, the result may be 
p.rt of a vicious cycle: the unwtningness of 
thole reporting harassment to uae otllcial 
channell could aggravate enforcement prob
lema, which could In tum reinforce ul"'demt
pcdng of Incidences. The evidence portrayed 
here clearty lndiclltes that two types of Initia
tives 81'81'8qUired. one line of effort should be 
dlreded to adlona that would lower the lldUal 
Incidence of sexual harassment. This would 
lrlclude strong public statements regarding 
exiling policies and enforcement ltnltieglea, 
aa well aa educational programs designed to 
lncre1118 undenstanding of what conatltutea 
haniNmenl The other line of efllort should be 
dlnlcted to providing effective options to ..... 
di'M8 the I8XUIII harassment Incidents that 
continue to occur. At a minimum, this must 
Include ure repot1111g channels outside of the 
normal chain of command and protecting the 
complainant In her or his usual job assign
ment. The tendency to "blame the victim" 
must btl overcome before those experiencing 
harassment will operate through oftlclal chan
nels. 
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~NO NOTES 
Most organizations use the U.S. Office of Personnel 

Management policy statement as the model for 
defining sec:ualharasmenl The original statement 
definec1 sexual harassment as "deliberate or re
peated unsolicited verbal comments, gestures, or 
physicalconblctofaleXUIIInaturewhlchareunwel
corne• (reported In U.S. Melt Systems Protection 
Board 1 938). In 1980 the Initial definition was ex
panded to Include any conduct of a sexual nature 
which created •an lntlrTIIdatlng, hostile, or offensive 
working environment" (reported In U.S. Merit Sys
tems Protection Board 1988). 

2The U.S. mll~rsa~exampleofthisprob
lem.Oneflnd ofthe oftheTaskForceon 
Women In the llltary (, anuary 1988) Included 
difficulty In assessment of the extent of sexual 
haraument because each l8fVIce branch keeps 
separate statistics and has different policies re
garding grievances. 

3 Note that filing a formal complaint does not nec
essarJIYshlfttheburden of handling the situation to 
the organization. The process of" completing the 
tormar procedures may be so onerous and difficult 
~~rlly on the person 

"'Of course, sexual harassment Is Illegal In the military 
as well as In civilian organizations. 

5While cohesion Is highly valued In the milltary,lt has 
been used to exclude rather than Include women 
Into the organization. Thus, women are accused of 
intruding on the male bonding which aeates strong 
cohesion among members. 

6 According to Def8nse Manpower Data Center per
sonnel, the qualitative responses to open-ended 
questions were "lost. • 
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CAN WE TALK?: GENDER DIFFERENCES IN DISCLOSURE PATTERNS AND 
EXPECTATIONS 

Charles P. Gallmeler and Marty E. Zusman, Indiana University Northwest, and 
David Knox and Laurin Gibson, East Carolina University 

ABSTRACT 

Areviewofthellteratureoncommunicationinrelationshipssuggestedthatwhilethedifferencesmaybe 
small, women disclose mora than men. Recent research suggestS that these differences ma~ve been 
overastlmatedandmaybechanglnaaswomens'roleschange.Dataforthisstudywerecollected atotalof 
360undergraduatesattwounlv8rsiflestoassessgenderditferancesindisclosurepattemsandexpectationsof 
disclosure. Womenweraslgnificanttymoraliketytodiscloseandtoexpec:ttheirpartnertodisclosemorathanmen. 
The authors suggest that sex role socialization is still operative 1n relationship disclosure differences and 
expectations. 

INTRODUCTION 
Gender differences in relationships is a 

major theme in contemporary trade books. 
Gray (1992) asserts that men are "from Mars" 
and women are "from Venus• which provides 
a different basis for understanding each other. 
Researchers have also focused on differences 
in communication patterns. Tannen (1990) 
observed that men and women, in general, 
focus on different content in their respective 
conversations. Men tend to focus on activities; 
women, relationships. To men, talk is Informa
tion; to women, it is interadion. 

A central theme in the literature on gen
der differences in communication has been 
disclosure patterns in Intimate relationships. 
Previous research has identified self disdo
sure as associated with ·the development of 
relationships (Parks, Floyd 1996), their stabil
ity (Attridge, Berscheid, Simpson 1995) and 
their satisfaction (Rosenfeld, Bowen 1991). 
However, as sex roles have changed, re
searchers have begun to question whether 
differences in disclosure patterns and disdo
sure expedations have also changed. Are 
communication disclosure patterns becoming 
more similar? 

The purpose of this research was to 
focus specifically on differences in commu
nication patterns in self disclosure and ex
pectations of disclosure between men and 
women. We have attempted to determine 1) 
whether there are differences in what men and 
women disclose to each other, 2) whether 
there are differences in what men and women 
expect their partners to disclose to them and 3) 
whether there is specific content that is more 
or less likely to be disclosed. 

REVIEW OF THE UTERATURE 
Numerous early studies documented 

that females are more disclosing than males 
(Cozby 1973; Jourard, Lasakow 1958; Rubin, 
Hill, Peplau, Schetter 1980). Jourard (1971) 
suggested that sex role socialization provided 
the theoretical explanation for lower disdo
sure among males: 

The male role requires men to appear tough, 
objective, striving, achieving, unsentimental and 
emotionally unexprasslve ... The male role and 
the male's self-structure will not allow man to 
acknowledge or to disclose the entire breadth 
anddepthofhisinnerexperlencetohlmselfor 
to others. Man seems obliged, rather to hide 
much of his real self-the ongoing tow of his 
spontaneous inner-experience from himself 
and from others. 

Dindia and Allen (1992) reviewed 205 
studies involving 23,702 subjeds to determine 
if there was a sex difference in self-disdosure. 
In general, women were found to disclose 
more than men. This was particularly true 
when the same sex disclosure patterns were 
observed - women disclosed more to other 
women than men to other men. Women also 
disdosed more if they hed a relationship with 
the person to whom they were disclosing. 

Nevertheless, differences between dis
dosure patterns of women and men have been 
S!11all. Pegalis, Shaffer, Bazzini, and Grenier 
(1995) charged that the prodivities of men for 
intimate self-disclosure may have been "un
derestimated" and those for women "overes
timated". 

Where the differences in disclosure pat
terns between women and men exist, they are 
not only explail1ed in terms of male sex role 
socialization, but female sex role socialization 
with females displaying a greater interest in 
relationships. Females disclose slightly more 
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because they associate closeness with self
disclosure (Parks, Floyd 1996). 

But gender roles are changing. Twenge 
(1995) observed that U.S. college women are 
becoming more •masculine• In temw of being 
assertive, action-oriented, and goaklrtventhan 
they were twenty years ago. There is a real 
question as to whether differences observed In 
the 1970s and 1980s have persisted Into the 
1990s. Given the present state of gender · 
roles, we hypothesize that there will be no diff
erence in actual disclosure between men and 
women. 

Professional literature is also largely 
non-existent in two other issues explored in 
this research. First, theoretical discullions 
from sex role socialization through symbolic 
interaction always suggest the importance of 
•expectations• and the •significant other. • Yet, 
while research has investigatedwhodiiCioiles 
more, it has failed to investigate what men and 
women expect the significant other to disclose. 
Do they expect more or less than they them
selves disclose? Theoretically, we expect that 
those who disclose more will expect more dis
closure in exchange. However, as there exists 
no pertinent literature, we hypothesize that 
there will be no differences between men and 
women In temJB of the level they expect their 
relationship palfners to disclose. 

Third, while the literature focuses upon 
the overall level of disclosure, it has neglected 
the content of that disclosure. This research 
hopes to add to existing literature by focusing 
upon specific areas of disclosure. VVhlle we 
would expect more disclosure from Innocuous 
items like grade point average than sensitive 
items such as homosexual thoughts, whether 
the disclosure would vary by sex is unknown. 
We hope to add to existing literature by testing 
a null hypothesis- that there/8 no dltrerence In 
the content of disclosure or expected dis
closure from parlners between men and 
women. 

METHODS 
The Data 

The data for this study are based on the 
responses of 268 undergraduates from East 
Carolina University and 92 from Indiana Uni
versity Northwest. Questionnaires were handed 
out in six undergraduate sociology classes In 
a manner to guarantee confidentiality. East 
Carolina University is a southern university 
where the majority of students live on campus, 
in off-campus housing or in fraternities and 
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sororities. Indiana University Northwest is an 
urban commuter campus with no live-in facili
ties. Since no significant differences in the 
responses from the two universities emerged, 
the data were combined. 

Respondents (N=360) were predomi
nately white (80%), female (68%), in their first 
two years of college (64%) and under age 
twenty (64%). About fifty-nine percent (59%) 
reported that they were currently Involved in a 
relatlonahip.Ofthosewhowereinvolved,sixty
one percent had been involved for a year or 
more. 

The Questionnaire 
The questionnaire was developed to 

88MSS general areas where specific disclo
sure differences might emerge. We included a 
number of Items about the self, the significant 
other and background factors, as well as 
specific issues of a sexual and non-sexual 
nature. Included were two Items each about 
the self (thing most ashamed of and most 
afraid of) and the significant other (partner's 
best liked quality and partner's faults). Three 
Items were included to determine disclosure of 
background factors-grade point average, fam
ily secrets such as an alcoholic parent, and 
previous sexual abuse. Since sexual issues 
are serious issues to developing relationships, 
five items were Included--homosexual 
thoughts, previous abortions, having had • 
sexually transmitted disease, a previous preg
nancy ,.net previous sexual relationships. Last
ly, ~ of disclosure on non-sexual Items 
Included Items on previous love relationships 
- previous engagements, true feelings for the 
partner and the Mure desired of the current 
relationship. 

Disclosure on the above sixteen Items 
was assessed by asking students to rate on a 
ten point scale from zero •no-disclosure-tell 
nothing• to "full disclosure-tell everything• the 
degree ~ which the student had or would 
disclose Information and secondly, the degree 
to which the respondent expected their part
ners to disclose that same information. 

FINDINGS 
HypothHia one: There Ia no difference In 
actual dlacloaurebetwHn men and women. 

As Indicated In Table 1, in every single 
instance, women disclosed more than men. 
Items showing statistically significant differ
ences in disclosure patterns Include the fol
lowing: 
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Table I: Mean DifFerence In Actual Disclosure by Sex of Respondent 
Men {N•I14) Women (N-243) 

Item Mean Rank Mean Rank T-value Slg 
Partners Best Uked Quality 8.7 I 8.8 I .08 .935 
True Feelinp for Partner 8.5 2 8.7 2 .n .474 
Future Desired of Current Relationship 7.4 3 8.4 3 2.17 .03* 
Personal Thing Most Afraid of 6.8 4 7.8 5 2.79 .006** 
Previous Sexual Relationship 6.7 5.5 7.3 6.5 1.33 .184 
Previous Love Relationship 6.7 5.5 8.0 4 2.82 .005** 
Partners Faults 6.5 7 7.3 6.5 2.32 .021* 
Family Secrets, such u Alcoholic Parent 6.-4 8 7.1 8 1.39 .165 
Previous Pregnandes 5.5 9 6.1 9 1.15 .251 
~<.05; **p<.O I, two-tailed test 

Table 2: Mean DifFerences In Expecting Partner to Disclose by Sex of Respondent 
Men {N•I14) Wom .. (N-243) 

Item Mean 
Partners Best Ukecl Quality 8.0 
True Feelinp for Partner 8.5 
Future Desired of Current Relationship 8.0 
Personal Thing Most Afraid of 7.0 
Previous Sexual Relationship 7.1 
Previous Love Relationship 6.6 
Partners Faults 6.9 
Family Secrets, such u Alcoholic Parent 6.-4 
Previous Pregnandes 3.9 
~<.05; **p<.O I; ***p<.OO I, two-tailed test 

Disclosure of Previous Love Relation
ship. Women were significantly more likely 
than men to tell about previous love relation
ships. On the disclosure continuum described 
above, the average disclosure was 8.0 for 
women versus 6.7 for men. 

Disclosure about future of relationship. 
Consistent with the above finding, women, in 
contrast to men, were more revealing about 
what they wanted for the future of the relation
ship with their partners. The means were 8.4 
and 7.4 respectively and clearly indicate that 
women disclose more than men about what 
they want for the future. 

Personal Thing Most Afraid of. The re
sults indicate that women are, again, more 
likely to be open about their fears than men. 
The average disclosure was less than the 
other significant areas, 7 .8, but higher than for 
men who averaged only 6.8. 

Disclosure aboutpartner'sfaults. Women 
disclosed more to their male partners about 
what they did not like about them than male 
partners disclosed to their female partners 
(7.3 versus 6.5). 

Rank Mean Rank T-value Slg 
2.5 8.9 2.5 2.9-4 .00-4** 

9.1 2.26 .025* 
2.5 8.0 2.5 2.81 .006** 
5 7.8 ... 2.36 .019* 
... 7.9 ... 1.97 .0-49* 
7 7.8 6 3.30 .001-

6 7.8 6 2.-47 .01-4* 
8 7.6 8 3.35 .001-
9 -4.5 9 1.97 .05* 

Hypothesis Two: There Ia no difference In 
expected disclosure from partner between 
men and women. 

Table 21eads to a rejection of hypothesis 
two. The resuHs show that women consistently 
have a higher expectation that their partner will 
be open with them than men have about what 
women disclose. Table 2 demonstrates that in 
every one of the nine Items, there is a statisti
cally significant difference between men and 
women. Women expect their partners to dis
close more information about their true feel
ings (9.1 versus 8.5), best liked quality (8.9; 
8.0), future desired of the current relationship 
(8.9; 8.0), previous sexual relationship (7.9; 
7.1), personal thing most afraid of (7.8; 7.0), 
partner's fauHs (7.8; 6.9), previous love re
lationship (7.8; 6.6), family secrets (7.6; 6.4) 
and previous pregnancies (4.5; 3.9). 

Hypothesis Three: No difference In content 
of disclosure. 

Of the sixteen Items, nine indicated in 
Tables 1 and 2 showed statistical significance. 
No significance was found for disclosure or 
expected disclosure for grade point average, 
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personal thing most ashamed of, previous 
engagements, homosexual thoughts, any pre
vious sexual abuse, previous abortions and 
have an STD. 

The results of Tables 1 and 2 indicate 
that both men and women follow a similar rank 
order pattern in the degree of full disclosure. 
For both men and women they are most likely 
to disclose the partners best liked quality 
(Table 1) and expect their partners to disclose 
their true feelings (Table 2). They are least 
likely to disclose previous pregnancies (Table 
1) and least likely to expect their partners to 
make such disclosure (Table 2). The resUlts 
show an underlying pattern of similarities. 
Based upon this analysis, we must accept 
hypothesis three. The issues of the $8lf (most 
afraid of), significant other (best liked quality, 
partners faults), background (family secrets), 
sexual (previous sexual relationship, preg
nancy) and non-sexual (previous love relation
ship, true feeling for partner, Mure desired of 
current relationship) are all involved in disclo
sure. Men and women tend to treat the content 
similarly, with the rank order of disclosure 
near1y exact. 

DISCUSSION 
First, in terms of actual disclosure in 

relationships, the data suggest that women 
are more likely to report disclosure than men. 
Previous research has demonstrated that 
women more than men are .focused on rela
tionship issues (Silliman, Schumm 1995) and 
that they tend to be more realistic about love 
(Shepard 1993). Expressing what they want 
for the Mure of the relationship and exptCiing 
that their partners disclose what they desire for 
the future of the relationship is con&iatent with 
a strong relationship focus for women. 

The theoretical explanations of sex role 
socialization in which men are socialized to be 
tougher, unsentimental and emotionally unex
pressive (Jourard 1971) appears correct. Cer
tainly, if such often discussed behavior is de
clining, these data offer no support. These 
data provide no evidence to support the views 
of Twenge (1995), Pegalis et al (1979) and 
others who suggest sex role disclosure differ
ences might be diminishing or over estimated. 
These results point to the strong, consistent, 
and universal disclosure difference between 
men and women. In each and every issue, 
women disclosed more. For example, in dis
cussions of "personal thing most afraid of', 
men do not open up to women, while women 
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do open up to men. 
Our results also fit with the more ex

pressive sex role socialization often suggested 
for women. The fact that women are more 
likely' to disclose partners faults is consistent 
with previous research on negative feedback 
by college students (Knox, Hanis in press). A 
higher level of negative feedback on the part of 
these undergraduate women may also be 
related to the frustration they feel in not know
ing where the relationship is going. 

A comparison of Tables 1 and 2 also 
reveals that women expect men to disclose 
more than vice versa. For example, women 
average 7.9 for expecting men to disclose 
about previous sexual relationships; men av
erage 7.1 

One explanation for women wanting 
men to disclose previous sexual partners at a 
higher rate than men want women to disclose 
is that women have less to hide than men. 
Women tend to have fewer sexual partners 
than men. Based on national data, 1.6 percent 
of adult women in contrast to 4.1 percent of 
adult men report that they have had "five or 
more sex partners in the past twelve months" 
(Michael, Gagnon, Laumann, Kolata 1994). 

Similarly, a university study on the num
ber of sexual partners of 346 non-Asian stu
dents, four percent of women in contrast to 
seven percent of men reported predicting that 
they WQUid have between six and ten sexual 
partners in the next five year& (Meston, Trapnell, 
Gol'za*.,a 1996). A hidden agenda for women 
indl~jnformationaboutprevioussexual 
partners may be to elicit disclosure on the part 
of men to ascertain if they will be as faithful 
about sexual partners as they (the women) 
plan to be be. Hence, women are willing to 
expoee themselves but they expect, like ex
change theorists, such disclosure In return. 

CONCLUSION 
Our analysis shows strong support for 

hypothesis one, that women disclose more 
than men. This supports some prior research. 
In every single instance women disclosed 
more than men in relationships. For women, 
we suggest that disclosure is a defining char
acteristic of closeness in their relationships. 
Hence, to have a close relationship means to 
disclose Information (Rubin 1976 and Cancian 
1988 for a discussion of how men and women 
define, talk about, and practice love). The data 
in this study clearly show that women disclose 
more to their partners, have higher 
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expectations that their partners disclose to 
them than men have disclosure expectations 
of women. 

We were also surprised to find simi
larities in that although men are less revealing, 
they follow almost the same pattern of what 
they are willing to disclose from most to least 
likely. Further research should consider these 
similarities which may suggest that in relation
ships, similar iss~es are important to both men 
and women. 

Our findings also support the literature 
on communication patterns between men and 
women, between men and men, and between 
women and women (Tannen 1990). Men com
municate as a way of expressing •one-up 
manship•, women talk about feelings, ideas, 
relationships. Our findings are strengthened 
by examining the socialization processes for 
boys and girls, and for men and women. 
Studies of the homosocial bonding process 
(Gallmeier 1992), what Brod calls •homo
socialitf (1987) are useful in understanding 
the issues of disclosure and non-disclosure for 
both men and women (Todd, Fisher 1988). 
·school Talk• among adolescents (Eder, 
Evans, Parker 1995) confirms the previous 
literature. Boys talk to boys and acquire their 
sexual Identity through intensive social inter
action with the same gender not with the 
opposite gender. Young girts do the same 
although their groups are organized more into 
dyads or triads, whereas boys often congre
gate, talk, and play in much larger groups, 
(Adler, Kless, Adler 1992; Lever 1978; Thome 
1993; Thorne, Luria 1986). Gir1s also talk 
about boys by stressing human attributes, •he 
has a sense of humor: •such pretty eyes: 
•he's really smart: (Eder et al1995; Holland, 
Eisenhart 1990; Simon, Eder, Evans 1992). 

These studies and others like them, 
especially in the social world of sports (Cuny 
1991; Gallmeier 1992; Schacht 1996), also 
reveal that young males as well as adult males 
talk about women in ways that objective, dehu
manize, and neutralize. Words are used to 
strip females of their human attributes, thereby 
making them non-human or what sociologists 
call •non-persons• (Cuny 1991; Fine 1986, 
1987; Gallmeier1992; Messner, Klrnme11989; 
Nelson 1994; Schacht 1996). 

Even when boys and men do talk to a.ch 
other they hesitate to disclose and prefer to 
engage in •insult contests: (Gallmeier 1982) 
•joking relationships• (lyman 1987), •doing 
the dozens, • (Macleod 1995; Kotlowltz 1991 ). 
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Sociologists and anthropologists suggest that 
men engage in such verbal aisaults because 
it decreases the tension brought on. by com
petition and develops a form of solidarity. 
Nevertheless, when men often greet each 
other they readily utilize negative, crude com
ments or clutch a body part and shout obsceni
ties (Gallmeler 1992; Messner 1992; Nelson 
1994). The authors can think of no incident 
when they have observed or overheard two 
women greeting each other with the same 
vulgar salutations. 

Finally, in order to understand disclo
sure differences between men and women 
further research must focus on the traditional 
dating and non-traditional dating pattems. 
The traditional dating pattern is formal (Bailey 
1988). Each person has his or her role. The 
male initiates the date; the female waits to be 
called. She must appear demure, she can only 
expressherinterestindlrecllybyglanees, tone 
of voice, body language, or playing helpless 
(Bailey 1988). 

On formal traditional dates, both males 
and females play traditional sex roles. The 
male decides where to go, pays for the date, 
opens doors, Is a gentleman. He talks about 
himself but withholds personal and intimate 
information. The dating couple often attend a 
movie, dance, concert, or sports event. Each 
dresses up appropriately for societal gender 
role expectations. The symbolism of the male 
paying is important, for it signifies the female's 
economic clepenclence on the male, which 
allows him to control the conversation, and 
serves as anticipatory socialization to tradi
tional marriage (Bailey 1988).1fthe male pays, 
he often expeCts that he will get something in 
return, usually something sexual. The woman 
knows it. Depending on her age, she may feel 
obligated to kiss her date good night, •make. 
out,• or have sexual intercourse with him (Eder 
et al1995; Moffatt 1989). 

The female on a formal date is passive, 
expects to have her date pay her way, and tries 
to please the male without truly giving in. In 
accordance with the traditional female stereo
type, she is expected to display less sexual 
interest than the man and to curtail the sexual 
advances of her date (Asmussen, Shehan 
1992; Fine 1988). These processes clearly 
affect disclosure and non-disclosure patterns 
as well as other communication patterns. 

Over the last decade an alternative to 
the traditional dating pattern has emerged 
(Eder, Parker 1987; Kessler et al1985). It is 
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oftenreferredtoas"gettingtogether,"()l""hang
ing out: (Eder et al1995; Adler, Adler 1982) 
and is represented wei by the PQPUiar lilua
tion comedy, Friends. EgalltaAM sex role& 
probably more than any other fackw .. re
sponsible for this emerging pattern. Getting 
together is based on mutuality n .a-tng. 
Equality is an important value, and to symbol
ize equality. each person pays his or her own 
way. Since each pays, the feelings of~ 
tion that accompany one person ~ 
money are absent. A man does not expeotU. 
woman to kiss him or go to bed with him In 
exchange for his showing her a good tine. The 
woman does not feel that she owes the,IMR 
anything. They go out together as~. 

Traditional sex roles ant deemphasized 
in the getting-together pattern of dating. The 
woman may call up the man rather u_,.WIIit 
for his can. Because there is less.,...,.. on 
traditional sex roles, masks that hide the real 
person are discouraged. Honesty n Inti
macy are highly valued and self-dilcloture Ia 
considered an Important quality for. men and 
women (Eder, Parker 1987; FrankUn 1988; 
Kinney 1993). 

Instead of being centered around an 
event, getting together ernphasPs sponta
neity. Males and females do not I"'8C88I88'iiy 
get together as couples, but oftM IJMIIt In 
groups (Adler, Kessler, Adler 1 SiiQ2; Eder et al 
1995; Moff8tt 1989). Sexuality • rncMld from 
the realm of an exchange of favors to mutua 
involvement and satisfaction. Individual ....,_ 
ings are important. Expressing one's Inner-. 
most thoughts, goals,~. n .... 
rations ant encouraged regardless of one's 
gender. Sexual involvment, Intimacy, peraonal. 
relationships reflect true feelings a _. 
rather than the need to prove oneself or pay a 
debt. Fn.xtshlp, respect, communication, and 
bommon intereats serve as the baalafor deci
sionsaboutwhetherto become Intimate, sexu
ally involved, or coupled. 

'Nhat is needed is research focusing on 
this different form of mate aeledion. A com
parison of the traditional dating procesa· wllh 
"getting together: or other alternative mate 
aeledion processas could provide Insight in 
the differences between disclosure n non
diacloaUre patterns and expectations between 
men and women. Such researd1 focusing on 
theee Interactive contexts Mel sltu8tlons might 
answer more than the question •can We 
Talk, • but include the just as Important answer 
to the question "V\\hat can We Talk About?" 
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SEXUALITY AND PARAPLEGIA: MYTHS AND MISCONCEPTIONS AMONG 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 

Beverly L. Stiles, Texas A&M University 
Robert E. Clark and Emily E. LaBeff, Midwestern State University 

, ABSTRACT 
Individuals with disabilities araoften seenaxdusively in IBnnsoftheirdisablilles, resullna in the perception 

thattheypouessllmltationslnal818811ofllfe. Thishasledtoamythofnonsexuallyferindlvlduaawllhdlsablties. 
This paper reports an8XDionltorystuclyofthe knowledge college students have of sexuality among individuals 
with spinal cord nptes. Over120studentsatasmall southwestern university participated In an fn.clisaexerclse 
in which a male and female student volunteered, alternately, to sit in a wheelChair and POrtraY an individual with 
a serious spinal cord injury. Students wrote two papers, anonymously, onwhattheilau8swould be ifthe disabled 
male, and then the diUbled t'emale, were establishing an lntlmate relationship With the able-bodied person 
standlngnexttohinorher.Thestudentresponseswerethenanalyzedforrecurrentthernes,stereotypes,and 
attitudes conc::emlng sexuality. Results indicate that students consistently believe that sax would be a major 
problem, orthatsaxWould be linpoeslble, fora couple In which one partner had a physical dlsabllly. other issues 
Inextricably linked with being diSabled were also proininentthemes (stigma, pity, relationship and childbearing 
problems). Stenlotyplcal gender roles and nonns were also promoted, espedally in the realm of sexuality. 
Responses evidenced an overwhelming conoem forthe male's sexual enjoyment. 

INTRODUCTION 
Sexual expression is a crucial aspect of 

one's identity and self-concept. Yet, in the last 
three or four decades the sexuality of individu
als with disabilities has witnessed fewer shifts 
in attitudes than has the sexuality of other 
groups such as women, the aged, and homo
sexuals. According to Knight (1989) we have 
made great Strides since the 1970s in eroding 
the myths concerning the sexuality of individu
als with disabilities. Vllhile this may have oc
curred for those individuals possessing a physi
cal disability as well as for those professionals 
and health officials caring for them, our find
ings suggest that myths and stereotypes are 
thriving within the college environment and 
thus we argue most likely within the society at 
large. 

The most recent comprehensive survey 
on sexual behavior, conducted at the Univer
sity of Chicago and led by Edward Laumann, 
John Gagnon, Robert Michael and Stuart 
Michaels (1994), ignored the sexual behavior 
of individuals with disabilities. This denial or 
oversight is most surprising given the explicit 
theoretical premise guiding this study of the 
"social organization of sexuality" (Laumann et 
al1994). The major theoretical premise of the 
Chicago study is that culture, the constraints 
imposed by culture, and one's interaction with 
others determines or affects one's sexual be
havior. 

In the United States, individuals with dis
abilities number somewhere between 35 and 
43 million, depending on what disabilities are 
included (Shapiro 1993). To exclude such a 
large group from a major national scientific 
research project might be evidence enough 

that our society does not quite see individuals 
with physical disabilities as sexual beings. In 
fact, this oversight lends further support to 
Goffman's (1963) contention, that we see indi
viduals who possess a physical disability stigma 
as not quite human. This oversight becomes 
more apparent when one acknowledges that 
sexuality permeates everything we are as 
human beings. In other words, it is crucial to 
one's self-concept and self-esteem. Further, it 
might be argued that the myth of nonsexuality 
for individuals with disabilities is part of the 
larger purview of a general stigmatization for 
these individuals (Longmore 1985). Much of 
the literature suggests that belonging to a stig
matized group leads to strained interaction, 
misunderstanding, discrimination and nega
tive responses from others (Davis 1961 ; Elliott, 
Ziegler, Albnan, Scott 1982; Jones, Farina, 
Hastorf, Markus, Miller, Scott 1984; Makas 
1988). Indeed, to deny the sexuality of individ
uals with disabilities is itself discriminating 
and evidence of misunderstanding. 

However, to say that our society has 
totally denied the sexuality of individuals with 
disabilities is somewhat misleading. Litera
ture and films are available regarding sexual 
issues for Individuals with disabilities, but 
there is some question as to the extent or 
consistency of that which is provided to these 
individuals, especially to those who acquire a 
disability through trauma. For example, one 
26-year-old male quadriplegic who partici
pated in an eartler research project on disabil
ity indicated that his sexual counseling con
sisted of a ten minute presentation by a female 
nurse and a bound handout containing dia
grams of stick figures in wheelchairs (lfcic 
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1991). Furthermore, if knowledge is not pre
sented in a systematic manner through educa
tion, it does little good for the Individual with the 
disability to know that he or she is sexual if 
others do not know. 

This paper reports an exploratory study 
of the knowledge college students have of 
sexuality among Individuals with spinal COld 
Injuries. Spinal cord injury was cholen • a 
means to emphasize a hlgh-<:ost dilabllty that 
makes disability visually explicit bec&Uie ... It 
places the individual in a whealchalr; In addi
tion, •spinal cord injury is a Jow..lncldenc:: but 
high-<:ost disability that impot$88 ~ 
changes on a person's lifestyle• (Tr1elchlnann 
1989). This resean:11 emphasizesihe siereo
types and assumptions held as well a their 
implications. Also discussed are the benefits 
of incorporating a scholarly understanding of 
the sexuality of individuals with physical die
abilities into the classroom, as well as Into the 
larger culture. 

METHODOLOGY 
Over 120 students in a human MXUality 

class at a small southwestern university par
ticipated In this study In the fall of 1994. The 
sex composition of the class was two-thirds 
female and one-third male. We d8viled an in
class exercise in which a male and female 
student volunteered, alternately, to sit In a 
wheelchair and portray an individual with a 
serious spinal cord Injury. The students Were 
told that the person 1n the wheelchair had no 
feeling below the chest, but no other inbma
tion was given. The exercise occurred early In 
the semester prior to any discussion of di8abil
ity and sexuality. 

We asked students to write two papers, 
anonymously, on what the I88U88 WOUld be ff 
the disabled male, and then the chabled11t
male,·.were establishing an Intimate relation
ship with the able-bodied person standli1g nllllt 
to him or her. The responses were thM ana.; 
lyzed for recurrent 1J1emes. stereotypes, and 
attitudes conceming sexuality. 

There were 117 usable responses of 
which 74 were from females and 43 _.,from 
males. Three prominent themes became ap
parent almost immediately from the data.~ 
other themes emerged with less frequency, 
but still merit comment. The following secllona 
dlscu11 the themes in context of whether'the 
male or female is disabled. 
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DISABLED MALE WITH NONDISABLED 
FEMALE PARTNER 
Sex a a Major Problem 

According to McKown (1986) the belief 
that individuals with disabilities are asexual is 
a common myth. It is perpetuated by the gen
eralization that having a physical disability 
permeates all aspects of one's life and that an 

·other areas of the individual's life also have 
llmltalionl. The students' papers strongly re
ftected this myth of asexuality. 

We were not surprised, since this was a 
sexuality class, that i88U88 of sexuality were 
mentioned the most frequently even· though 
we did not specifically mention sex in our 
Instructions. Most informants mentioned sex, 
but more importantly viewed sex as a problem 
for the two. Sixty-four of 7 4 females and 37 of 
43 males mentioned sex as a problem. The 
following is representative of the comments 
suggesting sex would be problematic: 

If he has no physical feelings In his lower body, 
wl hebelbletopattlcfpateandlorenjoysexual 
actlvity?(32year-oldfernllle) 

She may feel klndaaad about a lack of Intimacy 
although they can still hold each other, klas, 
snuggle, and soon. (19year-oldfernllle) 

Theyprabablywould hftetroublewllhthe..ual 
partoftherelallonshlpand~thestraln 
mlghtbrukthern apart. (21 year-old male) 

Wll she feel Inadequate because she can't 
make him feel anything. Is their relationship 
strongenoughtowllhst8lld apotentlalylmiled 
sex life? (32year-oldfernllle) 

\Nhlle a number of informants made 
slmilarcoftrnents, many of them simply wrote, 
•sexual problems. • They tended to uae nega
tive terms such as dysfunctional sex, Incom
plete sex, lack of l8tlsfadlon for the woman, 
lack of sexual capability, and even a convnent 
from tome that a sexual relationship would be 
Impossible. 

This is Indicative of a nanow definition of 
sexual behavior and fulfillment It also retlecta 
lack of knowledge conceming alternatives in 
the spectrum of sexual activity and pleasure. 

Very few males or females spoke posi
tively to the Issue of exploring or experimenting 
with alternatives to penile-vaginal sex. The 
feelings of those few are conveyed by the fol
lowing statement: 
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Sex will definitely be an issue, lfthe relationship 
progreued to a more serious level. There are 
manywayato have a healhy18XU81 relationship 
within their means. lfs just an issue of their 
c:omfortwltheach other and themselves as they 
are. (19 year-old female) 

Unfortunately this level of understanding was 
quite rare. 

Issues of Stigma 
The stigma of possessing a disability 

was reflected in many of the students re
sponses. This response was more prevalent 
for females than for males as 30 of74 females 
included comments related to the stigma of 
disability and only 8 of 43 males mentioned 
such issues. The issue of prejudiCe toward 
disabilities emerged in a Goffman-esque way 
with comments such as "What would people 
think?" (particularly friends and family). Some 
took the broadest approach and asked, "How 
will society react?" The following are represen
tative comments: 

Probably both will be discriminated against. .. 
society might treat them bad. (20 year-old fe
male) 

They may take flack from society why would a 
pretty young girl want to date someone in a 
wheelchair? (19year-old female) 

Comments from males tended also to focus on 
societal discrimination: 

The couple should expect ridicule and lack of 
supportfromthecommunity ... and would prob
ably spend a lot of time focusing on the con
cemsofothers. (33year-old male) 

Males also mentioned the issue of the 
reaction of friends and family, and commented 
on the frustration that the couple would prob
ably feel. As one stated: 

What would normally be seen to be dating like 
holding hands and hugging would be different 
and not normal. (21 year-old male) 

Interestingly, although seventeen per
cent of the sample had a friend or family mem
ber with a physical disability, they had the 
same percentage and type of responses as 
those who did not have a friend or family mem
ber .with a physical disability. Thus, we find 
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evidence to support other research Indicating 
that even though the potential exists to over
come stereotypes, anxieties, and false per
ceptions toward-those we know on a personal, 
or intimate basis, this does not necessarily 
generalize to others in the same situation 
(Desforgea, Lord, Ramsey, Mason, Van Leeu
wen, West 1991; VVilder 1984). Thus, our find
ings provide evidence that intimate or close 
contact with an individual possessing a dis
ability may not reduce the stereotype of non
sexuality for others. The stereotype of non
sexuality for individuals with disabilities is per
vasive within society and is resistantto change. 

Having Children 
Another emerging theme focused on the 

issue of having children. More females (37%, 
28 of 74 females) than males (30%, 13 of 43 
males) discussed the question of having chil
dren or mentioned It as a problem. Many simp
ly listed children as a issue without elaborating 
further. Others raised questions: 

Would they beabletohavechlldren should they 
become more serious, and would she want to 
adoptortryanaltematemethodofhavingklds 
ifhecannothaveklds?(21 year-old female) 

Another female questioned whether the 
male with a disability would be able to help 
care for children were they to become a reality. 

One 41-year-old male combin~ not 
only the issue of childbearing, but also stigma 
when he wrote: 

There would be the stress of childbearing and 
the image of a disabled father with which to 
contend. 

Relationship •• a Whole 
As might be expected, there were many 

comments on the nature of the relationship 
itself. These responiea are separate from the 
other responses as these go beyond sex and 
children to encompass the entire relationship. 
For example, one 19-year-old female indi
cated that "his handicap might have an over
bearing effect and could cause great stress for 
the relationship.• Other quotes Indicative of 
relationship concerns are the following state
ments: 

... What all would you have to give up if your 
relationship turned serious? (32 year-old fe
male) 
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His ability to be an equal partner in the rela
tionship If it develops. (40year-old male) 

The following quote is indicative of the larger 
issue pertaining to feeling trapped In the rela
tionship because of the handicap preunt In 
the partner. As one 20-year-old female com
mented: 

She could feel pressured Into the relatlonahlp 
feeling that if she rejects him it will hurt him 10 , 
bad he will no longer want to be her friend. 

He might become dependent on her help and 
then lftheyhavetroubles In the relallonahlp,lhe 
might feel guilty or sad to leave him alone. She 
atartatothlnkthatsheis all he has. (19year-old 
male) 

It is apparent that this disability Is such 
a strong master status that It literally colors 
every aspect ofthe couples relationlhlp. Often 
students mentioned the issue of felt obligllllon 
resulting from the disability. One student 
summed up this issue In the following way: 

She may feel guilty If she gets angry at him 
because of his handicap and lfltdldn'tworkout 
she would feel obligated to stay in the re
lationship anyway. (26 year-old female) 

The Theme of Pity 
As mentioned above, some students 

fear that a woman may get into a relationship 
and then feel trapped in that relationlhlp. This 
issue is inextricably bound up in feelings of pity 
and obligation. These are powerful forces 
which often will unite and lead to the Initiation 
of a relationship. However, because of the 
constancy and the unchanging nature of the 
disability itself, the woman become8 bound to 
the relationship. Therefore the question 
emerges 81 to whether she is feeling obligated 
because of his dependency or pity for his 
disability. These issues are evident in the 
following statements: 

Does she really love him or does she just feel 
aorryforhim?(26year-oldfemalereapondent) 

Shemlghttakepltyon him, feellngaaifhe needs 
someone to help him ... shewanta to fix aH of his 
problema. (19 year-old female) 

He's basically helpless and dependent on oth
ers. (21 year-old male) 
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Will hefeelll<esheonly acx:eptedthedateto be 
niceorcloesshereallycareabouthlmandwill 
accept him for what he really is? (23 year-old 
male) 

Also, he maybe concemedwith how she feels 
about his disability wanting her to care for him 
without ply. (37year-old female) 

DISABLED FEMALE WITH 
NONDISABLED MALE PARTNER 

Of the 117 respondents, 30 recognized 
noditferences between the couple In which the 
male was disabled and the couple in which the 
female was disabled. Of the 30, thirteen were 
male and seventeen were female. Most of the 
30 simply stated that there were no differences 
in issues for either situation. An additional 
eleven (six females and five males) stated that 
the issues were essentially the same, but then 
provided some important qualifying state
ments. For example, several noted that the 
i81t181 would be the same in both situations 
except that the nondisabled male might need 
other sexual outlets. 

Sex u a Major Problem 
As in the former situation (male dis

abled),sexwas often considered problematic. 
Thirty-sevartof74 females and 26 of 43 males 
mentioned sex as problematic. Although these 
numbers indicate less concern for, or view of, 
sex 81 problematic for the female in the dis
abled condition, this is somewhat misleading 
as problems of sexuality in this situation reveal 
more gender-based stereotypes. First. whether 
the Individual with a disability was male or 
female, the focus remains primarily on the 
issues of male sexuality. That is, In the male
disabled condition, issues of problematic sex, 
although sometimes recognizing a lack of 
satisfaction for the female, overwhelmingly 
addressed concerns for the male's ability to 
perfonn and to •enjoy" sexual activity~ In the 
female disabled situation only four respon
dents Indicated a concern for the female's 
•enjoyrnerlr of sex. The focus on male sexu
ality continued to emphasize concem for the 
male's sexuality In two ways. First, there re
mains concern for the male's enjoyment of 
sex, or lack thereof, with a clear emphasis on 
the disabled female's Inability to satisfy her 
man. 

If sex does come up, she might do It to please 
him even though she can't feel anything. She 
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mightbeapprehensivetotellhimshecan'tfeel 
so as not to make him feel bad If they do have 
sex. Anyway, she could always fake It so as not 
to let him find out. (23 year-old male) 

Another 22 year-old male suggested 
that the male's sexual enjoyment would be 
hindered due to the disabled female's condi
tion. He merely wrote "Dead Sex. (No Move
ment). • Another 20 year-old male stated "She 
will always wonder if she makes him happy." 
Another 41 year-old female recognized the 
disabled female's feelings, but from the per
spective of how this affects the man's enjoy
ment: "Feelings of not being as feminine sexu
ally unresponsive (man must have his sex)." 

Second, the following comments are 
indicative of the focus on the male's sexuality. 
They address his questionable sexual attraction 
to a female with a disability: 

Shemayfaarhewlllnotbesexuallyattracteclto 
her due to her disability. (37 year-old female) 

Possible aversion of male to sex with para
plegic. (33 year-old male) 

So prominent is the issue of a lack of 
sexual fulfillment for the male with a female 
partner who has a disability that many re
spondents, both male and female, conduded 
that the able-bodied male would be less likely 
to be faithful and would need other sexual 
outlets: 

He may be mora llkelytobeoomefrustratedwlth 
her, a man maybe mora likely to cheat on her. 
(20year-oldfemale) 

Wilshebeabletocopeifheneedsandlorseeks 
alternative sexual partners? (32 year-old fe
male) 

Several just stated that the man would 
be "less likely to be faithful" to a woman who 
is disabled. These statements are significant 
when one considers that this was mentioned 
only once as a probability or option for the 
female In the disa!Sied condition. 

As before, we found that many respond
ents either questioned the possibility of sex or 
assumed that It would undoubtedly be Impos
sible: 

... He would have trouble dealing with the fad 
that It could only be a nonphysical relationship. 
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(21 year-old male) 

He must resign to no sex life If they marry. (46 
year-old female) 

Lack of physical contact. (24 year-old female) 

Issues of Stigma 
Stigma was again the most common 

theme after sexuality. Eleven males mention
ed stigma while 27 females mentioned it, re
flecting proportions quite similar to those in the 
previous scenario. Concerns ranged across 
the spectrum from societal stigma to stigma 
from family and friends. Comments concern
ing societal reaction induded the following: 

Society would seem to say that the female is 
undesirable like a widow or a single woman ... 
even probablylfthewomanwaavery atlractive. 
Terrible, butseeminglybue. (21 year-old male) 

The following comments are Indicative of those 
who expressed general concerns from the 
public: 

Shemightbeafraldofthepublic'sacceptance. 
(25 year-old female) 

He (the male) might have a problem with people 
staring at them. (19year-old female) 

Many comments were made concerning 
the reaction of family members. For example, 
one 21 year-old female simply wrote, "major 
family problem.• Another 21 year-old female 
discussed the problem of "overcoming the 
stigma from Ignorant family members." The 
general concern here was the potential embar
rassment and nonacceptance on the part of 
family members, which of course does not 
portend well for the relationship In general. 

Some of the more revealing comments 
came in reference to the imagined reaction of 
friends and peers: 

He might be embarrassed by being seen with 
her in front of his friends. (24 year old) 

The guy may be chastised by his friends for 
having a disabled girlfriend. (23 year-old) 

Butguyswouldmakefunofhinfordatlngagirl 
thatwashandialpped.Theywouldprobablysay 
something lice Clln't you get a real girl? Guys 
wouldexpectanotherguytodobetlerthanthat. 
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(20year-oldfemale) 

Having Children 
The issue of children remained 81 im

portant, but no more so, than in the previous 
section. Twenty-seven females and ten males 
mentioned children. Typical of their comments 
were: •C811, she carry to tenn and have chil
dren?" However, there was a concern on the 
part of seven females and two rnalel wilh lhe 
ability of the woman to prominently pMiclpate 
in the role of caregiver and ANH'8I' of children. 
This is somewhat mystifying in that men wbo 
are not typically socialized as caregiver~ hae 
little to say on this potential iiSUtt. It is PQ~Iible 
that the male respondents are not likely to viM 
the disabled woman as a marital partner and 
future mother. 

Relatlonahlp • a Whole 
A major sex difference was evident In 

remarksc:oncemingtherelationshipaaawhole. 
Twenty-one of the females, but only three 
males mentioned issues in the relationship 
that did not relate directly to sex or chiklrwl. 
Women were obviously more cognizant of 
potential relationship issues. Typical state
ments included the following: 

Guyaarenotmatureatthilageandtheylntnot 
going to be willing to be tied down wlh a 
relationship, let alone with a handlcapp(ed) 
female. (22year-oldfemale) 

Concerns also addressed recreatlonallaocial 
concerns: 

Where will they go and what will they do? (21 
year-old female) 

There were also concerns with the Issue 
of nurturing responsibility. Fourteen femalel 
commented speciftcally on this issue. They 
tended to uae terms such as •caregiver" or 
•dependency: and they often worried about 
the inability of the woman to take care of tradi
tional female obligations: 

They might end up resenting each other, he'H 
have to help her out a lot. (20year-old female) 

ldont .. hinlnacareglverrole. Would he think 
of her u being fragile? (31 year-old female) 

HemlghtbelDooverprdlc:tiveandtreather .. 
adolthatcan'tdo anythlngforherlelf. (19year-
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old female) 

The comments flom males were not only few 
in number but few in words. 

The Theme of Pity 
While the theme of pity was mentioned 

by nine rnal8l and twelve females In the previ
ous ICII'18rio involving the disabled male, only 
five males .... five females mentioned pity 
concerning the disabled female scenario. 
Clearly the students worried more about the 
problem of pity and self-pity regarding the 
male. The lmpllc:atlon is that men have a more 
dHiicult time with diubllity and are more likely 
to be "pitifuu,. whereas It would be leas difticult 
for the woman to be dependent and confined 
to a wheelchair. One 26 year-old male student 
wrote that the disabled female scenario would 
be •more easily adapted to.• A number of the 
students used the word •bunten• more often 
with the disabled male. Still, there seems to be 
some 8mbivalenc:e as to how sympathetic an 
abltHlodled male could be toward a female 
partner who was disabled: 

Women might have more sympathy fora para
lyzedmanandcouldlA'Idelstalld, butamanrnay 
haveahardtinedelllngwlhaperalyz8cfwanwl. 
(21 year-old male) 

Themale(would)feelaorryforher. (26year-old 
male) 

Will he feel sorry for her? (39 year-old female) 

GENDER STEREOTYPING 
This research supports moat major stud

Ies on gender. Gender distinctions, In terms of 
appropriate role expectatlona, were 10 promi
nent within the data that we believe this topic 
should be addressed in a separate secllon. 

VVhile It Ia recognized that gender is a 
salient status c:heracteriatlc and aa such not 
only orderS society, but is ordered by it, It was 
surpdllnlJ to discover the extent to which 
stereotypical gender roles and norma were 
promoted. Perhaps naively we thought that 
disability would be the more prominent laaue 
ratherthangender.lnateadwefound gender to 
confound the issue of disability. 

Responses were most stereotypical and 
sex biased in the l'ealm of sexuality. As previ
ously disaiSaed, a male partnered to a dis
abled female was considered likely to l88k 
alternative sexual partners. Only once was this 
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mentioned as an option for a female partnered 
to a disabled male. Thus, there Is clear evi
dence of a double standard. The emphasis or 
prominence of the male's option to seek other 
partners outside of the ralationship Is greater 
evidence of a stereotypical gender bias when 
one considers that the respondents reasoning 
for this seems to Imply that the male is more 
in "need" of sex than Is the female. Thus, we 
see bias in two ways: first, sexual promiscuity 
is an option for the able-bodied male while not 
typically so for the able-bodied female; sec
ond, there Is th8 implication that the male 
"needs" sex more than the female. 

Congruent with the bias that men "need" 
sex and females do not Is, as previously dis
cussed, the gender bias is represented by the 
salience of a male centered sexuality In the 
data. That Is, there was an overwhelming <:On
cern for the male's sexual enjoyment. 

Traditional gender steraotypes were 
apparent In that there was recognition by both 
males and females of "normal" role ex
pectations for both sexes. The following re
sponse Is representative of traditional gen
dered steraotypes: 

A woman's and man's feelings are different a 
woman might have more sympathy fora para
lyzedmanandcouldw ... ld,butamanmay 
have a harder time deiiHng with a paralyzed 
woman. (2tyear-old male) 

Traditional stereotypical gender role 
expectations were expressed 88 women were 
regarded 88 the nurturers and men were re
garded In need of nur:turance. Thus, many re
spondents expressed concern that the dis
abled female would be incapable of fulfilling 
her role as nurturer: 

Will she be abletowodtortakecareofhome and 
chlldren?(21 year-old female) 

The [disabled) male would be more tempera
mentai.Heneeduomeonetotakecareofhim. 
(20year-oldfemale) 

In addition to promoting the sole nur
turing ability 88embodled by the female, these 
comments once again support the myth that a 
physical limitation results In Imitations (i.e. 
the ability to nurture) In an other areas of life 
(McKown 1988) .. It seems most problematic 
that a woman would be considered Incapable 
of being nurturing due to possessing a 
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physical disability. 
Also apparent was that role reversal was 

a prominent concern for both males and fe
males. This Is evident In that It was considered 
more dlfllcult for the male to be with a disabled 
femalethanvlc:eversa because he would have 
to care for her. One 20 year-old male stated 
that a problem would be the fact that "He [the 
able-bodied male] would have to take care of 
her [the disabled female] all the time. • This Is 
a rote that Is not, In the traditional sense, a 
normative expectation for males. It is a role 
that the male Is considered Ill prepared for, 
even In contemporary society. VVhlle In the first 
scenario there was recognition that the able
bodied female would have to care for the dis
abled male, and that It would be ditlicult, this 
was often considered problematic 88 It was 
thought that the male may find It dlflicult to be 
in a dependent position, one In which he could 
not work to support a family. Thus, the primary 
concern was often not that the female would 
have a great deal of responsibility caring for 
her disabled partner, 88 being caring and our
turing is considered a gender appropriate role 
for a female. Thus, we conclude that there is 
gender stereotyping, ~t in a perceived 
lack of ability to engage In reciprocal role 
responsibilities. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
These findings have serious implica

tions for individuals with cfl88bllltles as well as 
for the larger society. First, the confounding 
effects oftradltlonal gender expectations within 
this study has Implications for the status of 
gender relations within society. Gender In
equality Is a prevalent Issue and one In which 
much effort has been spent attempting to 
reach some resolution. We speculate that be
cause respotidents probably did not perceive 
gender to be relevant to this assignment, we 
were able to tap Into strongly held, stereotypi
cal, expectations ofga'1der roles. This reminds 
us that ~ gender roles within society 
may have shlftedfrorntheex1rernes, weare far 
from permitting a tun range of behaviors from 
males and females that would free them from 
the Inequality produced by traditional gender 
stereotyping. 

. Second, these findings have serious 
implications forthe self-c:onceptsoflndlvlduals 
with disabllitlel. A key theoretical premise of 
self-concept formation Is ·that self-concept Is 
shaped by the reactions of others In social 
interaction. That Is, one acquires Images of 
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oneself through the treatment received from 
others. Individuals reflect upon the treatment 
received from others to discern how others 
perceive them as well as to discern the value
judgment placed upon them. This in tum re
sults in either a sense of pride or shame for 
who or what one is (Cooley 1983). The impact 
upon self-identity of the perceived responses 
from others has been demonstrated in &artier 
research. That is, self-concepts have been 
found to move closer over time to the vfews 
held by others (Mannheim 1966). Given this 
knowledge, the present study's findings sug
gest a major impact upon identity of the re
flected appraisals of nonsexuality from~
Furthermore, should an individual be .ma. to 
overcome these stereotypes, they may still be 
hindered by social evaluations to the cootrary. 

McCall (1987), commenting on the evo
lution of role-identity theory, recognizes the 
empirical development in the dernonstrati()n 
of the reciprocity between the self and 80Ciety. 
In citing Park (1927), McCall recognizes that 
one's identity is negotiated, not only with one
self, but also with society: 

Often enough it happens that[one] is not titled 
to the role which [one] chooses to play.ln any 
case, it Is an effort for any of us to maintain the 
attlludes which we assume; aDthemorediftlcul 
when the world refuses to take us at our own 
estimatl!laofourselves. 

If social evaluations do not place the 
individual with a disability in the role of a sexual 
being, It will be difficult for the individual to 
acquire the adaptive behavioral expectations 
of that role. That is, if we assume that lndhfldu.. 
als with disabilities do not have the same 
needs for physical affection ai1d sexual ex
pression, we will not likely provide them the 
opportunity or the social acceptance to realize 
it. 

Moreover, stereotypes. of non.-xuallty 
are misinformed on two levels. First, studies 
show that 72 percent of men who are quad
riplegic due to spinal cord injury can have,.,._ 
course (Madorsky 1983). Second, If 80Ciety 
fails to acknowledge that nonambulatory Indi
viduals (those in wheelchairs), who- may or 
may not have the capacity for penile vaginal 
penetration, are sexual beings with theca~ 
ity for physical affection and sexual expres
sion, we are essentially reifying the belief that 
only penile vaginal penetration is real sex. 
These attitudes deny that individuals with 
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disabilities have the same sex-related needs 
and desires as the nondlsabled. That is, they 
need an intimate relationship with another per
son; they need the same sexual outlets of-ex
pression such as touching, caressing, holding 
and kissing, the soft-gentle expressions of 
sexuality and perhaps creative solutions within 
boundaries of individual limitations. We as a 
IQclety should recognize a multitude of behav
Iors as sexual activity and evidence of one's 
sexuality as a human being. We need to 
recognlzeotherformsofexpressionotherthan 
focusing on penile-vaginal penetration as the 
only•rea1• sex. Moreover, we need to acknowl
edge that sex can be satisfying without either 
or both partners reaching orgasm. 

Thus, the importance of focusing more 
classroom discussion of the sexual needs and 
capabilities of individuals with disabilities can 
broaden the understanding of what It is to be 
sexual beings. It should be noted that when 
human sexuality texts for college courses ad
dress sexuality and disability, they do so only 
in a CUI"IIOfY manner. Furthermore, these texts 
tend to lump all disabilities together which 
does little to delineate the various social fac.. 
tors affecting sexual behavior. A much more in 
depth examination. of the breakdown of the 
wide range of disabilities is necessary. Thus, 
a more comprehensive study of disability and 
sexuality would encompass the ways in which 
sexuality is affected by an acquired or trau
matic disability versus a congenital disability, 
a chronic versus short term disability, a con
spicuous versus a nonconsplcuous disability. 

It is important to recognize that, al
though society has fought hard for the main
streaming of individuals with disabilities 
through the removal of physical barriers, we 
prevent integration on a social psychological 
level through the denial of sexuality. 
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